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Abstract 

Two proposals were put forth between 1974 and 1983 to build an aluminium smelter at 

Aramoana, near Dunedin. These proposals garnered widespread opposition from local 

residents, environmental protest groups and the wider New Zealand public. This thesis 

focuses on one of the most prominent groups, the Save Aramoana Campaign (SAC), 

founded in 1974. The 'organisational approach' to environmental history outlined by 

Frank Uekoetter underpins the methodology in an attempt to move away from the body of 

work which perpetuates teleological histories of environmental degradation and blame. 

The thesis examines who opposed the smelter proposals, why, and how they organised for 

reform. SAC and the Public Submissions to the Commission for the Environment are 

used as case studies. It is argued that environmental concerns; local, intimate and 

immediate as well as wider, national and long-term, were paramount amongst opponents. 

Apprehension over economic, social values and democratic concerns, however, was also 

apparent. Rationales and methods of organisation for supporters of the smelter are also 

examined. Ultimately, it is argued that the smelter controversy operated on two levels; 

first as a small site-specific controversy and second as one strand of the wider 

contemporaneous debate concerning the future direction of New Zealand society. 
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Introduction 

Who are all these muddle-headed bigots 
who cry out like cockles trampled on 

by elephants outfor a stroll 
on loan from game parks 
over the hills and gone, 

gone to greed and lunatic short-termitis, 

accusing people of hating, 
obstructing 'the march of progress', 

ofa green-eyed naive and idealistic idiocy 
whenever they 'seek to make the place 

more prosperous and go-ahead', 
of not being able to appreciate 

the value and pleasures of bangles boredom and beads. 
From "Smelting the Smelter: Aramoana." Poem by Brian Turner. 1 

On 23 December 1980 the Save Aramoana Campaign (SAC) declared Aramoana an 

Independent State. This small area ofland at the tip of the Otago Harbour became a 

microcosmic battle ground from 1974 to 1983 over the future direction of New Zealand 

society. In 1974 and 1980 proposals were put forth for aluminium smelters in this 

ecologically sensitive area. Local residents and concerned individuals formed 

organisations to fight these proposals on the local and national fronts. The SAC was the 

most prominent of these. At its heart the controversy erupted over environmental 

concerns for the unique, site-specific Aramoana area? It broadened, however, to 

encompass larger national issues such as economic policy. Intellectually it was both 

stimulated by and helped to form part of a wider movement which questioned traditional 

assumptions about social and economic values. In SAC's case the role these values 

played in environmental exploitation was crucial. Along with numerous other national 

and local environmental groups, SAC challenged the orthodox economic doctrine of 

'growth'. They argued for a future New Zealand based on a wise use ofresources, where 

the burgeoning ideals of environmentalism were incorporated into a new consensus on 

social values. 

4 

1 Brian Turner, "Smelting the Smelter: Aramoana," 1980. In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005, Hocken Library 
Dunedin. 
2 For brevity Aramoana is used to describe the entire area from Otafelo Point to the Aramoana community 
and beaches, including Te Ngaru and the salt marsh. See Figure 2. 
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This thesis is a micro-study of one environmental organisation in New Zealand during the 

late 1970s and early 1980s. It is not a study of every facet of the Aramoana controversy. 

It is the study of one small site of environmental change during a turbulent period which 

aims to demonstrate that there are alternative frameworks to studying environmental 

history as, what Frank Uekoetter calls "negative progress."3 It does not contend that all 

environmental organisations in New Zealand during this time were monolithic in 

concerns nor even that there was homogeneity within opposition to the Aramoana 

proposal. Rather, by intensive research of one small organisation I hope to highlight 

problems with the over-generalised statements on New Zealand environmentalism during 

this era and point to ways to rectify this. 4 I use John McNeill's loose definition of 

environmentalism; environmentalism is "the view that humankind ought to seek peaceful 

coexistence with, rather than mastery of, nature."5 This thesis could easily have been 

approached from a social history framework. After careful investigation, however, it is 

clear to me that those who fought to save Aramoana viewed the issue primarily through 

an environmental lens. Thus, it seemed most appropriate, given a suitable theoretical 

framework, to analyse their opposition using environmental history method. This thesis is 

the tentative first story of SAC, not an analysis of the entire Aramoana debate. 

SAC forms the basis of this thesis for two reasons. The first and overarching reason is 

that both their organisation as a whole and the preservation of their intimate workings in 

complete archival holdings, provide an invaluable opportunity to study an environmental 

conflict using Frank Uekoetter' s organisational approach. 6 This approach sets out an 

analytical framework for studying environmental history that moves away from 

teleological histories of blame and ecological disaster. Through identifying six stages for 

analysis in the process of organisational action by environmental groups, Uekoetter offers 

a framework for examining groups such as SAC from inception and intellectual contexts 

3 Frank Uekoetter. "Confronting the Pitfalls of Current Environmental History: An Argument for an 
Organisational Approach." Environment and History 4(1998): pp. 33-34. Uekoetter defines negative 
process as a linear model of negative historical causations whereby stories of disastrous ecological 
developments are chronicled within a descriptive rather than analytical framework. 
4 See for example of over-generalisations, Christine Dann, "Losing Ground? Environmental Problems and 
Prospects at the Beginning of the Twenty-First Century," in Environmental Histories of New Zealand. Tom 
Brooking and Eric Pawson, eds. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2002): pp. 275-287 and Robert V. 
Bartlett and Ton Buhrs, Environmental Policy in New Zealand, (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1993) 
and Ton Buhrs, "Environmental Policy," in New Zealand Politics in Transition. Raymond Miller, ed. 
(Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1997): pp. 287-295. 
5 J. R. McNeill, Something New Under The Sun. An Environmental History of the Twentieth-Century World, 
(New York: Penguin Books, 2000), p. 337. 
6 Uekoetter, pp. 31-52. 
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through to the evolution of agents for reform and their ultimate success. 7 Using this 

approach allows an in-depth examination of one small segment of the New Zealand 

environmental movement which avoids either 'exemplary' histories of such movements 

or histories of environmental blame. 8 My study deviates slightly from Uekoetter' s model, 

however, as SAC formed pre-emptively rather than as a response to an existing 

environmental problem. Hence, I have focussed on his first four areas; definition of an 

environmental problem, range of reformative options available, organisation of political 

support for reform and the political struggle for implementation.9 From these I have 

drawn my main questions. Broadly, I have tried to ascertain to what extent the smelter 

proposals were conceptualised as environmental problems and why. Within this 

framework I specifically ask who was against the smelter and why? How did they 

organise for reform and why did they choose particular options? How successful were 

they in their ultimate aims and their choice of tactics? I have also asked who supported 

the smelter proposals, why and how well they succeeded? The interplay between pro- and 

anti-smelter groups was such that an analysis which left out suppmiers would 

inadequately cover the controversy. Uekoetter's approach underpins this thesis but it has 

been used as a broad guiding framework, not as an overarching inflexible model which 

needs to be followed to the letter. 

Many other theoretical frameworks have been applied throughout the thesis. Of these, the 

reiteration of the dual nature of the controversy, its micro and macro levels of causation, 

debate, and action is perhaps the most important. I argue that the definition of 

environment needs to be broadened to adequately address small sites of change such as 

Aramoana. The predominance of rural, nineteenth century studies in environmental 

history has motivated examination of this small, urban, very recent environmental flash 

point. 10 By highlighting a micro, urban, small site of change I hope to be able to offer a 

drop to the bucket of the research that needs to be conducted within New Zealand 

environmental history on environmental and conservation movements of this era, to avoid 

the often broad, sweeping, over-generalised studies and statements. I believe that there is 

7 Ibid., pp. 39-47. 
8 For example of exemplary histories see Neville Peat, Manapouri Saved! New Zealand's First great 
Conservation Success Story, (Dunedin: Longacre Press, 1994) and Roger Wilson, From Manapouri to 
Aramoana. The Battle for Nevv Zealand's environment, (Auckland: Earthworks press, 1982). 
9 Uekoetter's last two areas are, the implementation of reform and the practical consequences of change. 
10 See for example, the rural, nineteenth century predominance in Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson, eds. 
Environmental Histories of New Zealand(EHNZ), (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2002). 
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room to still tell stories in environmental history that are not necessarily ideological or 

teleological tales of ecological exploitation and gloom, or that attempt to 'solve' current 

environmental situations. 11 Uekoetter's framework is an invaluable tool in this endeavour. 

Richard White argues that environmental controversies such as Aramoana are as much 

about identity, ideology and meaning as they are economics and ecology. 12 Certainly the 

Aramoana controversy operated on these levels. The identity of the area as unspoiled yet 

threatened ran concurrently with the notion of New Zealand as unspoiled yet threatened 

by large multinational companies. Traditional ideologies of growth were challenged by 

SAC who articulated the begim1ings of sustainability. Moreover, SAC were part of a new 

generation which challenged most traditional societal ideologies. Throughout the debate, 

meaning was constantly contested; the meaning ofwetlands and wasteland, of prosperity, 

of quality of life and standards of living. This thesis will show that identity, ideology and 

meaning were central to SAC. Rather than juxtaposing them with specific economic or 

ecological arguments, however, I will illustrate that all operated, woven tightly together. 

The second reason SAC forms the basis of this thesis is personal. In 1981 the Aramoana 

travelling embassy arrived in Christchurch. At this time my mother purchased a set of the 

second stamp issue which included a pamphlet and an envelope bearing the Independent 

State of Aramoana crest, seal and stamps (see Figures 5 and 6). Somehow this was 

bequeathed to me. For years I carried it round, curious about the Save Aramoana 

Campaign mentioned inside, secure in the knowledge as any child raised by left-wing 

parents during the tumultuous late 1970s and early 1980s in New Zealand was, that the 

saving of Aramoana was 'an important thing', along with resisting the patriarchy and 

ending apartheid. When the opportunity arose to study this group for my MA it seemed 

fate has played its hand. Therefore, I initially pursued SAC sources at the beginning of 

my primary research. As it became evident that the topic area was enormous and sources 

plentiful, I chose to focus on SAC using Uekoetter's approach. This thesis is, therefore, 

very much the opening rather than the closing word on the Aramoana controversy. Many 

historians have to listen to silences to hear the past. In so recent an event, my challenge 

has been to select among many clamorous voices. There are a plethora of sources and 

l1 On importance of telling stories in environmental history see, William Cronon, "A Place for Stories: 
Nature, History, and Narrative." The Journal of American History 78(March 1992): pp. 1347-76 and Tom 
Brooking and Eric Pawson, "Introduction," in EHNZ, p. 2. 
12 Richard White, "Forward," in EHNZ, p. iii. 



numerous others pieces of the puzzle to study. 13 This deluge of sources is one of the 

challenges which face the historian of a relatively contemporary topic. Another is 

perspective. The proximity to events and the inability this often provides to 'judge' them, 

is yet another reason why Uekoetter's approach is useful in allowing an analytical 

framework that avoids linear histories of success or failure of all contemporary protest 

movements. 

8 

My primary sources consist of three main bodies of work. The first of these is 13 boxes of 

SAC archival material. 14 This covers, literally, every facet of SAC organisation and 

includes numerous local, national and international materials, both published and 

unpublished, which SAC collected during the course ofthe controversy. Published SAC 

material is also contained within this archival collection. The day-to-day workings of the 

organisations, drafts of speeches, action lists, financial records, meeting minutes and 

citizenship registers, for example, have proved invaluable in asking who was against the 

smelter and how and why did they organise for reform. The inner workings of the 

organisation and uncensored comments have afforded me the chance to fundamentally 

ascertain their rationales, rather than having to rely on public pronouncements. Hence, the 

breadth and depth of this collection, its compatibility with an organisational approach and 

the confines of a MA led me to focus on this group. My second body of primary sources 

is the public submissions to the Commission for the Environment in relation to the 

Environmental Impact Report on the proposed smelter prepared in 1981. 15 The 

submissions run to five volumes of over 2000 pages, therefore, I sampled 1 0% for my 

study. I felt it was important to examine these as they are the only body of national 

sources which addressed my question: to what extent and why was the smelter perceived 

as an environmental problem? They have proved enlightening in this regard and could be 

one of many further areas of fruitful research centred around the Aramoana smelter 

controversy. My last significant group of primary sources is a set of Aramoana clipping 

13 Just some of the further areas that could be studied include: the art and poetry produced during the 
debate; an analysis of the complete submissions to the Commission for the Environment, either individually 
or comparatively with other issues that facilitated submissions, such as the Clyde Dam; oral interviews with 
opponents and/or suppmiers; letters to the editor in the ODT or a media-studies analysis of the DDT's 
coverage ofthe controversy; examination ofthe Aramoana League Inc. files; examination of Coalition for 
Open Government files; a fuller examination of the political aspects of the debate. 
14 Save Aramoana Campaign, Records: 1970s, Hocken Library Dunedin, accession number 85-099, Box 1 
and Records: 1979-1984, accession number 86-005, Boxes 1-10 and Records: 1980-1989, accession 
number 00-050, Boxes 1 and 2. 
15 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volumes 1-5, (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981). 
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books complied by the Dunedin Public Library. 16 These consist of clippings from 

Dunedin newspapers of articles, letters to the editor and editorials on any topics to do 

with Aramoana from 1959 to the present. Because secondary sources are so scarce, the 

clipping books have been used as the main body of factual information for this thesis. 

There are two potential problems with this. Firstly, editorial bias cannot be discounted. 

Secondly, there is no assurance that gaps have not occurred as some articles may have 

been missed in the collection process. As I have tried to use the articles predominantly for 

factual information rather than opinion, bias is largely negated. Moreover, the only other 

avenue for gleaning this information is either pro- or anti-smelter publications or records. 

Therefore, I felt there was less chance of bias from the newspaper clippings than SAC 

archives. The problem of what could have been left out of the clipping books is also one 

which I feel was subsidiary as the enormous amount of material they contain (volumes of 

over 400 pages for the years 1980 and 1981) indicates to me that gaps were negligible. 

Chapter One outlines the main narrative events of the Aramoana smelter debates from the 

late 1950s through to the Department of Conservation's acquisition ofthe area in 1990. It 

focuses on the period 197 4 to 1983 and offers a chronological summary to counterpoint 

the later analysis in Chapters Three, Four and Five. Its main function is to help the reader 

navigate through a tightly compressed time period in which significant events occurred, 

sometimes weekly. Consequently, it is smaller in size than the four main chapters. 

Chapter Two examines the relevant historiography surrounding the topic, situating this 

study within it. I argue that Uekoetter's approach allows for an organisational micro

study that may add to the body of environmental history, which has tended to over

generalise or uncritically praise environmental movements in New Zealand. The second 

half of the chapter aims to contexualise the Aramoana controversy focussing on its 

contemporary local, national and international landscapes. These are explored through the 

lenses of social, cultural and demographic changes, environmental precedents and 

economic circumstances. I argue that SAC was part of the wider international shift in 

generations that saw traditional norms in all spheres of life challenged. 

16 Dunedin Public Library, Aramoana: clippings.fi·om Dunedin newspapers, 1952-ongoing, Volumes 1-5, 
(Dunedin: McNab New Zealand Collection, 1984 -ongoing). 
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Chapter Three focuses on SAC as a case study of opposition to the smelter. I ask who 

opposed the smelter and why. Next I examine how opposition organised for reform and 

why they chose particular avenues. I analyse to what extent and why was the smelter 

perceived as an environmental problem, arguing for a wider definition of both 

'environment' and 'environmental' when assessing environmental movements. 

Fmihermore, I contend that environmental concerns were paramount for SAC. The focus 

is on SAC and local opposition but non-SAC anti-smelter groups and national concerns 

are, to a lesser extent, explored. Chapter Four is analytically similar to Chapter Three. I 

use the public submissions to address who opposed the smelter and why as well as the 

extent to which environmental concerns were raised. I cannot, however, examine reform 

options from these sources. Here, I argue that environmental fears were predominant but 

note the interconnectedness of all rationales for opposition. 

Chapter Five attempts to provide a fuller discussion of the controversy by analysing who 

supported the smelter and why. I investigate the ways they organised in support of the 

scheme and their reasons for this. I argue that economic considerations underpinned 

support of the scheme. I also analyse the similarities between supporters and opponents in 

terms of organisational methods and underlying rationales. From this, I conclude that both 

groups were strikingly similar in their motives and tactics. The fundamental difference 

was in their competing views of the best use of Aramoana and ofthe future direction of 

New Zealand society. 

Chapter Six concludes this thesis by attempting to provide some analysis of the success of 

opponents and supporters. Like Chapter One, this chapter is considerably shmier than the 

four main chapters. This is due to the lack of solid evidence on which to base anything 

but sketchy conclusions of either group's success. I argue that to avoid value-laden 

assumptions success must be measured according to opponents' and supporters' own 

terms. Additionally, I argue from the limited evidence that anti-smelter groups over the 

course of the controversy were more successful than their pro-smelter adversaries. 
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Chapter One 

Aramoana: Tapu Land. The Story of Resistance. 

"The beautifitl Aramoana has been rescued from the smelter of Think Big and we are now 

putting it in the right hands. Today 's decision is the last step in a story of how a 

community took on the government and won". Peter Dum1e, Associate Minister for the 

Environment. 1 

On 5 April 1990 the management of the area from Te Ngaru to Aramoana was handed 

over to the Department of Conservation (DOC). As Peter Dunne notes this marked the 

end of industrial construction threats stretching back into the 1950s and 1960s. To assist 

with understanding the complex forces interacting over the fate of this area, this section 

sets out the course of events relating specifically to proposed development at Aramoana. 

Early Developments 

In the 19 5Os the Otago Harbour Board ( 0 HB) looked into the possibilities of using their 

harbour side 'surplus' land between Te Ngaru and Aramoana2 for industry. They 

discovered that although the land was sand-based it could support heavy machinery and 

industrial usage? Consequently, in the late 1950s and early 1960s two possibilities were 

considered. One, a steel mill, was quietly investigated between 1957-59. A few years later 

Aramoana was put forth as a potential oil refinery site during a nationwide search. 

Neither of these proposals gained traction whilst few, if any, objections were raised by 

local residents. 4 In 1963 the Dunedin Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority 

(DMRP A) agreed to the OHB's request to zone the area 'industrial'. Ten years later the 

Waikouiti County Council gave the area, extending to below the high water mark, an 

"industrial intermediate" zoning. 5 

1 Otago Daily Times(ODT) (Dunedin) 6/4/90. In Aramoana: clippings from Dunedin newspapers. Volume 
4, p. 27. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
2 For brevity the area will simply be referred to as 'Aramoana' unless a specific portion is indicated. See 
Figure 2. 
3 

J. Gordon Johnston, Journey to Aramoana. His Story, (Dunedin: Self-published, 1992), p. 127. 
4 Residents argue this was because investigations were kept low key. The OHB claims it was because 
'greenies' or 'environmental activists' were not yet active in Dunedin at the time. OHB claims in 'We're 
Backing the Smelter' advetiising supplement in Save Aramoana Campaign(SAC), Records: Box 6 86-005, 
Hocken Library Dunedin. Local residents' claims in Johnston, p. 133. 
5 Dunedin Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority (DMRP A), Aramoana: Land Use Investigation, 
(Dunedin: Dunedin Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority, 1975), p. 1. 



In 1972 Otago Metal Industries (OMI) put forth the first serious proposal for an 

aluminium smelter. This was widely seen as an election vote catcher for the National 

Party and died accordingly when Labour came to power. It did precipitate, however, the 

first groundswells of opposition. Moreover, from 1973 onwards numerous studies were 

commissioned and executed to further investigate the unique environment around 

Aramoana. The DMRPA carried out the first ofthese in 1973. It recommended reserve 

status for the mud flats and adjoining m·eas and further reiterated this point in its latter 

1975 study. 6 University scientists, G. E. Hamel and G. A.M. Barr conducted a ground

breaking and influential survey in 1974 ofthe area's flora and fauna. This furthered the 

evidence of the distinctive nature ofthe area and gave credence to calls for its reserve 

status. 7 

14 

Early in 1974 OMI put forward a much stronger proposal for an aluminium smelter at 

Aramoana. This was keenly supported by the local business community. Yet both 

Aramoana's MP8 and the majority of the ruling Labour Government were, at best, 

lukewarm towards the proposal. The seriousness of this proposal and the recent surveys 

into the area facilitated the formation of the first Save Aramoana Campaign (SAC). They 

held their first meeting on 18 April1974. GeoffNeill, the leader of the fledgling Values 

Party, the Otago Branch of Ecology Action and some local residents such as Gordon 

Johnston, were prominent in the leadership of this group. The Campaign's aims were 

twofold: first, to stop the smelter being built, and secondly, to have the area declared a 

reserve. They also fought suggestions for a zinc smelter and a em assembly plant at 

Aramoana which were promulgated during 1974. They stepped up efforts in October with 

a public meeting at the Otago Museum attracting approximately 1,000 people.9 During 

1974 OMI published the first of two Environmental Impact Reports to be produced over 

the next seven years on the issue. On 16 November the Labour Government rejected the 

proposal, however, primarily on economic grounds. Insufficient energy resources via low 

6 The area around Heyward Point above Spit Beach (see Figure 7) already had reserve status from earlier in 
the century. DMRP A, p. 11. 
7 G. A.M. Barr and G. E. Hamel, Coastal Ecology and Land Use at Aramoana, (Dunedin: Ecology Action 
Otago, 1974). 
8 The MP was J.H. Elworthy as Aramoana was in the Oamaru electorate untill975. 
9 ODT 17110174. lnAramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 50. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
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hydro-lake levels were also stated as a contributing factor. 10 This marked the end of such 

proposals for the next five years. 

In these intervening years close study of the area ensued. Two University of Otago 

studies spanned late 1974 and early 1975. One, conducted by Atholl Anderson, identified 

Maori archaeological sites. 11 A wider study, The Ecology of Aramoana; Otago Harbour, 

commissioned by the OHB and the DMRP A, looked at the overall ecology of Aramoana. 

This study concluded that reclamation work should be prohibited and that only the 

grassland area was suitable for industry. 12 

"This government is in danger of disappearing up its own fundamental legislative orifice" 

Geoffrey Palmer, MP for the Labour Opposition, October 1981. 13 

The year 1979 was important for the National Government. It outlined its economic 

policy, 'Think Big' and passed the corresponding National Development Act (NDA) on 

13 December. 14 This act and later legislative manoeuvres relating to the second 

Aramoana proposal (1979-83) led future Labour Party leader Geoffrey Palmer to his 

parliamentary outburst noted above. It is safe to assume that the second SAC, which 

reformed on the 12 December shared his views. 15 An instrumental precursor to an official 

articulation of Think Big had been the government's announcement in August that it 

would make surplus electricity available to intensive, export focussed industries in 

Otago. 16 As the government floated the idea for a second aluminium smelter (the first 

10 ODT 16/11/74. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 49. 
11 ODT 27/11/74. InAramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 52. 
12 DMRPA, The Ecology of Aramoana: Otago Harbour, (Dunedin: University of Otago, 1975), p. 1. In 
SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
13 ODT 17110/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 351. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
14 The dating of 'Think Big' can be a contentious issues. I argue, however, that it dates from 1979 using 
four main justifications. Firstly, the NDA was an integral part ofthe Think Big Policy. It was passed as an 
enabling act and dates from 1979. Secondly, Barry Brill's speech at the National Party conference in 1979 
is widely seen as the first miiculation of the policy. Thirdly, Belich, p. 401, and Wilson, p. 69, (who has 
arguably done the most research on this patiicular micro-era in relation to energy policies and the 
environment) also use this date. Finally, in the SAC archives there are mentions of 'Think Big' from early 
1980. Thus, while some date Think Big from 1981, for example Michael L. S. Bagge, ("Dams or 
Democracy? The Clyde Dam Controversy 1968-1982" M. A. thesis, University of Otago, 2002), I feel this 
is an oversimplification due to the prominent role the policy played in the General Election campaign of 
that year. Its prominence in this campaign does not mean it was initially promulgated at this time. 
15 'List oflnterested Persons at First Meeting, 12 December 1979.' In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
Hocken Library Dunedin. 
16 Neil Ericksen, ed. The Aluminium Debate: Moulding New Zealand's Future, (Hamilton: University of 
Waikato Environmental Studies Unit, 1981), p. v. 
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being Comalco's Tiwai Point operation) Aramoana was again considered as a potential 

site along with a Washdyke site, near Timaru, and Wickliffe Bay on the Otago Peninsula 

(see Figure 7 for location of Wickliffe Bay). This threat led Gordon Johnston to initiate 

the reformation of the SAC. The initial meeting of 15 people reactivated the calls for no 

industry at Aramoana and reserve status for the area. 17 In contrast to 197 4, Warren 

Cooper the local MP, along with the ruling National Government, strongly supported the 

idea. During the second campaign SAC had nationwide and local allies. At the national 

level these included the Coalition for Open Government (COG), which formed in 1979 in 

response to the NDA. 18 Locally, Save the Otago Peninsula (STOP) formed in response to 

the Wickliffe Bay suggestion and merged with SAC during 1980. 

Public opinion about both smelter proposals has proved elusive. Two surveys were 

carried out which concluded with contradictory results. The first conducted by the Values 

Party in 1980 found 61% support for a reserve at Aramoana, 26% for a smelter and a 

surprisingly large 13% of undecided participants. 19 The second survey undertaken by the 

Geography Department at the University found 62% of pmiicipants supported a smelter at 

Aramoana, 25% were against the idea and yet again there remained a neutral or undecided 

group of 13%?0 The differing years of these surveys may help explain their differing 

conclusions. Both sides claimed overall favourable public opinion and, with no solid 

evidence either way, it is inconclusive just how receptive or otherwise the citizens of the 

wider Dunedin area were to the proposal. 21 

17 Johnston, p. 124. 
18 CPP Newsletter, no. 2, April 1981, p. 2. In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
19 'New Zealand Values Party telephone survey of Dunedin re smelter' 1980. In SAC, Records: Box 1 00-
050. Hocken Library Dunedin. 
20 ODT9/3/8l. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 88. 
21 This has proved one of the most frustrating areas of my research. Initially I was under the impression the 
smelter was widely suppmted in Dunedin due to anecdotal oral evidence. However, it has been almost 
impossible to say with any certainty whether this was the case. Letters to the Editor were one source. They 
are so numerous, on this topic, however, that it could be a thesis on its own to analyse them. Moreover, 
there are inherent problems in using Letters to the Editor. SAC records show an attempt to deluge the paper 
with anti-smelter letters while correspondence to SAC from Marilyn Warring highlights how the Abortion 
Debate in New Zealand in the 1970s saw conservative groups also use this as a tactic to claim wide spread 
support. Adding to the puzzle, national figures such as Muldoon often reiterated his scorn at the lack of 
suppmt for the smelter from Dunedin people. If I had to hazard a guess I would conclude that the continued 
effmts of SPA and local bodies to produce material specifically aimed at swaying the Dunedin public, even 
when they had the relative assurances of the NDA, suggest the majority of people had reservations about 
the smelter. Analysing letters to the editor and/or the bias of prominent print media during the debate, such 
at the ODT, is one of many further areas that could be fruitful for research. 
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Figure 7. Map of Otago Harbour. From OHB and SPA, Environmental Impact Report, p. 

104. 
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The Second Proposal 

The year 1980 was dominated by speculation. It was not until December that the South 

Pacific Aluminium (SPA) consortium announced Aramoana as the site for the proposed 

smelter. Throughout the year the debate raged on both sides, often with little facts, semi

assurances and increasing tension. In January fifty six residents and members of the 

Aramoana League held a meeting. They resolved to approach the Silverpeaks County 

Council (Silverpeaksi2 regarding the area's zoning and also to liaise with other harbour 

groups and communities. On 30 January the OHB announced that approximately 170 

hectares at Aramoana, including approximately 40 hectares of the salt marsh, were 

available for heavy industry. In February they met with so-called 'interested 

organisations' but would not release details other than that a smelter was the likely 

proposed industry.23 During the same month SAC and others made submissions to the 

OHB while Silverpeaks mmounced "qualified suppmi" for industry at Aramoana?4 This 

was conditional upon the industry requiring the unique attributes of the area, namely 

proximity to a deep water port and large flat land. Later that month residents from the 

wider outer-West Harbour area met and passed a resolution calling for reserve status and 

no industrial construction at Aramoana.25 In March OHB tried to diffuse one of the issues 

by promising residents their residential areas would be excluded from the proposal and 

long-term tenancies would be considered. Unconvinced, the Aramoana League applied to 

the Dunedin High Court in mid- March to uphold the current zoning which explicitly 

denied the use of the wider area for a smelter. Energy Minister, Bill Birch, tried to quell 

fears and outline the Government's position at a speech at the Ecology Action AGM on 4 

March. His approach was not entirely successful as later that month the Labour Party 

began its long term opposition to the proposal by deriding the "conspiracy of silence" 

they perceived the Government to be perpetuating around the issue. 26 

"Our aim is that: Those areas of Aramoana which support important biological 

communities should be classified as Scientific Reserve, and the remainder, apart from 

22 Silverpeaks County Co unci I took control of the area in 1977. It was formed by the amalgamation of the 
Waikouiti and Taieri County Council's in the same year. 
23 SAC Newsletter, 27 February 1980. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
24 ODT2912/80.InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 126. 
25 "SAC letter to Silverpeaks County Council, undated," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. Hocken Library 
Dunedin. 
26 ODT 13/3/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, pp. 157-159. 
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residential development, as Recreational Reserve. " From SAC flyer handed out at Public 

Meeting at the Regent Theatre 2 April.27 

"The danger is the steady erosion ofthe.fi'ee market by confidential, heavily subsidised 

deals replacing open competition. The price tag is called inflation. " Professor Paul van 

Moeseke, First report, April 1980.28 

Throughout 1980 these two quotes illustrate the issues the debate centred on, namely 

wider economic fears ·and the call to protect Aramoana itself. University of Otago lecturer 

and eminent economist, Professor van Moeseke's first report on the viability of a second 

aluminium smelter anywhere in New Zealand was released in early April. Those who 

supported the proposed smelter criticised its findings. Mr Adams-Schneider the Minister 

of Trade and Industry, as well as local proponents of the scheme, joined in criticising van 

Moeseke as an impractical academic?9 On 2 April SAC held the first public meeting of 

the second campaign at the Regent Theatre in Dunedin attended by approximately 1,000 

people. Later that month opponents set up the first non-Dunedin branch of SAC in 

Christchurch. The local branch continued to make submissions to involved organisations; 

these included one to the Dunedin City Council (DCC) who were considering the issue 

and passed a resolution favouring the siting of the smelter at either Aramoana or 

Wickliffe Bay.30 

On 23 July the Government and SPA announced a qualified power agreement. This 

provided the first concrete proof that a smelter would be forthcoming although the 

location remained undecided. This am1ouncement led to a flurry of events. Locally a hui 

was held at Otakou Marae, opposite Aramoana, in early August to discuss the proposal. 

The consmiium declined an invitation to this event but did visit Dunedin in mid-August. 

They visited the Marae and Aramoana itself, meeting with concerned residents and other 

involved groups such as SAC. Local resident and member of the Aramoana League, 

Gordon Johnston has stated that following this meeting residents realised the extent to 

which their homes and community were under tln·eat.31 

27 Flyer in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
28 ODT 2/5/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 259. 
29 At its most extreme this criticism spilled over into personal death threats against van Moeseke 
30 ODT 17/6/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 303. 
31 Johnston, p. 126. 
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The debate moved into the national sphere in August with the formation of Campaign 

Power Poll (CPP). This group was Wellington-based and sprang from the 1980 

Environment and Conservation Organisations ofNew Zealand's (ECO) AGM. It aimed to 

publicise the issue at a national level. At the end of August Waikato University held a 

debate centred around the smelter proposal. Here, Professor van Moeseke produced his 

second report. On the local front two studies were commissioned. One, by the Historic 

Places Trust, was again conducted by Atholl Anderson and furthered the study of 

archaeological sites in the area. 32 The second, conducted by the Department of Health, 

assessed the air pollution potential of the site and concluded that of the three sites put 

forward (Aramoana, Wickliffe Bay and Washdyke) Aramoana had the least wind and was 

accordingly the worst of the three sites. It also found that none of the sites was as windy 

as Tiwai Point and therefore airborne pollution effects could not be compared to the 

existing smelter there. 33 This study was discarded by SPA, who continually denied its 

conclusions. They relied instead on a study they commissioned themselves that indicated 

Aramoana was very windy.34 In December the Wellington City Art Gallery hosted, 

'Aramoana: Tapu Land', an exhibition by predominantly Otago artists protesting the idea 

of a smelter at Aramoana. This exhibition moved to the Hocken Library in Dunedin in 

January 1981. 

"Welcome to the Independent State Of Aramoana. We have declared this area 

independent to stop a smelter being built here. Do you have any smelters concealed in 

your car? Suggested greeting from SAC "Guidelines for People on the Border Post".35 

On 22 December 1980 Aramoana was announced as the chosen site for the smelter. SAC 

had anticipated such an announcement and moved into action. The next day a procession 

took place from Logan Park to Aramoana where opponents held a rally. The coup de 

grace of this rally took the form of the declaration of the Independent State of Aramoana. 

A Border Post was set up at Otafelo Point and manned for 48 hours (see Figure 2). This 

continued every weekend until15 February 1981. Passports were issued, citizenship 

32 ODT21/10/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 343. 
33 ODT29/10/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 348. 
34 C. M. Cosgrove and B. B. Fitzharris, An Assessment of Air Pollution Dispersion at Aramoana, (Dunedin: 
Dunedin Business Development Centre, 1980). 
35 Guidelines in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
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granted and the flag of the Independent State raised. Local residents had their worst fears 

confirmed on the day of the site announcement with hand-delivered letters clearly stating 

that their leases would be terminated. They were given options for compensation or re

settlement at Long Beach; either being an unwelcome Christmas present. 36 

Early in 1981 SPA and OHB sent further letters to residents and all decided not to 

respond.37 Local action continued with SAC member and Te Ngaru resident Gary Holden 

climbing an SPA pylon and flying from it at half mast, the Independent State of 

Aramoana flag. Support was not unanimous, however, as many members of SAC and the 

organisation itself were threatened throughout 1980 and 1981. In Port Chalmers, smelter 

opponents' cars were attacked early in 1981. In March SPA lodged its official NDA 

application. This was preceded by OHB's granting oftenancy status to SPA for the land 

in question.38 A new organisation formed specifically to fight SPA's NDA application 

through the courts. It was the Campaign for Rational Economic and Environmental 

Development in New Zealand (CREEDNZ), which raised funds to coordinate a national 

legal effort. From March to June SAC, with help from CPP, sent a travelling embassy 

from the Independent State of Aramoana tln·oughout the North Island. This started in 

Auckland on 11 March. Later in the year the embassy also journeyed around the South 

Island. Smelter opponents launched two other major publicity events in the first half of 

1981. In April SAC placed advertisements in 43 overseas newspapers. These consisted of 

an aerial shot of Aramoana along with a short written piece outlining their position and 

asking for assistance. On 12 April the prestigious and widely-circulated United Kingdom 

newspaper, The Guardian, published their copy.39 On 8 May further national and indeed 

international interest was garnered when the Aramoana Philatelic Bureau, based in 

Christchurch, produced the first Independent State of Aramoana 'first day covers'. On the 

same day the stamps were symbolically boated from Aramoana to Dunedin. 

April 1981 brought further stress for local residents with confirmation that they would be 

evicted by the following year. Many, including the Aramoana League, turned to the 

Silverpeaks informal Zoning Hearings in May, to state their case in the matter of the 

36 Copy of letter to residents from OHB and SPA, 22112/80. In SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. Hocken 
Library Dunedin. 
37 Johnston, pp. 127-8. 
38 ODT18/3/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume2, p. 105. 
39 Copy of advertisement published in The Guardian, 12/4/81. In SAC, Records: Box 1 00-050. 
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Industrial Zoning Review. They were disenchanted, however, as the Silverpeaks Draft 

Review, published in July, adopted the industrial zoning SPA and the OHB needed to 

proceed with the project. In April the government had agreed to SPA's NDA application 

which CREEDNZ and the Environmental Defence Society immediately challenged 

through the courts. By the middle of July, however, the Court of Appeal had dismissed 

their claims. Thus, the project was looking more like the fait accompli the Minister for the 

Enviromnent, Dr Ian Shearer had indicated in April.40 Actions in August by the 

government and OHB did nothing to diminish this claim. The NDA specifically 

precluded the use of reclamation therefore a special Act of Parliament was instigated to 

allow the needed reclamation in the Otafelo Point area (see Figures 2 and 4).41 

Early July saw the much anticipated release of SPA's Environmental Impact Report 

(EIR). It was a large, detailed document which attempted to cover all areas of concern 

whilst offering environmental reassurances. The members of the Commission for the 

Environment empowered to audit the EJR, travelled to Dunedin in mid-August to assess 

the situation first hand. They called for public submissions and when the Audit was 

published on 1 October, 473 had been received. Ofthese 18 were neutral, 11 favoured the 

smelter and the remainder were opposed. 42 

The first of October proved to be a pivotal day for the smelter proposal as Alusuisse, the 

Swiss company which were the technology providers within the consortium, withdrew 

from the project. They explained their actions by citing the slumping world aluminium 

market and its relationship to power price negotiations with the Government. The 

remaining companies within SPA, Fletcher Challenge Limited (Fletchers) and Gove 

Alumina, were quick to state that they would have a new technology partner soon and that 

the proposal itself was not at risk. The Planning Tribunal hearing in relation to their NDA 

application was adjourned until March 1982. Despite numerous statements about 

forthcoming partners, Fletchers finally revealed in late December that no new 

announcement would occur until the following year. For Aramoana residents it turned out 

to be another uncertain Christmas. 

40 ODT 115/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 186. 
41 ODT 18/8/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, pp. 291-292. 
42 Commission for the Environment, Environmental Impact Audit, (Wellington: Commission for the 
Environment, 1981), p. 7. 
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For those involved on both sides of the smelter debate 1982 started as 1981 had ended; 

with many statements about potential partners from Fletchers yet no tangible action.43 By 

March SPA asked for a delay to the Planning Tribunal hearing which was refused. Hence, 

they were forced to withdraw their application under the NDA, reassuring supporters that 

they would file a new one as soon as a new pa1iner was found. French company Pechiney 

looked the most likely candidate and entered into negotiations with the Government until 

the end of June. These broke down, however, over the ever-contentious base power price 

for the smelter's electricity. 44 From July until September Birch and SPA continued 

negotiations without a teclmology pminer but by the middle of October both agreed to 

call off talks. Finally in November 1983 after further reviews and negotiations they 

decided to defer matters until later in the decade. 45 Whilst the immediate threat to 

Aramoana had dissipated throughout 1982, experience suggested to opponents ofthe 

scheme that industrial proposals would continue to be put forth for Aramoana while the 

area remained industrially zoned. Thus, from June until September SAC, the Aramoana 

League and many other interested individuals and groups participated in the Silverpeaks 

Public Zoning hearings. Their cases were turned down, however, and the revised 

Industrial Zoning of 1981 stood.46 

Not content to see their community continually threatened the groups appealed the 

decision to the Planning Tribunal and their case was heard in June 1983. Here they were 

finally successful. In September it was announced that the current Industrial Zoning was 

to be deleted from the scheme.47 The terms of the NDA, however, meant that industrial 

development could still occur if a new application was forthcoming and therefore the 

issue of affording the area secure protection through reserve status remained a contentious 

one throughout the 1980s. OHB tried again to resurrect industrial development with a 

nickel smelter proposal in 1989. This was preceded by continued resistance from the 

Board between 1987 and 1989 to pass control ofthe area from Te Ngaru to Aramoana to 

DOC.48 In the end it was the reorganisation of local body government in 1989 which 

43 Examples of statements by Fletchers, ODT 23/1/82 and 8/2/82. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 3, pp. 1, 
11. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
44 ODT 24/6/82. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 3, p. 71. 
45 ODT 16/11/83. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 3, p. 141. 
46 Johnston, p. 132. 
47 ODT 27/9/83. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 3, p. 133. 
48 ODT 31/1/89. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 4, p. 6. 
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helped gain Aramoana reserve status. 49 In October 1989 OHB ceased to exist and DCC 

took over the area. In March 1990 DCC recommended that the whole area should be 

placed under DOC control and that the Aramoana township should be legalised. 50 They 

passed this recommendation onto the Labour Government and on 5 April the Associate 

Minister for the Environment conferred. " We have achieved everything we set out to 

do," proclaimed a SAC spokesperson, adding, "the decision exceeded our wildest 

dreams."51 With that SAC disbanded and official responsibility was handed over to DOC 

in 1993. Five years later the area was given the strongest protection possible when it was 

gazetted as an, 'Ecological Area' under the 1977 Reserves Act. This afforded it status as 

an area of national scientific and natural importance, status similar to that of a national 

park. 52 Aramoana had been saved. 

49 ODT 19/5/90. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 4, p. 31. 
50 ODT29/3/90. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 4, p. 25. 
51 ODT 6/4/90 and 19/5/90. Both in Aramoana: clippings. Volume 4, pp. 27, 31. 
52 ODT 12/6/98. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 5, p. 5. 
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Chapter Two 

Contexualising the Controversy: spheres of influence and sites 

of change. 

"New Zealand is in the grip of a new depression. It is a depression which arises not from 

a lack of affluence but almost from too much of it. It is a depression in human values, a 

downturn not in the national economy but in the national spirit." The New Zealand 

Values Party 1972 manifesto. 1 

"It inevitably tells the same dismal tale: of land taken, exploited, exhausted; of traditional 

cultures said to have lived in a relation of sacred reverence with the soil displaced by the 

reckless individualist, the capitalists aggressor. " Simon Schama on environmental 

1 
. ? 

11story.-

Tales of ecological disaster abound in environmental history. This chapter will outline the 

relevant historiography relating to the Aramoana smelter debate and attempt to critique 

the tellers of these tales. It will add to the discussion in my introduction of how an 

organisational micro-study of one site of environmental change can demonstrate an 

alternative framework for the study of enviromnental history. The second half of this 

chapter will sketch the international, national and local context in which to place the 

Aramoana controversy. This will provide the backdrop for Chapters Three, Four, and 

Five which offer a detailed investigation of opponents and supporters of the scheme and 

the rationale behind their actions. Historiography will be reviewed within five broad 

categories. Firstly, the slim body of work produced on the actual Aramoana smelter 

proposal will be reviewed. Secondly, the emerging field ofNew Zealand environmental 

history, as it relates to my topic and era, will be analysed. Thirdly, general histories of 

New Zealand which contain material pertinent to the wider historical context of the time, 

will be examined. Next, international literature on specific environmental movements, 

1 Roger Wilson, From Manapouri to Aramoana. The battle for New Zealand's environment, (Auckland: 
Earthworks Press, 1982), p. 186. 
2 Simon Schama, Landscape and Memmy, (New York: Fontana Press, 1995), p. 13. 
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particularly Australia and the United States of America (USA) and the comparisons these 

offer for New Zealand and Aramoana will be outlined. Finally, wider theoretical 

environmental history models will be analysed with particular reference to their 

usefulness for this thesis. Six broad areas of historical investigation, environment, society 

and culture, demography, economy and politics will be used to trace international, 

national and local contexts. 

Historiography 

Environmental history is a relatively new field of historical research. 3 Like other recent 

historical approaches, for example women's history, it is a product of its time. The 

emerging environmental movement in the 1960s and events such as the first global 

conference on environmental issues held in Stockholm in1972, gave birth to 

environmental history.4 It is understandable, therefore, that historians with 'green' 

motivations or sympathies, or activists writing environmental histories have tended to 

portray environmentalism in a positive, often uncritical light, whilst deriding 

environmental damage. Indeed, the field as whole could still be said to be in the 

revisionist phase. Consequently, histories of environmental loss and degradation have so 

far predominated as writers sought to air their emerging concern over 'nature'. While this 

is accepted, along with the notion that no historian is free from bias, it should not stop a 

critical evaluation of the field and of individual interpretations. In particular, these 

problems highlight the advantages of using Frank Uekoetter's organisational theory and 

of studying microcosms of sites of environmental change. 

Unlike other notable environmental controversies in New Zealand, for example the Save 

Manapouri Campaign (SMC) or Clyde Dam protests, the Save Aramoana Campaign 

3 Environmental History, however, is often interdisciplinary in nature and therefore does draw on other 
well-established fields such as ecology, cultural anthropology and most impmiantly historical geography. 
The latter has an established tradition stretching back to the early twentieth century. It has a broad scope 
and many of its areas of investigation, for example, landscape change, environmental perceptions and 
resource management overlap and interconnect with environmental history. Joseph Powell. "Historical 
Geography and Environmental History: An Australian Interface." Journal of Historical Geography 22, no. 
3 (1996): pp. 256-257. And Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson, "Introduction," in Environmental Histories of 
New Zealand(EHNZ). Brooking and Pawson, eds. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 4. For 
one New Zealand example of the close connection between the two fields see historical geographer 
Michael Roche's two works Land and Water: Water and Soil Conservation and Central Government in 
New Zealand, 1941-1988, (Wellington: Historical Branch, Department oflnternal Affairs, 1994) and "The 
State as Conservationist, 1920-60", pp. 183-199, the latter written for Environmental Histories of New 
Zealand. 
4 Other events were also important catalysts such as the first World Earth Day in 1970. 
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(SAC) has elicited few secondary works. What has been written is sketchy and 

descriptive. At best, like my Chapter One, the main events and issues are outlined, at 

worst it is mentioned as a passing reference to the Clyde Dam proposal or Think Big. 5 As 

an outline of the Aramoana historiography will show, there has been no attempt to 

understand and analyse either the SAC or opposition in general. Certainly no analytical 

investigation, using environmental history method, of the organisation and the issues 

surrounding the controversy has been undertaken. The main secondary source is Roger 

Wilson's From Manapouri to Aramoana, published in 1982.6 It provides a narrative 

account ofNew Zealand enviromnental flash points and issues, particularly of the 1970s. 

Wilson devotes eight pages to the smelter proposal and there are further references and 

contextual material throughout the book. 7 The author has obvious bias in that he was 

heavily involved in the environmental movement in New Zealand at this time.8 

Furthermore, his work is one of the examples of 'glowing' or 'exemplary' histories 

written on the environmental movement in New Zealand at this time.9 These frame issues 

as 'struggles' which were won by the 'good' environmentalists over the 'bad' 

industrialists, usually government or large corporations. They are teleological narratives 

which tell a story of environmental triumphs. Wilson does offer some contextual analysis 

on topics, such as why energy issues were so important in the environmental debates of 

the late 1970s. His work is largely descriptive, however, and as such can only offer a 

narrative account of the Aramoana controversy. Thus, while I have found it an invaluable 

source for otherwise hard to find central facts on the topic it does not attempt the sort of 

micro-scale organisational history that this thesis will. 

Gordon Johnston's Journey to Aramoana, published in 1992, is the only historical 

account of the Aramoana and Te Ngaru areas. 10 It is a largely non-academic work, and is 

both an historical account of the early era and a personal history of Aramoana's most 

recent past. It provides valuable detail of the area and a personal story of resistance to 

5 See for example, Wilson for the best account, pp. 88-96. And Nicola Wheen, "A History ofNew Zealand 
Environmental Law," in EHNZ, pp. 267-69. 
6 Wilson. David Young has published a book this year on conservation in New Zealand, see David Young, 
Our islands, ourselves: a history of conservation in New Zealand, (Dunedin: University of Otago Press, 
2004). Unfortunately its very recent publication has precluded it from study in this thesis. 
7 Wilson, pp. 88-96. 
8 Wilson was for national organiser for Friends of the Earth (FOE) in 1979 and 1980. 
9 See also Neville Peat, Manapouri Saved! New Zealand's First Great Conservation Success Story, 
(Dunedin: Longacre Press, 1994). Or Paul Powell, Who Killed the Clutha, (Dunedin: John Mcindoe Ltd., 
1978). Further discussion of this later in this Chapter, p. 27. 
10 J. Gordon Johnston, Journey to Aramoana. His Story, (Dunedin: Self-published, 1992). 
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both the first and second aluminium smelter proposals. Jolmston was a prominent 

member ofthe Aramoana League and the book is a useful offset to the SAC bias of my 

primary sources. As the smelter proposals were only one facet of Aramoana's history, the 

material is somewhat limited. Overall, however, it has proved an essential reference tool, 

in particular, for material on the Planning Tribunal hearings that the League were actively 

involved with. 11 

Erik Olssen' sA History of Otago, published in 1984, provides a local contextual 

perspective on the issue. 12 It is one of the few books detailing Otago's history in the era 

when the smelter proposals eventuated. It provides some material on the second smelter 

scheme but links this very closely with the proposed Clyde Dam controversy. 13 In doing 

so, perhaps it overshadows the strength of the local SAC movement. Olssen argues that 

wider national protest movements dominated during the late 1960s, 1970s and early 

1980s. 14 Certainly issues such as the Vietnam War, feminism, Maori sovereignty, and the 

1981 Springbok Tour were vitally important on the New Zealand protest scene. I hope to 

show, however, that rather than one dominating another, local and regional protests were 

fundamentally intertwined with larger national movements and crossed boundaries 

between particular issues. In a country as small as New Zealand, key players were often 

involved at the local and national level. Like almost every secondary source on the 

Aramoana controversy, with the exception of Wilson, Olssen has an adequate amount of 

material but it lacks depth and analysis, no doubt due to the constraints imposed by a 

sweeping regional history. 15 

Nicola Wheen's chapter 'A history ofNew Zealand environmental law', published in 

2002, is the last of the published sources which mentions the Aramoana smelter 

proposal. 16 It places it within the wider context ofNew Zealand environmental law and 

links it to the Clyde Dam scheme which is given considerably more attention. 17 In general 

11 Ibid., see pp. 124-136. 
12 Erik Olssen, A History of Otago, (Dunedin: John Mcindoe Ltd., 1984). 
13 Ibid., pp. 236-240. 
14 Ibid., p. 225. 
15 Furthermore, the proximity in time to the smelter events of Olssen's research, writing and publication 
must also be taken into account. 
16 That is, the last of sources I have tracked down and read within the confines of an MA thesis. There will 
obviously be material in other places, for example in some of Muldoon's biographies, however, this is the 
most relevant and analytical. 
17 Wheen, pp. 266-69. 
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Wheen's argument oversimplifies the importance of 1981 for the New Zealand 

conservation movement, placing emphasis on the Manapouri-Te Anau Development Act 

which formalised Guardians for Lake Manapouri. 18 There is value in her call to place 

campaigns such as Manapouri in context. By using it as one of her main examples, 

however, she is giving it precedence in New Zealand's environmental history, the very 

stance that she is attempting to critique. 19 Overall, the value of this chapter for Aramoana 

historiography is limited due in part to its legal slant and also its refusal to disconnect the 

Aramoana scheme from the Clyde Dam proposal. 

Three theses conclude the secondary material relating specifically to Aramoana. The first 

of these, Conrad Pharazyn's "Aramoana: presentation and perception of the smelter 

issue," completed in 1982, is the best source after Wilson and Jolmston for elementary 

information on the proposal.2° Fmihermore, it is the only work which attempts to analyse 

the controversy, even though it is only one small aspect of it. It is an analysis of the art 

work and publicity material produced by both sides during the smelter debate.21 As this 

was a vital component of pro- and anti-smelter tactics to influence the public and decision 

makers alike it is therefore an in-depth look at one way groups organised. Pharazyn also 

attempts an analysis of the degree of success of these forms of publicity. 22 He argues that 

at its heart the Aramoana controversy was a debate regarding wise land use, therefore, he 

frames it as a resource issue rather than a social justice movement.23 Michael Bagge's 

thesis "Dams or Democracy," completed in 2002, outlines the Clyde Dam controversy 

from 1968 to 1982.24 He argues that it was the Government's disregard for democratic 

processes which escalated the controversy, not the radicalism ofprotestors.25 He includes 

an analysis of why people protested and the different forms this took in his chronological 

examination of the issue?6 There is an analysis of the Aramoana smelter debate and its 

18 Ibid., p. 265. Legal environmental struggles over a diverse range of issues such as Aramoana, 
Coromandel mining, native logging and nuclear testing to name a few were still very much contested during 
and after 1981. 
19 Ibid., p. 266. 
2° Conrad Pharazyn, "Aramoana: presentation and perception of the smelter issue" Major Study towards the 
Diploma of Landscape Architecture, Lincoln College, 1982. 
21 Ibid., p. 3. 
22 Ibid., pp. 27-28. I argue that social justice was an important component of the SAC. 
23 Ibid., p. 3. 
24 Michael Bagge, "Dams or Democracy? The Clyde Dam Controversy 1968-1982" M.A. thesis, 
University of Otago, 2002. 
25 Ibid., p. 2. 
26 Ibid., p. 46 onwards, interspersed throughout thesis. 
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relation to the various Clutha schemes?7 Like Pharazyn's analysis of Aramoana, Bagge 

views the Clyde controversy as a resource conflict.28 His argument appears a little 

simplistic at times and too focussed on political aspects of the controversy?9 By 

examining disquiet at political obstruction as well as site specific environmental concerns, 

Bagge does avoid the trap of describing enviromnental protests groups as single issue 

bodies. Simply adding one more dimension, however, does not go far enough down the 

track of enquiring into, and adding colour to, the full spectrum of motivations and 

organisational structures of all opponents of particular environmental schemes.3° Clinton 

Geeves's dissertation" "Hands off Beaumont". The 'Tuapeka Dam' Controversy," also 

completed in 2002, tells the story of a proposed dam development in Otago in the 1990s. 

He uses social movement theory in his analysis and includes the SAC as a point of 

reference in describing the Friends of Beaumont action group.31 He differentiates between 

the two main protest groups as either NIMBY s or social justice groups. 32 Once again 

Aramoana appears unique here as it had elements of both. Overall, his argument that the 

project was deferred by the electricity company due to the strength of protestors is open 

to debate. 33 

One must now turn to an examination of wider writing on New Zealand's environmental 

history relating to the period or material this thesis covers. This is an emerging field and 

the most important publication is Tom Brooking's and Eric Pawson's Environmental 

Histories of New Zealand, published in 2002.34 Four chapters are of particular relevance. 

Geoff Park's chapter' 'Swamps which might doubtless Easily be drained': Swamp 

draining and its impact on the indigenous', provides historical context on attitudes to 

27 Ibid., pp. 116-120. 
28 Ibid., p. 5. 
29 I also disagree with Bagge's dating of Think Big. He uses 1981 as a stati point for this economic policy. 
See note 14 in Chapter 1 for more discussion of dating of Think Big. 
30 It is acknowledged that Bagge had considerably more secondary literature on his topic to work around 
and place his argument within than the Aramoana debate and thus his narrower focus is partly 
understandable. 
31 Clinton Geeves, ""Hands off Beaumont": The 'Tuapeka Dam' Controversy" B. A. (Hons) Dissertation, 
University of Otago, 2002, p. 69. 
32 Ibid., p. 68. 
33 Ibid., p. 67. Most ofhis primary sources are from protestors themselves and there is no critical evaluation 
of them. See, for example, note on why Contact energy backed down, from one of main protestors Trevor 
Reeves (note 2, p. 68). A lot of material backing his argument comes from interviews with protestors 
themselves. 
34 Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson, eds. Environmental Histories of New Zealand(ENHZ), (Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 2002). 
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wetlands and swamps in New Zealand.35 His chapter is a useful historical overview. As 

with his earlier book Nga Uruora; The Groves of Life, however, Park tends to fall into the 

'ecologically noble savage' syndrome.36 Consequently, I have used his work for the 

reflections it provides on the historical movement on attitudes by particularly 

governments towards wetlands and swamps rather than his argument as a whole. Helen 

Leach's chapter 'Exotic natives and contrived wild gardens: The twentieth-century home 

garden' examines the very personal encounter with the environment in home gardens.37 

This chapter has proved useful in broadening and solidifying my wider definition of 

environment.38 Michael Roche's chapter 'The state as conservationist, 1920-60: 'Wise 

use' of forests, lands, and water', gives an overview of state policy until 1960.39 This 

chapter is very useful as it examines issues such as early debates about forest policy in 

New Zealand that, as Roche argues, prefigured contemporary environmentalism in New 

Zealand.40 Moreover, Roche highlights how Donald Worster's agro-ecological analysis of 

environmental history downplays the role ofthe state.41 Roche, also underlines that while 

Joe Powell's local, regional, national and international contexts are useful they must be 

used carefully in the distinctive New Zealand setting.42 This point has formed one of the 

underlying assumptions of this thesis. 

Finally, Christine Dann's chapter 'Losing Ground? Environmental problems and 

prospects at the beginning of the twenty-first century', is a broad piece which places New 

Zealand history in an international context. It focuses on the three major themes of 

colonisation, industrialisation and modernisation. 43 These, she argues, lead to the 

"commodification of nature" and are the key forces in understanding what motivates 

35 Geoff Park," 'Swamps Which Might Doubtless Easily Be Drained'. Swamp Drainage and Its Impact on 
the Indigenous," in EHNZ. pp. 151-165. 
36 Geoff Park, Nga Uruora; The Groves of Life. Ecology and History in a New Zealand Landscape, 
(Wellington: Victoria University Press, 1995). 
37 Helen Leech, "Exotic natives and contrived wild gardens: the twentieth-century home garden," in EHNZ. 
pp. 214-229. 
38 This will be fmiher elaborated in Chapters Three and Four. 
39 Michael Roche, "The State as Conservationist, 1920-1960. 'Wise Use' ofForests, Lands, and Water," in 
EHNZ. pp. 183-199. 
40 Ibid., p. 183. 
41 Ibid., p. 198. As Roche outlines this is problematic for New Zealand where the state played a very large 
role. This was certainly the case in the Aramoana context. 
42 Ibid., p. 184. 
43Christine Dann, "Losing Ground? Environmental Problems and Prospects at the Beginning of the Twenty
First Century," in ENHZ. pp. 275-87. Dann popped up twice during the course of my research. Once as 
author of this piece yet also as a prominent member of Campaign Power Poll (CPP) in Wellington during 
the smelter debate. 
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environmental concern and what lies behind environmental problems.44 Dann, however, 

appears to oversimplify and homogenise the New Zealand environmental movement of 

the 1970s and 1980s. She argues that these groups did not contest the assumptions of 

colonisation, industrialisation and modernisation directly and that only recently have 

protestors linked actual physical, economic or scientific premises of environmental 

destruction to the issues themselves.45 This is certainly untrue for SAC and other 

Aramoana opponents, as I will show in Chapters Three and Four. All groups contain 

radical fringes and it is therefore unwise, even in a sweeping chapter such as Dann' s, to 

oversimplify groups. Furthermore, using Uekoetter's model it can be shown that SAC and 

others not only challenged the smelter proposal because of site specific reasons but also 

because of ideas such as heavy industrial development and economic 'growth' that were 

currently under contestation. Modernisation and its intertwined notion of 'progress', was 

also challenged by opponents, who prized different measures of societal 'wealth' and 

'values'. SAC was patily an Environmental Justice Movement Organisation (EJMO) and, 

therefore, by definition, challenged societal assumptions such as exploitation and 

progress.46 EJMOs can be broadly defined as groups who integrated ecological concerns 

with social and economic ones.47 Consequently, they saw societal change and the 

challenging of norms as fundamental to solving environmental problems.48 Colonisation, 

while not in the most usual sense, was also challenged by SAC who despaired ofNew 

Zealand being 'colonised' by trans-national groups such as South Pacific Aluminium 

(SPA). Dann' s chapter highlights then the importance of micro-scale intensive research 

on environmental protest movements, such as Aramoana. Such cases will provide a more 

solid foundation on which to base wide-sweeping claims and generalisations about the 

New Zealand enviromnental protest movement. 

Neville Peat's book Manapouri Saved, published in 1994, is a chronological narrative of 

the campaign to stop Lake Manapouri being raised for hydro-development. 49 Along with 

44 Ibid., p. 276. 
45 Ibid., p. 286. 
46 EJMOs are also sometimes referred to as Not In My Back Yard-ers orNIMBYs. However, I see the two 
as distinct because a protest group can have an EJMO philosophy yet not necessarily be focused on local 
issues while local groups can be NIMBYs yet have no underlying EJMO philosophy. Opponents ofthe 
Aramoana scheme had elements of both these groupings. 
47 Charles L. Harper, Environment and Society. Human Perspectives on Environmental Issues, 2nd ed. (New 
Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 2001), p. 359. 
48 Ibid., p. 349. 
49 Peat. 
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Roger Wilson's book it is an example of the secondary specialist literature on specific 

environmental movements in New Zealand that I term 'glowing' or 'exemplary' histories. 

They are crucial works in New Zealand environmental history because they provide the 

basic back bone of material on which closer analytical work can be built. They are 

limited, however, by their lack of objectivity and tendency to eulogize the movements 

they study. Peat's book and Professor Alan Mark's foreword do engage with the debate 

surrounding the importance of the SMC to New Zealand environmentalism. 5° While it is 

outside the area ofthis thesis to evaluate SMC's overall effect, it is obvious after my 

study of the SAC archives that they did use the SMC as an important initial model for 

their protest action. Hence, I argue with Mark and Peat for the importance of SMC to the 

New Zealand environmental movement, providing it is placed within its wider historical 

context. 

Finding New Zealand environmental history is often like finding a needle in a haystack. 

Most often it is to be found in books on general New Zealand politics or environmental 

law or environmental politics. While this material has some use, for example highlighting 

critical dates or broad trends, it is severely limited for the historian by its lack of context 

and reliance on models. Two examples will illustrate this point. Firstly, Ton Bulu·s' and 

Robert Bartlett's book Environmental Policy in New Zealand, published in 1993, is a 

thematic treatment ofNew Zealand's historical environmental policy. 51 The book has an 

overarching governmental and institutional bias and is profoundly over-representative of 

the post-1984 period. Like Dann's chapter it oversimplifies environmentalism in New 

Zealand in the 1970s and 1980s, arguing that protestors were overly concerned with 

natural environments, "anti-ideological," and unconcerned over structural economic or 

social contexts. 52 Nothing could be further from the truth for the SAC. Moreover, because 

of the book's reliance on models, groups must be categorised. Hence, New Zealand 

environmental protests are portrayed as ad hoc, rather than perpetrating an environmental 

philosophy. 53 As my research will show, groups such as SAC could have and did have 

elements of both. The second example, also written by Ton Buhrs, 'Environmental 

Policy', is a chapter in the political studies reader New Zealand Politics in Transition, 

50 Ibid., p. 9. And Alan Mark, "Foreword", in Peat, p. viii. 
51 Robert V. Bartlett and Ton Buhrs, Environmental Policy in New Zealand. The Politics of Clean and 
Green,(Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1993). 
52 Ibid., p. 56. 
53 Ibid., p. 164. 
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published in 1997.54 The disparities, even by the same author, which can exist within the 

theoretical based political studies field and which can catch an unsuspecting historian off 

guard are evidenced in this second piece. Here Buhrs argues that New Zealand 

environmentalists actually conceived of an "environmental problematique."55 The causes 

of this, he argues, were structural issues such as social justice, economic growth, 

capitalism, hierarchy and domination and scientific and technological development. 56 It 

would seem the environmentalists had now found their philosophy. What these two 

pieces illustrate, along with Dann's and Wheen's chapters, are the problems of trying to 

synthesise an entire 'movement', even in one country. They are full of generalisations and 

over-simplifications which my research will show to be unfounded at least for one 

particular environmental protest group. 

Whilst searching through the haystack, environmental historians will find little help from 

general histories ofNew Zealand. While these are fundamental for wider context on for 

example, social or economic history, they are almost entirely devoid of environmental 

material. The two most important general histories, James Belich's Paradise Reforged, 

published 2001, and the second edition of the edited collection The Oxford History of 

New Zealand (OHNZ), published 1992, are woeful in their coverage of environmental 

history. 57 While it is perhaps more understandable in the latter collection due to 

environmental history being in its infancy when it was produced, it is less excusable in 

Belich's work. 58 Perhaps his tight analytical framework of decolonisation and 

recolonisation for the twentieth century left little room for environmental matters. He 

does mention the SMC but broadly writes off environmentalism in New Zealand as 

nationalism tinged with moralism and populism. 59 Of the general histories produced in 

New Zealand recently, Michael King's The Penguin History of New Zealand, published 

in 2003, has the widest coverage of environmental matters post-1950, yet it is still quite 

54 Ton Buhrs, "Environmental Policy," in New Zealand Politics in Transition. Raymond Miller, ed. 
(Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 287-295. 
55 Ibid., p. 287. 
56 Ibid. 
57 James Belich, Paradise Reforged. A History of the New Zealanders From the 1 880s to the Year 2000, 
(Auckland: Penguin Books, 2001). 
58 The is pmiicularly the case given Belich's companion piece for the nineteenth century Making Peoples: A 
History of the New Zealanders: fi'om Polynesian settlement to the end of the Nineteenth Century, 
(Auckland: Penguin, 2001) has a detailed discussion 9f issues such as land use and connection, however, 
only when dealing with Maori before 1840, see Stephen Dovers and Eric Pawson. "Environmental History 
and the Challenges oflnterdisciplinarity: An Antipodean Perspective." Environment and History 9, no. 1 
(February 2003): pp. 53-75. 
59 Belich, Paradise, pp. 530-531. 
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limited.60 Alan McRobie's chapter in OHNZ, has one interesting historiographical point 

with regards to New Zealand's environmental history. 61 He implies that in 1972 there was 

quite a large environmental lobby and that the Labour Party fed off this, as it was widely 

accepted throughout the nation. He charts the rise ofthe Values Party as part ofthis.62 

Aynsley Kellow's early research on the Values Party appears to support McRobie's 

assertion. 63 These arguments run counter to those of Wilson, Peat, Bagge and Dann who 

assume the environmental movement was quite small in New Zealand at this stage. 

McRobie's and Kellow's arguments are a reminder for unwary historians not to accept 

the stated views of contemporary opponents of the environmental lobby, who portrayed 

the protestors as radical and marginal. 

International literature on environmental history is more plentiful. Specifically, histories 

of the environmental movements in Australia and the USA have at times proved useful 

for comparative work and context. Often, however, these works are limited by use of 

sociological models or theory. Many of the American works too are often written as 

instructional histories or by those whose intimate connection within environmental 

movements gives them obvious bias. Timothy Doyle's Green Power, published in 2000 

and Drew Hutton's and Libby Connors' A History of the Australian Environment 

Movement, published 1999, are the two most important Australian works.64 Doyle's book 

uses social movement theory to analysis the Australian environmental movement from 

the late 1960s. He argues that the movement formed three distinct periods yet, throughout 

these, wilderness issues remained predominant at the expense ofEJMOs. 65 Doyle's 

argument could under emphasise EJMOs in Australia, however, as he largely ignores the 

important 'Green Bans' in Sydney in the 1970s.66 The SAC would fall within Doyle's 

first period as an example of a group participating in outsider politics.67 Overall, his work 

60 Michael King, The Penguin History of New Zealand, (Auckland: Viking, 2004), pp. 435-448. There are 
also problems using this book in an academic framework as it is intentionally directed at a non-academic 
audience and according has no footnotes and only general references. 
61 Alan McRobie, "The Politics of Volatility, 1972-1991," in The Oxford History of New Zealand(OHNZ). 
Geoffrey Rice, ed. 2"d ed. (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1992), pp. 385-411. 
62 Ibid., pp. 387-388. 
63 Aynsley Kellow, "Ideology and environmental politics: The New Zealand Values Party. 1972-1975." 
B.A. (Hons) Disseiiation, University of Otago, 1975, pp. 1-4, 69-71. 
64 Timothy Doyle, Green Power. The Environmental Movement in Australia, (Sydney: University of New 
South Wales Press Ltd., 2000). And Libby Connors and Drew Hutton, A History of the Australian 
Environmental Movement, (Melbourne: Cambridge University press, 1999). 
65 Ibid., pp. xvii, xxii-xxiii, 118. 
66 Green bans, see Connors and Hutton, pp. 128-131. 
67 Doyle, p. 124. 
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is useful in providing some comparative details for Australia and New Zealand, but I find 

his structural analysis based on social movement theory quite limiting for historical 

investigation. Moreover, Doyle comes from a 'green' perspective and often seems to over 

emphasise the impact the environmental movement has had on worldwide consciousness 

since the 1960s. I would argue that instead of having had an impact on "nearly every facet 

of our lives," the environmental movement has simply changed our conceptual 

framework. 68 Hutton's and Connor's book also uses social movement theory and once 

again I have found it useful more for its comparative material than its theoretical 

framework. It is broader in scope than Doyle's book, however, and acknowledges the 

urban as well as wilderness aspects of the Australian movement, an important point as 

SAC combined elements ofboth.69 It rightly highlights that the Australian movement was 

shaped by international environmental trends yet also by particular Australian 

circumstances.70 They argue effectively that, "protest movements affect norms by 

producing counter-ideologies," which in turn challenge the status quo. 71 This is a tidy 

summation of the philosophy behind SAC and the effect they, in conjunction with other 

environmental and protest groups of the time, had on the move from unrestrained to wise 

use of resources. As Hutton and Connors outline for the Australian movement, SAC also 

developed partly due to renewed threats and partly in response to lessons learned from 

previous campaigns. 72 

American histories of the environmental movement in the second half of the twentieth 

century have proved useful for both comparative material and material on the emergence 

of the environmental movement worldwide in the 1960s. Some have an overriding 

legislative and political slant although this has been helpful in that New Zealand 

environmental legislation and institutions often closely followed the American lead. 73 

Charles Harper's book Environment and Society, published in 2001, has assisted me in 

68 Ibid., p. xix. We now view issues within this environmental framework when previously they could have 
been used as examples of other factors or forces permeating our lives. Doyle uses population control, for 
example, which could just as easily be conceptualised as a feminist issue. The Gulf War (1991) is another 
of Doyle's examples. He portrays it as a resource war, however, it could also be conceptualised as an issue 
of national sovereignty. 
69 Connors and Hutton, pp. 116, 123, 126, 
70 As was the case with SAC regarding New Zealand and international influences. Connors and Hutton, p. 
2. 
71 Ibid., p. 4. 
72 Ibid., p. 15. 
73 See for example, Theodore Goldfarb, "Environmental Legislation," pp. 547-551 and Daniel Faber and 
James O'Connor, "Environmental Politics," both in Major Problems in American Environmental History. 
Carolyn Merchant, ed. Lexington: D. C. Heath and Company, 1993), pp. 551-559. 



defining various environmental movements and groupings. 74 While not strictly adhering 

to this theoretical framework it has been worthwhile to understand concepts such as 

EJMOs that SAC partially fits within. 
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Theoretical literature on environmental history has formed the last relative area of my 

secondary research. Using Uekoetter's organisational theory has proved a blessing here. It 

is specifically tailored for a topic such as mine and helps me avoid the quagmire that is 

environmental history theory. Broadly I am following post-modern literature on 

environmental history rather than journeying down Donald Worster's track of meta

narratives. Worster's agro-ecological model has been influential in environmental history 

but I feel it leads to cautionary, teleological, linear tales of anti-modernisation, itself an 

irony. 75 Fmihermore, I wish to avoid writing the kind ofhistory Stephen Dovers 

advocates in his introduction to Australian Environmental History ; that is environmental 

history as instructive tales for modern enviromnental solutions.76 While I understand how 

this could be applicable in policy formation of which Dovers is involved, it seems to me 

the antithesis of historical research to approach your sources with a fixed outcome or 

agenda in mind. Moreover, it continues to perpetrate the notion of environmental history 

as tales of environmental disaster rather than actually looking at sites of environmental 

change, why these were contentious, who was involved and what avenues did they 

pursue. As Cronon, White, Powell, Pawson and Brooking have all indicated it is local 

sites of change and the relationships between people and nature that must be examined as 

these will produce less ideological tales. 77 Simon Schama' s work on the construction of 

'nature' and 'landscape' has proved crucial to this thesis, especially given the changing 

intellectual perception of wetlands. 78 Joseph Powell's and Brooking's and Pawson's 

intersections of local, regional, and international have proved critical to structuring and 

contexualising a tiny study of an environmental organisational at the bottom ofNew 

Zealand.79 Jolm McNeill's book Something New Under The Sun, is enlightening in its 

74 Harper, pp, 349, 359-62. 
75 Donald Worster, "Transformations ofthe Earth: Toward an Agroecological Perspective in History," The 
Journal of American History 76(March 1990): pp. 1087-1106. 
76 Stephen Dovers, "Australian environmental history: introduction, review and principles," in Australian 
Environmental History. Stephen Dovers, ed. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1994): pp. 2-19. 
77 Brooking and Pawson, "Introduction", in EHNZ. And Powell, "Historical Geography". And William 
Cronon, "Modes of prophecy and Production: Placing Nature in History," pp. 1122-1131 and Richard 
White, "Environmental History, Ecology and Meaning," pp. 1111-1116 both in The Journal of American 
History 76(March 1990). 
78 Schama, Introduction. 
79 Brooking and Pawson, "Introduction." And Powell, "Historical Geography." 
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move away from writing environmental change as positive or negative. 80 It is still heavily 

focussed on environmental politics but has proved a useful overview of the global 

emergence of environmentalism. In evaluating SAC, however, I find his dual model 

theory of environmental politics too limiting. Michael Legg's published conference paper 

'Through a glass darkly? Leaves from the postmodern forest' is a very useful overview of 

postmodernist environmental history theory. 81 

International Context 

One must now turn to an examination of the international, national and local contexts in 

which the Aramoana controversy was situated. These will be examined within 

environmental, social, cultural and demographic, economic and political frameworks. As 

industrialisation grew in the twentieth century so too did problems such as pollution. 

These proved to be touchstones for a populace who were physically moving further from 

natural environments with the advent of urbanisation and suburbanisation. 82 Yet these 

people were also becoming increasingly concerned with an abstract notion of 

environmental damage. 83 From this a 'consciousness' emerged which queried the 

dominant notion of economic growth based on unlimited exploitation of natural 

resources. 84 In 1962 Rachel Carson, a marine biologist, wrote Silent Spring, a book 

detailing the indiscriminate use of pesticides, in particular DDT, and their effects on 

wildlife, humans and the wider environment in general. 85 It was a fundamental stimulus 

to this new consciousness and thrust the issue of chemical pollution firmly onto the social 

and cultural landscape. Fellow biologist Barry Commoner fuelled the rising umest in a 

series of books outlining the hazards of chemical and nuclear pollution, culminating in his 

80 J. R. McNeill, Something Nevv Under the Sun. An Environmental History Of the Twentieth-Century 
World, (New York: Penguin Books, 2000). 
81 Stephen M. Legg, "Through a glass darkly? Leaves from a postmodern forest," in Australia's Ever
changing Forests IV. Proceedings of the Fourth National Conference on Australian Forest History, John 
Dargavel and Brenda Libbis, eds. (Canberra: Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, ANU, 1999): 
pp. 372-388. It solidified for me that while I tend inherently and often unconsciously to adhere to post
modern historical principles I do not prescribe to the extremes ofpostmodernism and instead see contesting 
ideas about wide sweeping narratives of ecological disaster as simple historical sense. 
82 That is, as people moved from rural or outlying urban areas and concurrently their new urban landscapes 
were reducing green spaces within cities. 
83 Kenneth A. Gould and Allan Schnaiberg, Environment and Society. The Enduring Conflict, (New York: 
St Matiin's Press, 1994), p. 148. There was no homogenous environmental or protest movement in the era 
under examination, from the 1960s to the early 1980s. International, national and local trends sketched here 
are indeed only trends and aim only to highlight the broad contextual landscape onto which the Aramoana 
controversy erupted. 
84 It is acknowledged that the material in this chapter and thesis focuses on and elaborates 'first world' 
environmentalism only . As contextual and comparative material for the SAC it is the most appropriate. 
85 Connors and Hutton, p. 90. and Harper, p. 353. 
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1971 publication The Closing Circle. 86 New found environmental concern was not 

homogenous, however, as debate raged between those who saw population control as the 

most important issue and those, like Commoner and Carson, who highlighted the 

problems associated with polluting agents. 87 

The environmental movement worldwide also went through distinct phases. In the 1950s 

and 1960s hydro-electricity and the concurrent damming of rivers elicited major protest.88 

Pollution issues, particularly fluoride scares, and resource depletion were also important 

issues until the late 1970s. Concerns over hydro-electric structures continued into the 

1970s when energy policies and their cmmection to economic and technological systems 

came under attack. 89 The movement had, in essence, moved from protesting the features 

of industrialisation to the underlying assumptions. Simultaneously in the 1970s the 

movement became more concerned with social justice issues.90 This coincided with the 

realisation that institutional processes were closed to those seeking environmental reform. 

Moreover, activists became aware that specific legislation often side-stepped the 

emerging environmental legislation and institutions. Thus, protestors played 'outsider' 

politics.91 Into the 1980s, however, environmentalism often became institutionalised 

within political structures and sought change from the inside, rather than continuing to 

play politics from the outside.92 Internationally, in developed or 'first world' countries, 

networks grew among environmentalists through which information and tactics were 

shared. These proved very important for SAC and other New Zealand environmental 

groups campaigning against the Aramoana smelter. 

One aspect of crucial relevance to my thesis was the international change of attitudes 

towards wetlands. Coastal development had continued unabated into the later half of the 

twentieth century as industrialists and governments in the developed world sought more 

areas for industry in an increasingly congested landscape. Areas such as mudflats which 

had previously been seen as 'waste' land were being viewed by an increasing amount of 

86 Harper, p. 353. 
87 Ibid. 
88 McNeill, p. 178. 
89 Ibid., p. 296. 
90 Harper, pp. 361-362. 
91 Doyle, p. 124. 
9' -Connors and Hutton, p. 15. 
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the population as critical pieces of the whole natural eco-system.93 Consequently, tension 

arose between the interests of two sectors of society and between the dominant ideology 

of growth and umestrained use and the emerging ideal of wise resource use. This 

contestation of wet land usage is one example of the industrial backlash against 

environmentalists by large corporations. Usually, however, this backlash occurred in 

areas where companies had new environmental regulations and legislation imposed on 

them by governments.94 These legal environmental frameworks had predominantly been 

established in the 1970s and had stifled profits for companies.95 This backlash constituted 

a vital part of the international environmental landscape in which the Aramoana debate 

took place. One of these companies was a Swiss trans-national, Alusuisse. Alusuisse was, 

of course, the technology partner for the proposed smelter at Aramoana, but took its place 

on the international environmental stage because it was often under investigation for tax 

avoidance, environmental hazards and economic impropriety.96 This proved to be a 

important plank in the SAC's campaign against the SPA consortium. 

Internationally, there were also some important social, cultural and demographic trends 

occurring. There were two key strands to this. Firstly, the 1960s saw a huge change in 

intellectual currents. A new generation challenged dominant ideologies and created a 

counter-culture. This generation consisted of the post-World War II Baby Boomers who 

experienced greater levels of education, particularly at tertiary institutions. Furthermore, 

they had grown up in a period of relative affluence and virtual full employment. They 

were part of an expanding middle class who had the time, education and relative stability 

of wealth to tackle structural issues and 'the establishment' .97 Protest movements 

proliferated as they challenged everything from war, discrimination, and convention. The 

Black Civil rights movement in America, worldwide protests about the Vietnam War and 

contestation of notions of family, gender and environmental justice were just some of the 

threads of a counter-culture which challenged tradition and conformity. Additionally, 

ideas and tactics such as non-violent direct action became important. Environmentalism 

was only one piece of the counter-culture jigsaw puzzle, and arguably a lesser piece when 

compared with civil rights, peace issues and feminism. The second strand encapsulated 

93 McNeill, p. 340. 
94 Harper, p. 3 71. 
95 Goldfarb, pp. 548-549 and Faber and O'Connor, pp. 555-556. 
96 Wilson, p. 93. 
97 Faber and O'Connor, pp. 553. 
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globalisation. The world became a much smaller and more interconnected place from the 

1960s.98 Mass media, better long distance transport and improved communications 

facilitated the spread of this counter-culture throughout the western world.99 Globalisation 

also facilitated the fusing of ideas, tactics and philosophies from the decolonisation 

movements in predominantly non-western countries to this new western generation. 

The dominant twentieth century economic ideology on the international stage prior to the 

1980s was that of growth. Assisted by major technological advances across the century, 

this modernist perspective of continual growth through exploitation of natural resources 

took on the mantle of 'scientific' economics. 100 Technological growth affected most areas 

ofthe environment, from new synthetic chemical pollutants to the dominance of large 

physical structures such as hydro-dams. Dann has argued that it was these hydro

industrial features which played the greatest role in the agro-industrial revolution as 

internationally economic and technological systems were very tightly intertwined with 

energy systems. 101 This was certainly the case in New Zealand. In the 1970s, however, 

the prevailing economic systems were to be severely shaken by the two oil crises of 1973 

and 1979. These crises showed that globalisation's economic connections pushed many 

countries including New Zealand over the edge into recession. Worldwide, the oil shocks 

led to attention on other alternative energy sources or to heavy industrial development in 

an attempt to regain export dollars. Neither of these options challenged the underlying 

assumptions of economic growth, however, and often meant increased encroachment on 

resources or undeveloped areas. The other major feature of the international economic 

landscape of specific relevance to this thesis was the fluidity and volatility of the 

aluminium market. It proved a contentious market to track. Broadly, it was on the ascent 

in the 1970s only to begin a downward trend around 1981. 102 

Politically there were three main features of the international arena during this era. The 

first and most dominant was the Cold War. The second was globalisation. The political 

world reconnected after World War II, albeit into two distinct camps, with institutions 

98 Although it must be acknowledged that the beginnings of globalisation traces back to the seventeenth 
century. 
99 Belich, Paradise, p. 426. 
100 McNeill, p. 335. 
101 Dann, p. 279. 
102 For ascent see South Pacific Aluminium Limited, A Smelter for Aramoana, (Auckland: South Pacific 
Aluminium Limited, 1981), p. 12. And decline, Wilson, p. 93. 
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such as the United Nations tackling trans-national issues of which environmental concern 

was to become one. Political influence between and among countries became greater 

because of both these features. The Cold War also fostered an era of scare mongering, 

fear, political interference and conformity. All of these were challenged by the new 

generation. This had implications for environmental politics in western countries as those 

trying to challenge the status quo were marginalised as 'deviants' who threatened 

continued economic growth, a necessity in keeping the 'red' threat at bay. 103 Moreover, 

the tightly controlled political arena initially allowed no legitimate avenues through 

which enviromnentalists could voice their concerns. Like every protest movement of this 

era, they were partly radicalised by their inability to work through traditional political 

processes. 104 Hence, their confrontation of institutionalism in all its forms. Decolonisation 

was the third political feature on the international stage and fed into western dissidents 

challenging of traditional elites. It offered both concrete tactical examples and illusionary 

ideals for political protestors in western countries. 

New Zealand Context 

Trends in New Zealand often followed or were shaped by their international counterparts 

yet it had its own peculiarities too. Environmentally, zoologist John Salmon's 1960 

publication, Heritage Destroyed predated Silent Spring and was an attack on the so 

called, 'bulldozer mentality', which then existed in New Zealand. 105 The two most 

prominent environmental campaigns of this era were the SMC and protest over the 

proposed damming of the Clutha River to produce the hydro-electric Clyde Dam. Lakes 

Manapouri and Te Anau, in Fiordland, were threatened by the proposal of a foreign 

aluminium consortium, Comalco. They wished to raise Lake Manapouri's level and tap 

the hydro-electricity producing potential for an aluminium smelter at Tiwai Point, Bluff. 

Public unrest over the issue emerged from 1959 and continued sporadically until the 

Labour Party quashed proposals to raise the lake levels and appointed guardians for both 

lakes in 1973. 106 At issue were the despoliation ofthe lake itself as well as the effects on 

local flora and fauna. The actual 'Save Manapouri Campaign' was launched in 1969 and 

successfully organised nationwide petitions, protest marches, publicity and fundraising 

103 Connors and Hutton, pp. 96-97, Doyle, p. 124. 
104 Doyle, p. 124 and Harper, p. 361. 
105 Peat, p. 7. 
106 Wilson, pp. 14-15. Alternatively 1975 could mark the end of threats to the lakes as this was the year 
National Party policy fell into line with Labour's. 
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state." 107 It had the backing of influential New Zealand conservation organisations such 
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as the Royal Forest and Bird Society and was one ofthe numerous 'Save ..... ' campaigns 

which sprung up around the world during this era. 108 It proved an influential model for 

SAC. The Clyde/Clutha scheme centred on one of Otago's main rivers, the Clutha which 

was to be dammed at Clyde in Central Otago to produce a large hydro-electricity 

generating structure. In the mid-1960s proposals began to be seriously considered and in 

1968 residents were told that development of some kind was inevitable. 109 From this point 

until the passing of the Empowering Act of 1982, which assured the government water 

rights for the Clutha, protest against the environmental implications of the project and the 

way executive government overrode democratic processes continued. 110 Many different 

formats for the dam were considered but eventually the National Government settled on 

Scheme F which called for the construction of a high rather than low dam and the 

flooding of the entire Cromwell Gorge. 111 This scheme and its large scale hydro

electricity production was often linked to, and vilified with, the Aramoana proposal. 

The New Zealand environmental movement as a whole emerged in the 1970s and often 

bore strong resemblance to overseas trends. The movement was linked to a new 

generation and had strong connections with other protest groups such as peace and left

wing activists. 112 As the 1970s wore on it became increasingly politicised. Unlike the 

Australian movement it does not appear to have had intimate ties to indigenous peoples' 

movements. 113 SAC, for example, was broadly involved with the Otakou Maori 

community yet worked in distinct and separate ways. 114 Moreover, New Zealand perhaps 

due to its size does not seem to have had a strong division between urban and wilderness 

issues. Overall, it did follow international trends, albeit slightly later than America and 

107 From, "Save Manapouri Campaign, 50 cent, One Share" certificates. Reproduced in Wilson, p. 13. 
108 Wilson for Royal Forest and Bird, p. 15 and 'Save' campaigns Faber and O'Connor, p. 553. 
109 Wilson, p. 68. 
110 Protest actually continued until the opening of the dam in 1994 but that is well outside my time period. 
Bagge, pp. 2-14. 
111 Wilson, p. 68. 
112 See for example, correspondence and material shared between SAC and the Campaign Against Foreign 
Control In New Zealand (CAFCINZ), loose leaf-sheets of correspondence and articles in SAC, Records: 
Box 2 00-050, Hocken Library Dunedin. And Wilson, p. 177. 
113 Connors and Hutton, p. 137. 
114 Correspondence dated 31/10/80 and 13/11/80 between SAC and the Otakou Marae Committee re 
working together and using Treaty OfWaitangi precedents. The Otakou Committee replied that they 
preferred to work on their own and not be aligned with any environmental group. In SAC, Records: Box 4 
86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
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Australia for example and also differed in that New Zealand did not have any state 

political apparatus to work through. 115 It used international and national networks and 

broadened environmental concerns from site-specific campaigns such as SMC to issues of 

enviromnental justice such as the overriding of democracy by the third National 

Government. As the movement grew it encountered the problems of fragmentation and 

stretching of resources and personnel across a wide range of issues. 116 Furthermore, the 

movement often sowed these seeds themselves through their success. As 

environmentalism grew, for example, supporters of industrial schemes had to take 

environmental issues more seriously and started producing material to counter protestors. 

This most often took the form of scientific projections and data and thus the movement 

had to become increasingly specialised, scientific and technical in nature. 117 The 

establishment of Campaign Power Poll during the Aramoana debate, which handled data 

about electricity pricing and forecasting, is one example of they ways the movement 

coped with this new challenge. Environmental institutions and laws were established in 

New Zealand during this period. The Commission for the Environment was created in 

1972 and charged with instituting the Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

Procedures which were adopted from America the following year. 118 In 1972 the 

Government also established a Ministry for the Environment. 119 At the same time notions 

of mudflats as waste land were being contested, just as they were overseas. 120 

Socially, culturally and demographically New Zealand also saw the rise of a new 

generation who challenged traditional ways ofthinking and doing. These "Graduates," 

who had escaped from "Nappy Valley," were strongly influenced by their overseas 

contemporaries and common factors they shared such as mass media, increased 

communication and overseas travel. 121 Indeed, for the relatively isolated Pacific nation 

greater globalisation proved to be an enormously important event, as did increased 

urbanisation. Vietnam protests became strong in New Zealand as did those led by 

feminism and indigenous rights' groups. The establishment of the Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament in New Zealand in1957 stimulated the anti-nuclear movement which 

115 Connors and Hutton, p. 149. 
116 Wilson, pp. 7-8. 
117 Ibid. 
liS Buhrs, p. 288. 
119 Buhrs, p. 288. and Wheen, p. 265. 
120 Park, "Swamps," p. 164. 
121 'Graduate' and 'Nappy Valley' from Belich, Paradise, p. 531. 
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accelerated from the early 1970s, spurred on by French nuclear testing in the Pacific and 

the issue of visiting nuclear-powered American warships. 122 New Zealand's new 

generation, however, perhaps led the way in one area. The issue of rugby relations with 

South Africa throughout the period culminating in the 1981 Springbok Tour, saw anti

racism groups feature very strongly on the New Zealand protest scene. It would be almost 

impossible to over emphasis the importance of the 1981 Springbok Tour for New Zealand 

society and culture yet at its broadest it can be seen as the culmination of the break down 

of consensus that occurred in New Zealand during the 1970s. 123 Living standards also 

declined during the 1970s and regionalism and parochialism took hold as demographic 

growth across the country was disproportionate, favouring areas such as Auckland, at the 

expense of others such as Otago. 124 Overall, a discourse is said to have been taking place 

amongst the population over social and economic issues and the future of the country .125 

One expression of this was the Danke' s report on freedom of information. 126 The 

Commission for the Future that Prime Minister Muldoon disbanded when it strayed into 

environmental areas was another. 127 

Economically, the 1970s turned out to be a tumultuous period for New Zealand. Until the 

collapse of commodity prices in 1967 and the conjunct economic recession of 1968 New 

Zealand had experienced wide spread economic prosperity. 128 Exports, particularly to 

Britain, had been the back bone of an economy which boasted full employment and a 

generous standard of living. In the 1970s, however, two events proved disadvantageous to 

the New Zealand economy. The first of these were the two oil crises of 1973 and 1979. 

Broadly, New Zealand suffered similarly to their international neighbours. As an export 

orientated country, however, the economy suffered further setback as the revenue and 

122 See Matthew O'Meagher, "The New Zealand Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. Its Birth and Early 
Years" B.A. (Hons) Dissertation, University of Otago, 1985, for the campaign from the 1950s to 1965 and 
Lucy Kitto," 'Unacceptable Risk': An Analysis of the Anti-Nuclear Movement and the Anti-Food 
Irradiation Movement in New Zealand" B.A. (Hons) Dissertation, University of Otago, 2002, for post-1965 
developments. 
123 McRobie, p. 386. 
124 Graeme Dunstan, "The Social Pattern," in OHNZ. pp. 456-457. 
125 W. H. Oliver, "The Awakening Imagination, 194-1980," in OHNZ. p. 567. 
126 Copy of "Towards Open Government Committee on Official Information," in SAC, Records: Box 8 86-
005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
127 Wilson, p. 8. 
128 The collapse of commodity prices in 1967 effected New Zealand greatly as it was a "staple dependent" 
country, see C. B Schedvin, "Staples and regions of Pax Britannica," Economic History Review, 43 no. 
4(1990): pp. 551' 556-557. 
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buying power of international trading partners decreased substantially. 129 The second 

event of the 1970s was Britain's entry in 1973 to the European Community. This limited 

New Zealand's tariff free export of meat and dairy products to Britain which were 

foundations of the economy at the time. 130 

Into this frame stepped Prime Minister Robert Muldoon who also assumed the Finance 

portfolio. He ran an enormously regulated and legislated economy and sought wide

sweeping solutions to the country's economic woes. 131 One of these was the 'Think Big' 

policy, first articulated in 1979. Think Big called for heavy industrial export-led growth 

to increase crucial foreign exchange earnings and thus correct the balance of payments 

deficit. It was hoped that this in turn would bring down rampant inflation and 

unemployment figures, thereby stabilising and reversing the decreasing standard of living. 

These large scale intensive industries were going to be based on New Zealand's natural 

resources. As Muldoon himself argued, why not use the "snow and rain" to produce 

electricity to power industrial complexes such as the Aramoana smelter and earn export 

dollars. 132 The Clyde/Clutha scheme eventually fell under the Think Big umbrella as did 

projects to use Maui Gas in petrochemical plants. Arguments over the economic future of 

New Zealand were apparent as people began to challenge the dominant ideology of 

growth and unrestrained use. Part of the social and economic discourse was the debates 

between the emerging idea of sustainability and of growth. Moreover, economic disquiet 

was also stirred by New Zealand's first aluminium smelter at Tiwai Point, Bluff in 

Southland. This was run by Comalco and had aroused suspicion initially in relation to the 

SMC. Throughout the 1970s, however, secret economic negotiations and tension between 

the government and Co mal co over price negotiations further fuelled the dislike of the 

multinational-owned smelter. 133 Electricity cuts to areas such as Dunedin in the mid 

1970s due to the smelter's need for continuous electrical supply did nothing to endear the 

image of an aluminium smelter to the general public. 134 

129 Gary Hawke, "Economic Trends and Economic Policy," in OHNZ. p. 437. 
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131 Barry Gustafson, "New Zealand Politics 1945-1984," in New Zealand Politics in Transition. Raymond 
Miller, ed. (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1997), p. 10. 
132 Otago Daily Times (ODT) (Dunedin) 30/3/81. In Aramoana: clippings from Dunedin newspapers. 
Volume 2, p. 118. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
133 Wilson, p. 71 
134 Ibid., p. 72. 
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The political arm ofthe Think Big strategy was the 1979 National Development Act 

(NDA). This act overrode a multitude of other laws and was designed to speed up the 

planning process for projects which were deemed to be in the national interest. One 

Planning Tribunal Hearing was used to hear all submissions rather than the numerous 

previous hearing and appeal stages. This act proved very contentious, as it rode rough 

shod over the democratic process. It constituted just part of the increased power of the 

executive in the New Zealand governn1ent at this time; a time when all areas of 

government followed an interventionist model. Muldoon, in particular, concentrated 

power in his own hands as Prime Minister and Minister of Finance. I do not subscribe to 

the 'great man in history' theory but it would be historically inaccurate to underestimate 

the role Muldoon played in the hugely regulated New Zealand society at this time. One 

example ofthis, and a ploy often used against environmentalists, was Muldoon's 'red 

scare' tactic. 135 The first articulation of this was his infamous Dancing Cossacks political 

advertisement on television in the 1975 General Election. He pulled out this well worn 

Cold War tactic many times during the 1970s against opponents and dissenters, especially 

those of the new generation. 

The executive wing of government was the not the only political body which wielded 

great power in New Zealand in the 1970s. Public servants also played a dominant role, 

particularly in areas such as Works and Development. 136 Their prominence and the 

growth of executive power contributed to the decline of political consensus in New 

Zealand in the 1970s. 137 Issues such as the Vietnam War and continued rugby relations 

with South Africa strained political harmony as did all the new protest movements in 

general. Political parties also diverged greatly from the accord which had largely existed 

in the 1950s and 1960s. The Labour Party was regenerated by the new generation and 

moved away from consensus on both external and internal affairs. 138 They supported an 

anti-nuclear New Zealand, for example, and promulgated economic ideas loosely termed, 

'Think Small' or 'Think Balanced' in response to National's policies. 139 They quashed 

the first Aramoana smelter proposal in 1975 and remained opposed, in principle, to the 

135 Ibid., p. 42. 
136 Bagge, p. 6. 
137 McRobie, pp. 385-386 
138 Ibid., p. 402. 
139 Wilson, p. 69. 
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second. 140 The Values Party, established in 1972, was one of the first national Green 

political parties on the international stage and fared well in the 1972 General Election. 141 

They challenged both major parties on environmental matters yet their parliamentary 

influence declined over the decade even though their personnel remained key figures in 

environmental movements. 142 The Social Credit Party emerged in the 1970s and gave 

political voice to the groundswell on discontent that arose in the 1960s and 1970s. They 

were widely seen as the pmiy of choice for environmentalists. They sowed the seeds of 

their own demise in 1982, however, when they gave Muldoon's National government the 

votes it needed to pass the empowering act for water rights on the Clutha River. 

Local Context 

Aramoana and Dunedin were not immune to these international and national trends which 

shaped local areas just as they shaped international policy. To complete the contextual 

picture in which the smelter debate was carried out, however, one must examine the local 

situation. 143 The wider Dunedin area had its own environmental movement. This included 

Ecology Action Otago founded in 197 4 and the Dunedin Environment Centre, 

Environment Access established during the 1970s. Both SAC's were merely one part of 

the wider Dunedin scene. This movement had strong links to local artists as evidenced by 

their involvement in campaigns such as the Aramoana: Tapu Land exhibition in 1980.144 

Local environmental groups also had links with national and international organisations, 

such as Friends of the Earth. Environmental protest was not new to Dunedin. During 1960 

and 1961 plans to rezone agricultural land on the Taieri Plains as industrial for the 

relocation of Shaddock Ltd's factory caused unrest. 145 In 1974 a Ravensbourne 

Residents' Association had been formed to protest the emissions from the new fertiliser 

works at this West Harbour location. 146 Across Otago unease grew concerning the 

despoliation of rivers and lakes for energy intensive industries, such as the Clutha 

140 There was dissent among Labour's ranks about the second proposal. Most notably their Energy Minister, 
Bob Tizard, caused a furore when he spoke out in favour of the proposal. 
141 Olssen, p. 234 and Wilson, p. 186 
142 Olssen, p. 234,239 and Wilson, pp. 186-189. 
143 Local is used to loosely describe the Otago region as a whole but usually refers to the wider Dunedin 
area of which Aramoana is included. 
144 Aramoana: Tapu Land, exhibition held at Wellington City Art Gallery and Hocken Library Gallery. 
1980-81. 
145 Olssen, p. 219-220. 
146 Aynsley J. Kellow, "A Placebo Theory of Policy-Making: Pollution Control In New Zealand" PhD 
thesis, University of Otago, 1980, Chapter Seven, pp. 188-234. In Commission for the Environment, 
Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact audit: public submissions. Volume IV 
Submission Number 343. 



scheme. Moreover, Aramoana had a very special environmental neighbour; the only 

mainland colony of Royal Albatross in the world at Taiaroa Head. 
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The counter-culture and contestation by a new generation became apparent in Dunedin. 

Indeed, the dominant role of the University of Otago within the city intensified it. This 

questioning sat uncomfortably, however, against other demographic trends which affected 

the city and entrenched conservatism. Dunedin and Otago as a whole fared badly in the 

demographic shifts which swept New Zealand during this time. Unemployment rates 

were high and rising even as the population declined through extensive out-migration. 

This out-migration affected the age structure as younger people were forced to leave the 

province or city to find work. 147 As other areas such as Auckland and the north of the 

Nmih Island grew so too did regionalism, parochialism and north-south tensions. 148 

Protest in Dunedin followed national trends, although its intimate connection with art and 

artists was again very dominant. Aramoana was one area in which alternative lifestyles 

were practised by those who had been influenced by new ideas. 149 Social and economic 

discourse particularly regarding the effects on the environment of economic growth were 

often more explosive in Otago due to the dire economic situation of the province. 150 This 

debate was frequently played out between the University and business interests across the 

city, whose continual philosophical differences formed the basis of the smelter 

controversy. 151Not all protest in this era, however, was directed against industrial 

development in the city. Protest sprung up for example in the early 1970s when Port 

Chalmers was initially declined a crane for its container port by central government. 

People rallied in support of the advancement of the port and were successful. 152 

Due to its demographic decline Dunedin found itself in an unenviable economic situation 

in the 1970s. Regional development was a top priority for those in local government and 

business organisations. 153 Like the central government they saw local natural resources as 

a way to rebuild the province and city and accordingly were strong supporters of the 

147 Olssen, p. 218. 
148 Dunstan, pp. 456-457. 
149 Olssen, p. 227. 
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151 The University was not an homogenous whole. Business studies for example were often in agreement 
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fabric in this international patchwork of networks. The study of such an organisation, 

however, can be fruitful for a discipline such as environmental history which has tended 

to look at wide-sweeping trends of ecological degradation. The next chapter, therefore, 

will begin the analysis of those who opposed the smelter, their underlying rationales and 

they way they organised for reform. 



Independent-· 

It is heref;y 7Jechred that-on this day of 

the area known as Arwnoana and Te Ngaru 
being that Area of Land 

from Otafelo Point to The Spit~ at the 
entrance of Otago Harbour> does hereby 

Secede and Declare itself Independent 
from the Province of Otago and from 

the Dominion of 1Vew Zealand. 

This action has been forced upon the 
Citizens of the .)lrea because of 

unreasonable and undemocratic action . 
taken by the governing bodies of 

Otago and New Zealand. 

Be it known that an people wishing to enter the area 
must appiy ·for the appropriate documentation. 

Figure 8. Declaration oflndependence, 1980. From SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050, 

Hocken Library, Dunedin. 
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Chapter Three 

'Smelting the smelter.' SAC as a case study of opposition. 

"To have scientific reserve status accorded to those areas of Aramoana which include 

important biological communities and recreational reserve status to the rest of Aramoana 

excluding those areas of existing residential development. " From Save Aramoana 

Campaign Constitution. 1 

On 21 May 1980 the Save Aramoana Campaign (SAC) was certified as an incorporated 

society and included as their first aim and object the preservation of the wider Aramoana 

environment.2 SAC was only "one regiment" of the wider forces which challenged the 

smelter proposal.3 SAC will form the basis of this chapter, however, as the preservation 

of their entire archival material has proved an invaluable opportunity for an intensive 

investigation of one environmental organisation in New Zealand. Both SACs, of 1974 and 

1979-82, will be examined as a whole as the material available for the first campaign is 

sketchy at best. Moreover, both campaigns had striking similarities and it is valuable to 

look at them in continuity to give a fuller understanding of ideological developments. 

Chapters One and Six constitute the largest examination of the campaigns as separate 

entities, respectively tracing the major events and analysing their success. This chapter 

will outline who opposed the smelter both locally and nationally. Their rationales will 

then be investigated and one of my overarching questions of, 'to what extent and why was 

the smelter proposal perceived as an environmental question,' will be addressed. Here I 

will argue that a broader definition of 'environment' is crucial to this analysis. Next, an 

examination of how SAC specifically organised for reform and why they chose the 

avenues they did will be undertaken. Finally, a short analysis of the way anti-smelter, 

non-SAC groups organised will be completed. This chapter and the arguments contained 

herein should be read in close conjunction with Chapter Four. The same questions have 

been asked of the sources and the arguments are complimentary. Both are case studies, 

this chapter of SAC and Chapter Four ofthe public submissions to the Commission for 

the Environment. Together they form my full analysis of opposition to the smelter. 

1 "SAC Constitution 'Aims and Objects' number (1)," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050, Hocken Library 
Dunedin. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Term, "one regiment" from J. Gordon Jolmston, Journey to Aramoana. His Story, (Dunedin: Self
published, 1992), p. 124. 
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Smelter Opponents 

Opposition to the smelter proposal ranged across the country and across a wide variety of 

groups and individuals. This initial section of the chapter will address who those 

opponents were and why they opposed the smelter. Broadly there were those who were 

wholly local-based, those who were national bodies or figures and those who held 

elements of both. Local residents and their organisation, the Aramoana League, formed in 

1931, were perhaps the most important local opponents.4 Other local residents, protest 

and preservation groups included the Otakou community, Save the Otago Peninsula 

(STOP) and the Otago Harbour Association. 5 The University of Otago contained many 

opponents, in particular Professor Paul van Moeseke who produced reports debating the 

economic benefits of the scheme. Other local identities such as Paul Powell who had 

played a prominent role in the Clutha Dam protests, and local artists and writers such as 

Ralph Hotere and Brian Turner all spoke out against the proposal, often through their 

work.6 Dunedin City Councillor Joyce Herd and well-known Dunedin businessman Les 

Cleveland also opposed the scheme, proving that not all local government and business 

interests in the area were pro-smelter. 7 Nationally opposition came from established 

conservation groups such as Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society and the 

Environment and Conservation Organisations ofNew Zealand (EC0). 8 Political or 

economic groups also spoke out against the Aramoana scheme. Of these the Coalition for 

Open Government (COG), Campaign Power Poll (CPP) and the Campaign Against 

Foreign Control in New Zealand (CAFCINZ) proved the most vocal. The Labour Party, 

Values and Social Credit parties all condemned the project at various stages, however, 

unlike the Save Manapouri Campaign (SMC), no specific assurances could ever be 

garnered from these parties that they would put an end to the scheme if elected to office. 

4 Aramoana League submission p. 5. In Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at 
Aramoana: environmental impact audit: public submissions. Volume II (EJAPSIJ), Submission Number 
221. 
5 It would be cumbersome to list all the opponents of the scheme as it would run to many pages. Thus, 
broad trends or the most important groups and individuals are highlighted. 
6 SAC Newsletter, number 13, 7 November 1980, p. I. In SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005, Hocken Library 
Dunedin. And Letter from Paul Powell to SAC, May 1980. In SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005, Hocken 
Library Dunedin. And Conrad Pharazyn, "Aramoana: presentation and perception of the smelter issues" 
Major Study towards the Diploma of Landscape Architecture, Lincoln College, 1982, p. 35. 
7 ODT24/4/80. In Aramoana: clippingsji-om Dunedin newspapers. Volume I, p. 245. Dunedin Public 
Library, McNab Room. And ODT30/3/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 120. Dunedin Public 
Library, McNab Room. 
8 SAC Newsletter, number 16, March 1981, p. 2. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
And Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume III (EIAPSIII), Submission Number 273. 
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National organisations or groups from other areas ofNew Zealand that were concerned 

with energy politics and its implications also opposed the Aramoana scheme; these 

included the Clutha Action Committee and the No Smelter Group.9 SAC was the most 

important group which comprised local and national elements. Others included Ecology 

Action and the Coalition for Rational Economic and Environmental Development in New 

Zealand (CREEDNZ). International environmental organisations with New Zealand 

branches such as Friends of the Earth and Greenpeace also opposed the scheme. 

Interestingly the Christian World Service through the Aid and Development section of the 

New Zealand Churches Council were also lobbied by SAC and spoke out against the 

scheme. 10 Principally, however, international groups were rare. On the whole the largest 

body of opposition came from the Dunedin area or from groups such as SAC and 

CREEDNZ which were local and national but had local origins. 

Reasons for Opposition 

The reasons different groups and individuals opposed the smelter varied. These can be 

broadly broken down into four main areas, environmental, intellectual currents, economic 

and restriction of the democratic process, which often, however, overlapped and 

interconnected. Before beginning an examination of these it is important to analyse one of 

my central questions, 'to what extent was the smelter perceived as an environmental 

problem?' This will lead onto and give vital background for the analysis of the four areas 

noted above. The analysis of environmental rationales will help address another of my 

questions, 'why was the smelter perceived as an environmental problem?' This question 

is also addressed in the next chapter when I examine the public submissions received by 

the Commission for the Environment regarding the smelter. The submissions provide an 

invaluable opportunity to look at the wider public opinions and the extent to which 

environmental considerations played a role within these. This chapter, therefore, is 

focussed more directly on SAC in particular and other protest groups. My argument 

across both chapters and all groups, however, remains largely uniform. I argue that 

broadening the concept of 'environment' is important and, through this, it can be shown 

that the smelter was largely seen as an environmental problem. The reasons encompassed 

site-specific and personal reasons as well as wider implications. 

9 SAC Newsletter, number 16, March, 1981 p. 2. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. And "SAC Minutes, 
13/10/81," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
10 "Correspondence folder," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
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For too long the term 'environmental' has had attached to it images ofGreenpeace 

protestors assailing whaling ships, great swathes of America's mid-west turned to dust or 

keeling boats leaking toxic cargoes onto helpless penguins. While all of these images are 

valid they build in our mind the notion of environmentalists as marginalised radicals, or 

environmental concerns as enormous dramatic events. This thesis argues for a broader yet 

more intimate interpretation of the notion of environments and environmental. We must 

move away from wide-ranging, often teleological and present-centred environmental 

histories which focus on the large environmental happenings, especially of the twentieth 

century and industrialisation. 11 Instead, we should move towards an examination of what 

historians do best; sites of change. These are best examined on a smaller scale so as to 

avoid grandiose generalisations and to actually see how people reacted with their 

surroundings, their environments and how they reacted to proposed changes in this 

environment. As Helen Leach's work has shown people's environments were as close as 

their front garden. 12 The Oxford Dictionary simply defines environment as the, "physical 

surroundings and conditions, especially those affecting people's lives."13 Environmental 

is defined in similar terms as, "the external conditions affecting the growth, development, 

and well-being of plants, animals and humans."14 Within those two simple definitions lie 

the seeds of most individuals' and groups' resistance towards the Aramoana smelter 

proposal. 

Fundamentally SAC were concerned with preserving the environment at Te Ngaru and 

Aramoana. Their primary object was to acquire reserve status for the land from Otafelo 

Point to Aramoana. 15 This transfigured into specific action to stop the smelter, however, 

this was still primarily for local environmental reasons. This chapter's epigraph was the 

first aim and objective from the SAC constitution, the second was, "to prevent any 

industrial development of Aramoana." 16 In a 1980 phone survey, SAC members were 

11 See for example Donald Worster, ed. The ends of the earth: perspectives on modern environmental 
history, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1988). And Clive Ponting, A green history of the world: 
the environment and the collapse of great civilizations, (New York: Penguin Books, 1993). 
12 Helen Leach, "Exotic natives and contrived wild gardens: The twentieth-century home garden," in 
Environmental Histories of New Zealand (EHNZ). Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson, eds. (Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 214-229. 
13 Elaine Pollard, ed. The Oxford Paperback Dictionary, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 276. 
14 Ibid. 
15 SAC Newsletter, number 16, p. 3. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
16 "SAC constitution," May 1980. In SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
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instructed to outline three things for which the campaign stood and three areas in which 

they had worked. First on both of these lists respectively were "preserving of Aramoana 

as a reserve" and "establishing Aramoana as a reserve." 17 Moreover, one of the second 

SAC's initial publications, Aramoana: the case for preservation, highlighted four areas of 

concern. These were: biological productivity, bird life, scenic value and recreational 

value, all environmental issues. 18 Even by the end of 1980 SAC's statement of intent 

showed the supremacy of environmental concerns stating that, "we have to act ourselves 

to preserve our future and our environment." 19 This objection meant that while the 

campaign quickly realised the need to emphasise and publicise the negative economic 

aspects of the smelter proposal, this was not their raison d'etre. The campaign often 

'played up' economic ideas, as these were viewed as less emotional and consequently 

more acceptable for the general public. Correspondents often suggested this tactic to them 

as a means of negating the negative, anti-industrial images of environmentalists.Z0 As 

Hutton and Com1ors have argued, it is often misleading to base arguments about 

environmental groups' underlying rationales on public material produced by these groups. 

The material is directed at a specific non-environmental audience and, therefore, aims to 

use material and arguments which will sway these people?' This is one benefit of having 

access to SAC's entire archive, including minutes of meetings, correspondence, 

constitutions and so forth, as it allows an analysis of the inner workings of an organisation 

and thus their underlying goals. It can be seen, therefore, that SAC's perception of the 

smelter as an environmental problem was paramount. 

While the next chapter will analysis a wider cross section ofNew Zealand's public in an 

attempt to ascertain their views on environmental concerns with regards to the smelter, 

here it is important to briefly examine other groups who were prominent in their 

opposition to the proposal. For the Aramoana League, environmental concerns using the 

term in its broadest sense, were paramount. Their homes and recreational spaces, their 

17 "SAC protocol for phone survey, 1980," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
18 SAC, Aramoana: the case for preservation, (Dunedin: SAC, 1980). 
19 "Press release, 'Statement of Intention by the Save Aramoana Campaign', 26/11/80," in SAC, Records: 
Box 4 86-005. 
20 "Letter from Molly Colbert to SAC, 6 February 1980," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. And 
"Correspondence from Paul Powell to SAC, May 1980," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. And 
"Correspondence from Brian Turner to SAC, 31 January 1980," in SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005, Hocken 
Library Dunedin. 
21 Libby Connors and Drew Hutton, A History of the Australian Environmental Movement, (Melbourne: 
Cambridge University Press, 1999), p. 13. 
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community and intimate wider environment were under direct threat. "The league is 

opposed to any form of industry what so ever", their Christmas 1979 newsletter stated 

adding it, "resents the fact that the area was zoned industrial without any reference to the 

people affected and supports the concept of the whole area being declared a national 

Wildlife Reserve."22 Another local group, the Otago Harbour Association also based 

their opposition on environmental grounds. They stated that their opposition was, 

"centred on the inevitability that a smelter at Aramoana will destroy the areas' landscape 

and recreational values," not on economic grounds?3 

It would be wrong, however, to imply that all opposition to the smelter was based on 

environmental grounds. CAFCINZ, CPP and COG, for example, did share the 

environmental concerns of SAC; however, their primary opposition was to the economic 

and democratic aspects of the proposal. COG had been established in 1979 to fight the 

National Development Act (NDA) and continued to campaign against this aspect of the 

scheme throughout the debate.24 Their concern was echoed by the Values Party who 

raged "this is not democracy, it is autocracy."25 In 1980 CPP outlined their organisational 

position claiming their opposition constituted "an economic protest."26 They alluded to 

the problems of industrial development, however, and their connection with democratic 

process and the environment by adding that CPP also stood for, "a recognition of the fact 

that many New Zealanders want to have a real part in deciding how New Zealand should 

develop into the 1980s."27 CAFCINZ were clear as to their underlying rationale. "Our 

opposition to it is based on economic grounds, with environmental factors coming into 

it," they outlined regarding the smelter, adding however that, "we would oppose it if it 

was entirely non-polluting and didn't[ sic] threaten the albatross colony."28 

It is clear, therefore, that environmental concerns were not the only issues of contention 

for opponents of the Aramoana scheme. Largely, however, particularly for SAC they 

22 "Aramoana League Inc. Christmas Newsletter, 1979," in SAC, Records: Box 10 86-005, Hocken Library 
Dunedin. 
23 "Otago Harbour Association submission to OHB 14/9/80," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
24 COG files are held at the Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington and could be one area of further 
research. COG Records: 1979-84, MS Papers 3939 and Papers: 1977-1908,87-178-2/06. 
25 "Press release by Values Party 25/10/79," in SAC, Records: Box 10 86-005. 
26 SAC and Campaign Power Poll (CPP), The Smelter Fighters' Fact Pack, (Wellington: CPP, 1980), p. 3. 
In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
27 Ibid. 
28 "Letter from CAFCINZ to SAC 20/5/80," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
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proved paramount. Groups such as COG and CAFCINZ predated the second Aramoana 

controversy. Organisations, however, which emerged during the smelter debates such as 

SAC, CPP did envisage fundamental environmental problems with the scheme even if 

they chose to tackle more wide-reaching economic issues publicly. CREEDNZ also 

exemplifies this. They were purely a legal body set up to fund and carry out legislative 

defence where appropriate during the controversy. Their title and stated aims reflect the 

roots of their organisation and concern with rational environmental as well as economic 

development. 29 Within the wider Dunedin area, one survey also indicated that the general 

population perceived environmental problems to be of greatest concern. Early in 1981 

Fletchers canvassed the Dunedin population through a mail survey and environmental 

issues emerged as the leading worry.30 

Environmental concerns, therefore, were vitally important in the formation of opposition 

to the smelter. What constituted these concerns?31 Generally they can be broken into two 

areas. First, local environmental effects on flora, fauna and the community were 

highlighted. Second, national environmental effects, in particular those linked to the 

smelter scheme, were brought forward. Local concerns encompassed site-specific effects 

particularly for the fragile and biologically important salt marsh. Migrational wading 

birds and other local species of bird and fish life were perceived to be under threat.32 One 

of Aramoana' s closest neighbours was the Royal Albatross colony at Taiaroa Head and 

debate raged between the wildlife service and local residents and environmentalists over 

the effects the smelter would have on this unique colony.33 People and their environments 

were also threatened. The communities at Aramoana and Te Ngaru were close knit. They 

included multi-generational connections to the area and between specific family groups.34 

In the broadest sense these people had shaped the local landscape and environment there 

and their continued existence as an amoebic entity was jeopardised by the proposal. 

Moreover, Aramoana was an important and varied recreational area for the region. As 

29 "CREEDNZ pro-forma letter to other environmental organisations, 1981," in SAC, Records: Box 2 86-
005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
30 ODT 28/1/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 36. 
31 Specific examples and concerns that are addressed in the forthcoming chapter will not be analysed here to 
avoid repetition. 
32 SAC, Case for preservation, pp. 6-8. 
33 "Gordon Johnston, 2 page article, untitled, 30/4/81," in SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005. 
34 Johnston, Journey, see chart and description on pp. 120-121. 
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transport costs grew in the 1970s its relative proximity to the city increased its appeal.35 

Pollutants and their effects on local ecosystems also precipitated concern; specifically, the 

smelter would emit fluoride, sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide. Oxidation ponds 

facilitated unease as Australian examples had shown their inability to contain pollutants 

and corresponding ability to pollute local ecosystems.36 Outer areas on either side of the 

harbour used rain water tanks. Disquiet was expressed over the potential effects of 

chemical emissions on the purity of this water.37 The fledgling area of environmental 

tourism formed another component of local environmental concern, principally in relation 
"8 to the Albatross colony. J 

National environmental issues constituted another reason opponents fought the smelter 

proposal. In a wider sense, these centred on the contemporary drive to dam rivers for 

hydro-electricity. Wild and Scenic River groups across the country opposed the smelter 

on these grounds, none more so than the Clyde/Clutha scheme.39 Whether it was the 

government's intention or not, the Aramoana and Clyde schemes became intimately 

linked in the eyes of those who opposed both. Thus, all the environmental concerns that 

were raised about the damming ofthe Clutha River and building of a high dam at Clyde, 

including flooding of great tracts ofland and ruination of the natural beauty of the area 

particularly the Cromwell Gorge, also were raised as objections to the Aramoana 

proposal.40 Just as proponents of the scheme continually highlighted the positive 

economic 'flow on' effects the smelter would have on the region and nation so opponents 

highlighted the negative environmental 'flow on' effects locally and nationally. 

Residents in particular had one final environmental reason they opposed the smelter. The 

entire Aramoana and Te Ngaru area was on one the edge of an increasing urban 

landscape. Residents and users of the area did not want the pollution and congestion they 

perceived as growing components of urbanisation to encroach on their rurallocality.41 

35 "Rough transcript of Viewpoint programme, Peter Sutton," in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. And for 
recreational uses see Aramoana League submission, EIAPSII, 221, pp. 8-14. 
36 SAC Newsletter number 18, May 1981. In SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
37 "Basic Information Manual" section V. In SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
38 "SAC Submission to the Otago Peninsula Trust, 1980," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
39 ODT 30/3/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 120. 
4° For a full list of environmental effects of the Clyde/Clutha scheme see Michael L. S. Bagge, "Dams or 
Democracy? The Clyde Dam Controversy 1968-1982" M. A. thesis, University of Otago, 2002, Chapters 2 
and 4 in particular. 
41 Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson, "Introduction," in EHNZ. p. 11. 
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They lived at Aramoana for a reason. While this was expressed through resentment at 

potential loss of their unique environment, it was underpinned by what Uekoetter would 

describe as residents' and opponents' normative assumption.42 This was that the area 

would stay the way it was, that it was that way and needed to be kept that way for a 

reason and that residents lived there because of the lifestyle it offered them. Thus, heavy 

industrial development in the form of the smelter challenged this normative assumption. 

They responded by calling for reserve status for the area because they did not want this 

particular type of development at this particular place. Their assumptions, therefore, were 

underpinned and formulated by changing intellectual currents. In Chapter Five we shall 

see that this was also the case for proponents of the scheme. 

These intellectual currents form the second broad reason why opponents challenged the 

smelter proposal. They fed into broader ideas aboutthe future direction of New Zealand 

society, a debate which became heated during this era. Usually, those who opposed the 

smelter were challengers of the traditional resource framework of 'growth' as outlined in 

the previous chapter. They were part of the new generation who challenged norms in New 

Zealand. They often viewed the increasing industrialisation of the world in the twentieth 

century as a destructive force. They also sawN ew Zealand as having been partially 

immune to this force and strongly challenged the need to thrust the nation down this path. 

Brian Turner writing about the Otago coast eloquently sums up this ephemeral notion: 

And when we look out across so many empty unimaginable sea miles we feel both the 
pain of isolation and waves of consolation that flow from the knowledge of what could be 
achieved by taking advantage of our remote position on the periphery of the destructing 
civilized world.43 

Nationalism did form an important component of the intellectual make-up of many of 

those concerned about the environment, as Turner's quote partly illustrates.44 Not only 

did they query the need for New Zealand to follow international trends, they also had 

grave fears about the role of multinational corporations in large scale industrial projects 

42 Frank Uekoetter. "Confronting the Pitfalls of Current Environmental History: An Argument for an 
Organisational Approach." Environment and History 4 (1998): p. 39. 
43 Michael DeHamel and Brian Turner, Images of Coastal Otago, (Dunedin: John Mcindoe, 1982), text p. 7. 
44 James Belich, Paradise Reforged. A History of the New Zealanders From the 1880s to the Year 2000, 
(Auckland: Penguin Books, 2001), p. 530. 
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(see caricature of multinational companies, Figure 9).45 CAFCINZ is the best example of 

this. Why should we dam our rivers, flood our valleys and degrade our wetlands, they 

wondered, all for a foreign-owned company to reap the profits?46 The contestation of 

economic orthodoxy by those opposed to the smelter not only encompassed growth and 

unrestrained use, but also fundamental societal assumptions such as materialism, 

consumption and modernisation. In general terms then opponents can be viewed as 

postmodernists. They were vigorous participants in the quality of life and 'values' versus 

materialistic assumptions debate which swept the country at this time. As the first SAC 

outlined, "we freely admit that value judgements under-lie our arguments," adding that 

"values should also enter into your decision."47 Furthermore, they challenged their 

opponents' accusations that they were inherently biased by arguing, "our defence is that 

we cannot be accused of financial self-interest and insensitivity to local and national 

interests. Our bias is towards the real needs of the people of this area and New Zealand as 

a whole."48 This is a concise summation of the quality of life versus materialism debate. 

Intellectual contexts of opponents therefore underlay their opposition to the smelter and 

fed into the wider debate about New Zealand's future at this time. This illustrates that the 

controversy over the proposed smelter operated on two levels: the first was the wider 

macro level regarding New Zealand's future and the role heavy industrialisation and 

environmental degradation should play within it; the second centred on site-specific 

micro level concerns, such as local ecosystem degradation. 

The third broad reason behind opposition to the scheme revolved around economic issues. 

This operated on both the macro and micro levels. As Chapter Five will illustrate, 

supporters of the smelter viewed it as an economic saviour for the region. Opponents, 

however, strongly contested the perceived economic benefits of the smelter for the local 

region. They stressed that the jobs created would predominantly be for skilled men with 

solid employment backgrounds. Consequently, it would not help the large numbers of 

young, inexperienced, unskilled, female unemployed who were characteristic of the 

Dunedin area at this time.49 Furthermore, they argued that the job/cost ratio was 

45 See "Aramoana Rally pamphlet, 23/12/80," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. And Fighters' Fact, p. 3. In 
SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
46 "Correspondence from CAFCINZ to SAC, 20/5/80," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
47 SAC, Aramoana. Its Your Decision, (Dunedin: SAC, 1974). In SAC, Records: Box I 85-099, Hocken 
Library Dunedin. 
48 Ibid. 
49 "CPP flyer, undated," in SAC, Records: Box 2 86-005. 
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ARAMOANA 

WHO PROFITS? 
-J-

Figure 9. SAC cartoon lambasting multinational companies. From SAC, Records: Box 2 

00-050, Hocken Library, Dunedin. 
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ridiculously high and that the same amount of money spent elsewhere could create 

thousands more jobs. 50 Protest groups queried the effects of downstream industry and 

wondered whether downstream industries would actually be established. 51 They used the 

construction and operation of the Tiwai Point smelter at Bluff to argue that flow-on 

effects were not instantaneous or guaranteed, particularly for its largest urban neighbour, 

Invercargill. 52 Generally, opponents of the scheme wanted other types of industry for 

Otago and Dunedin: industry that was non-polluting and environmentally friendly and 

that was more cost effective and established better jobs for those who needed them. One 

example they often cited was a carpet factory, an industry which Labour had first raised. 53 

Protest groups within the Aramoana debate, therefore, were not opposed to all industry. 

They accepted Dunedin needed economic stimulus, they just queried the form it took. 

They were not against the notion of economic advancement per se even if they questioned 

what they saw as the worst excesses of materialism. They actually challenged the smelter 

because they perceived it to be an uneconomic use of both natural and financial 

resources. 54 Furthermore, locally they challenged the notion of growth because of its 

inherent doctrine of natural resource exploitation. 55 They believed in the doctrine of 'wise 

use' which in itself was one strand in the emerging conservation movement of the 

1970s. 56 There may appear to be an inherent contradiction in protestors' participation in 

debates about 'values', modernistic trends and the orthodox ideology of economic growth 

and their continued protestations that they were not anti-industry or anti-economic. I think 

partly the answer lies in their fundamental perception of the issue as an environmental 

problem, partly in the fact that historic players are often contradictory and partly in their 

promulgation of this wise use, conservationist doctrine. SAC formed to stop the smelter 

being built at Aramoana. This was their underlying premise. Perhaps their talk of values 

50 SAC Newsletter, number 16, March, 1981. p.4. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
51 SAC, Fighters' Fact, p. 16. In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
52 As Chapter Five will show both sides in the debate used Tiwai as an example to strengthen their own 
arguments. Contradictory data and evidence was produced on this issue as it often was on many other issues 
throughout the controversy, for example the cleanliness of otherwise of Hamburg's urban aluminium 
smelter 
53 "CPP flyer," in SAC, Records: Box 2 86-005. And "article on carpet proposal, undated," in SAC, 
Records: Box 4 86-005. SAC and CPP continually used this example and it would appear received little 
actual support for it from the Labour Party. While it had initially been a Labour Party idea, one suspects 
they did not expect it to gain such prominence and often wished protesters would leave it to die a natural 
death. 
54 "CPP flyer," in SAC, Records: Box 2 86-005. And SAC, Industry in Otago, (Dunedin: SAC, 1981). 
55 SAC, Jndust1y, pp. 14-15. 
56 I do not mean that conservation or wise use doctrines only appeared in the 1970s. Within New Zealand 
Pakeha culture they have been apparent in some forms since the late nineteenth century. Rather, that wise 
use was a dominant strand in the movement which emerged in the 1960s and 1970s. 
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and the future direction for New Zealand society really meant environmental values, a 

better environmental future for New Zealand society including greater value placed on 

areas and communities like Aramoana so they could be untouched and preserved. Further 

analysis later in this chapter will show that SAC appropriated all and any avenue they 

could to spread their message and fight the smelter. Perhaps, therefore, they were merely 

appropriating two of the most dominant streams of discourse in the 1970s, that of 

contestation of traditional societal norms and that of renewed need for economic progress, 

to support their message and help achieve their aims. 57 

There were also, however, wider national economic reasons opponents fought against the 

smelter proposal. In particular, the impact on New Zealand's electricity prices and supply 

was a major concern. Groups, such as the North-East Christchurch Energy Group, 

opposed the smelter because of the impact it could have on domestic users. Continuity of 

supply, especially in winter, and domestic power bills were prominent issues. 58 In 

addition, the low base power price the consortium was expected to pay for power 

concerned opponents who argued this would incur a negative impact on the national 

economy, rather than the positive one supporters of the scheme were promising. 59 

Following on their local calls for the right type of industry, protest groups were aghast at 

the national economic concept of Think Big. Large scale, intensive, export orientated and 

resource exploitative industry stood for everything they were against. 60 

Opponents challenged Think Big's political fore-bear, the NDA, because of its 

circumvention of democratic rights. The act handed greater power to the executive wing 

of government and overrode planning tribunal processes for industries deemed to be in 

the national interest, many of which had considerable environmental impacts. This 

afforded pressure groups such as SAC little chance to have their opposition considered 

within formal channels. COG, in particular, fought passionately against the NDA.61 Its 

57 This was one area where oral interviews would have helped me understand first hand exactly how 
protestors perceived these issues, how they reconciled this seeming contradiction. With all the archival 
material I needed to pursue for an investigation of SAC and the time constraints of an MA, however, 
interviews became impractical. It would be one area of fruitful further research. 
58 SAC, Fighters' Fact, p. 3. And ODT7/5/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 174. 
59 ODT25/6/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 232. 
60 "Basic Information Manual" section 1. In SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. And "Correspondence between 
Claire Carey and various MP's," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. And "Comments on article by Tim 
Hazeldne, 'Why 'Think Big' is 'Think Bad.'" In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
61 "COG flyer, 'The National Development Bill', October 1979 ," and "COG Open letter, October 1979 ," 
both in SAC, Records: Box 10 86-005. 
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denial of basic democratic rights and participation in the decision-making process was 

anathema to protest groups. Moreover, it appeared symptomatic of those in government 

and the future direction they envisaged for New Zealand, all of which opponents of the 

smelter proposal keenly contested. Cynicism and anger at the decision-making power of a 

small elite in both Wellington and Dunedin also fuelled opposition to the scheme. They 

were seen as a privileged minority who were furthering their own interests, irrespective of 

the national, regional and local good.62 This cynicism encompassed the National 

government, Otago Harbour Board (OHB) and South Pacific Aluminium (SPA), 

particularly their Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The reasons people opposed the 

smelter were therefore multifaceted and often interlinked. 

SAC's methods of organisation 

One must now turn to an examination of the ways opponents organised for reform and the 

reason they chose these particular avenues. This section will compromise a case study of 

SAC as an organisation. The complete holdings of SAC's archival records from 1974 to 

1989 provide an unique opportunity for an intensive investigation of one environmental 

movement in New Zealand. An overarching rationale behind SAC's tactics was the 

closure of traditional processes for reform. The NDA severely limited participation in 

specific Planning Tribunal processes. Furthermore, political structures were such at this 

time that all environmental groups had to play "outsider politics."63 While SAC did have 

links to both the Values Party and some Labour Party MPs, such as Michael Cullen, 

overall their best hope of stopping the smelter proposal was to target the general public 

and hope for the National Party's demise at the 1981 general election.64 For SAC, these 

structural barriers to participation in the political process informed all methods of 

organisation. 

There were four broad ways in which SAC organised for reform. The first of these was 

their actual organisational structure. SAC took on many of the so-called new ideas about 

protest organisations. They were an open, non-hierarchical co-operative which held 

regular meetings accessible to the public. They depended largely on volunteer labour and 

62 "Statement of Intent, 26111/80," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
63 Timothy Doyle, Green Power. The Environmental Movement in Australia, (Sydney: University ofNew 
South Wales Press Ltd., 2000), p. 124. 
64 Values links see 'telephone survey' in SAC, Records: Box 1 00-050, Hocken Library Dunedin, and 
telegrams from Values to SAC, in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. For links with Michael Cullen see, 
"Correspondence between Cullen and SAC," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
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based themselves at the Environment Access centre. Throughout the campaigns they 

invested enormous amounts of time, energy and often financial resources into their fight 

to save Aramoana, as will be evidenced by their efforts under discussion in the rest of this 

chapter. 65 V o 1 unteers were canvassed to ascetiain their skills in certain areas and in this 

way SAC used individuals best suited to particular tasks. 66 In all of this, SAC consciously 

used precedents and models from overseas environmental organisations, particularly 

Australia. They also, however, used national precedents such as the successful SMC. 

They became an incorporated society in 1980 so as to join the ECO and access their 

resources as well as to give SAC some legitimacy and legal standing. 67 Membership to 

SAC was open to all at a small charge which paid for a newsletter subscription and 

distribution. In this way, SAC facilitated networks throughout the country and indeed the 

world. Membership queries came from as far afield as India, Brazil and Japan.68 The 

newsletter was a vital tool in connecting far-flung people concerned with the smelter 

proposal. It increased in size and scope over the course of 1980-1982 and incorporated 

international, national and local news of significance. 69 

SAC also used networks of other types throughout their struggle as a means of 

organisation. Nationally ECO provided an umbrella organisation for the sharing of 

information, however, SAC also shared independent intimate ties with groups such as 

Coromandel Watchdog and Clutha Rescue. 70 These networks allowed pooling of 

information and sometimes publicity. Coromandel Watchdog and SAC, for example, 

released a record of protest songs in 1981. Membership lists were also shared between 

groups such as CREEDNZ and the Otago Acclimatisation Society.71 This allowed a 

broader reach for canvassing. SAC brought many linked groups and individuals to 

Aramoana through out-of-town rallies and no-smelter rides. 72 These afforded people the 

chance to see the area for themselves and again broadened SAC's base and reach 

65 Only Gregor Morgan, occasional SAC spokesman, was paid and this was in his capacity as full-time 
worker for the Environment Access centre. 
66 "Save Aramoana Campaign Personnel Utilisation Questionnaire," in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
67 "SAC Constitution May 1980," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
68 "Correspondence folders" and" Citizenship Registers," in SAC, Records: Boxes 1 and 2. 
69 See for example, one copy of an earlier newsletter, number 4, March 1980, in SAC, Records: Box 7 86-
005. And one later issue number 18, May 1981, in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
70 "Coromandel Watchdog- correspondence with SAC," in SAC, Records" Box 2 00-050. And "SAC 
minutes 13/10/81 re Clutha Rescue," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
71 "Correspondence regarding list sharing and copies of membership lists, 1981," in SAC, Records: Box 3 
86-005. 
72 SAC Newsletter, number 16, March 1981, pp. 11-12. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
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throughout the country. Michael Cullen, St Kilda's MP from 1981, proved a useful 

connection for SAC in parliament and he often used question time to highlight matters 

relating to the smelter.73 SAC developed networks amongst non-environmental groups 

too. Local co-operatives such as the New Zealand Council of Organisations for Relief 

Services Overseas (CORSO) and Trade Aid ensured the SAC message remained 

prominent within Dunedin and again allowed pooling ofresources.74 SAC were keen to 

develop successful protest techniques and established connections with movements and 

organisations they thought could offer assistance in this area. One of those they pursued 

was the Orakei Maori Action Committee who had occupied Bastion Point during 1977 

and 1978 after a land claim dispute with the government.75 SAC saw them as useful 

model on which to base their tactics for the independent state, including non-violent 

direct action (NVDA). Moreover, they were useful as a group with experience of dealing 

with police during an occupation.76 International networks did not extend just to trans

national environmental organisations. Individuals who were prominent in the field of 

environmental health or environmental struggles were brought to Dunedin to speak or 

correspondence was established with them. The town planner for Crested Butte in 

Colorado, for example, came to Dunedin to speak of how his town had saved 'Lady 

Mountain' from mining, successfully fighting off industrial developers, Amax.77 

These networks facilitated SAC's research and information gathering attempts which 

formed a crucial backbone of their organisational methods. Throughout their archives 

there is a plethora of research material, some even in foreign languages.78 This includes 

works on pollutant health risks, most notably fluoride which was a controversial public 

health issue in the 1970s. 79 Environmental groups and their struggles were closely 

followed, through research and through established networks. In particular, SAC 

developed close ties with protestors in Kitimat and Manitoba, Canada, where new 

smelters were planned. 80 Aluminium smelters around the world were watched and 

73 "Copies of Cullen's parliamentary questions," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
74 See advertising on the back of all SAC newsletters. · 
75 Ranginui Walker, "Maori People Since 1950," in The Oxford History of New Zealand. Geoffrey Rice, ed. 
2nd ed. (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1992), p. 513. This group were part of the wider Maori protest 
movement in the 1970s. 
76 In folder, "Summary of dealing with police/support systems etc," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
77 SAC Newsletter, number 13, November 1980, p. 2. In SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005. 
78 See for example, German articles in SAC, Records: Box I 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
79 Numerous articles and clippings on fluoride. In SAC, Records: Box 1 85-099. 
80 "Correspondence 28/9/81 and undated in 'Correspondence folder,'" in SAC, Records: Box 1 00-050. 
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researched closely to enable SAC to produce the latest information during the debate. 

Correspondence was shared, for example, with a doctor who was investigating 'St Regis 

Syndrome,' in Canada, whereby local Indian populations had been adversely effected by 

a nearby New York State aluminium smelter. 81 Other examples from Invergordon, 

Anglesey, Hamburg, northern Australia and Switzerland were collated and used 

regularly. 82 This material and experience in this area of research helped SAC as they 

moved into producing increasingly scientific publications. As noted in the previous 

chapter, this was a new facet in environmental movements at the time precipitated by 

previous success and industrial backlash. SAC embraced this challenge and used their 

sister organisations, COG, CPP and CREEDNZ to great affect, playing to the strengths of 

each to produce and challenge such aspects as electricity forecasting. 83 Through this 

research they were able to participate in technical debates about such issues as fluoride 

emissions and economic productivity of mud flats. By developing and utilising the skills 

of the organisation in research they were able to effectively partake in the wider debates 

around the controversy and counter many of their opponents' claims. 

The second broad way SAC organised for reform was through extensive use of publicity, 

publications and fundraising. This incorporated specific publications along with specific 

tactics. A vital underlying component of these tactics was the decision taken early on in 

the second campaign to "dumb down" material at the same time as "playing up" 

particular aspects. 84 A CPP flyer is an excellent example ofthis. Using a simple question 

and answer style format with plain easy-to-understand language they asked, "If we have 

an electricity surplus, isn't it better to sell off the power cheaply than to have water 

spilling over those dams that we are paying for?'' before going on to refute this idea.85 

Generally while the campaign did engage in technical debate in the appropriate arenas, 

they chose to use simple, accessible language for much of their material directed at the 

81 "A1iicles and Correspondence, undated," in SAC, Records: Box I 00-050. And 'Basic Information Kit' 
section 6, in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. The St Regis reserve area straddled the Quebec, Ontario and 
upper New York State borders. The Cornwall Island reserve area was the most severely effected as it was 
downwind of the Reynolds Metal Co smelter. Here cattle and human populations suffered chronic fluoride 
poisoning, symptoms of which included respiratory illness, chronic fatigue, thyroid conditions, rashes and 
high blood pressure for the local Indian population and chronic lameness, tooth decay and premature death 
for their cattle. The syndrome was investigated by the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York, 
under Dr Irving Selikoffwhom SAC shared correspondence with. 
82 "Letter from Trevor Reeves 25/8/80," in SAC, Records: Box I 00-050. And SAC Newsletter number 23, 
March 1981, in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. And numerous miicles in SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
83 SAC, Fighters' Fact, p. 9. 
84 '"Campaign Strategy' List," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. Both terms used by SAC themselves. 
85 "CPP flyer, undated," in SAC, Records: Box 2 86-005. 
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general public. Subjects that were 'played up' included alternative economic ideas and 

nationalistic ideas that highlighted potential effects on the general population from the 

smelter. SAC chose these avenues for greater public penetration and to broaden their 

base. They were trying to refute the idea that they were "the do nothing crowd. "86 They 

wished to move away from the stereotypical idea of' greenies' who derided all economic 

development. 87 This tactic was also used at public speaking opportunities. SAC spent 

much of 1980 and 1981 speaking to any large audience they could in the wider Dunedin 

area. School talks were common, for example at St Hilda's, and they also tackled 

business groups. 88 During these events SAC tailored their message, trying to convince 

their audiences that the smelter proposal would adversely affect them. Peter Sutton spoke 

to the Dunedin South Round Table, for instance, and highlighted the negative effects for 

businesses in that area. 89 

The tool of publicity was used in various ways during the campaigns. The media, most 

notably the Otago Daily Times, became a battle ground for pro- and anti-smelter players 

alike. SAC also used national and international media to great affect. The most striking 

example of this was their creation of a small piece about Aramoana containing a 

photograph which they sent to the letters to the editor section of 43 international 

newspapers in early 1981.90 This was published around the world and garnered 

widespread international interest and correspondence. Such publicity facilitated 

international networks on environmental problems regarding aluminium smelters. 

Through this correspondence, SAC also gained valuable unofficial international 

ambassadors, many of whom continued to publicise the Aramoana cause in their own 

countries.91 The most important publication of the Aramoana piece appeared on 12 April 

in the highly-regarded and widely-circulated United Kingdom newspaper, The 

Guardian.92 This use of visual material was a cornerstone of SAC's efforts nationally. In 

this, they were trying to publicise the beauty they saw in the Aramoana area, employing a 

tactic SMC had used effectively. Unlike SMC which had beautiful natural lakes to 

86 Ibid. 
87 "Campaign Strategy," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. And "SAC minutes 5/1/80," in SAC, Records: 
Box 6 86-005. 
88 Letter of acceptance to speak at St Hilda's February 1980, in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
89 Speech by Peter Sutton, Chairperson of SAC to Dunedin South Round Table, 4 March, 1980, in SAC, 
Records: Box 3 86-005. 
9° Copy of ad sent and to whom, in SAC, Records: Box 1 00-050. 
91 "Correspondence with Claire Kelly, 1981," in SAC, Records: Box I 00-050. 
92 Copy of publication in SAC, Records: Box I 00-050. 
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publicise, SAC needed to compliment their visual material with other publications 

highlighting Aramoana's importance because, for many, the area was simply seen as 

waste, swamp land. Other publicity tools included the highly successful art exhibition, 

Aramoana: Tapu Land, a poetry contest won by Cilla McQueen and a 1982 calendar of 

the area's natural beautyY3 SAC was lucky to have such strong allies in the art world and 

they incorporated independent works by artists whenever they could. Both the Hodgkins 

and Mozart fellows at Otago University during this time produced work opposing the 

smelter.94 Nationally significant and renowned artists such as Ralph Hotere contributed 

work to the tapu land exhibition, while continuing to produce independent works of 

protest against the smelter.95 Brian Turner, one of New Zealand's most celebrated poets, 

gained second place behind McQueen in the poetry contest and sent other poems of 

protest regarding the smelter to SAC.96 Publicity material was also sent around the region, 

country and world to any who requested it and to those who joined the SAC or later the 

Independent State. 

Publications proved an important tool for SAC. These ranged from small bound books 

such as Industry in Otago, to packs of material such as the Basic Information Manual and 

basic pamphlets and leaflets for local distribution. 97 Many of these centred on distinct 

aspects that arose during the course of the controversy such as who to vote for in local 

body elections. 98 Other times, they were used to counter material or accusations produced 

by pro-smelter groups. Industry in Otago was one example whereby SAC clearly outlined 

the economic problems they saw with the smelter yet forcefully debunked the idea that 

SAC and others were against all industry. 99 Some published material, for example CPP's 

concise flyers, sought to expose pro-smelter groups and individuals and their claims. 100 

Publications such as Aramoana: the case for preservation, engaged the technical and 

93 SAC Newsletter, number 13, November 1980, p. 1. In SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005. 
94 ODT28!11!80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 377. 
95 Wellington City Art Gallery, Aramoana: Tapu Land, (Wellington: Wellington City Art Gallery, 1980). 
And see for example, Hotere's 'Vive Aramoana' or 'CY ANIDEFFECTS'. 
96 SAC Newsletter, number 13, November 1980, p. 1. In SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005. And copy of 
Turner's poem, in SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. I did intend to review the art and poetry produced during 
the debate more closely, however, time constraints prohibited this. Moreover, after an initial investigation I 
felt it could be an area best handled by either art historians or literature students. It was ceiiainly an 
important part of opposition and would be a very interesting further area of investigation. 
97 "Distribution list," in SAC, Records: 3 86-005. And 'Basic Information Manual' and Industry, in SAC, 
Records: Box 2 00-050. 
98 "Payments," in SAC, Financial Records, in SAC, Records: Box 1 00-050. 
99 SAC, Industry. 
100 "CPP flyer, undated," in SAC, Records: Box 2 86-005. 
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scientific side of the debate and became a forum whereby these aspects of the controversy 

could be countered or exposed. 101 Throughout SAC publications just as with their 

publicity, the view was promulgated that SAC was not against regional or economic 

development. Overall, publications were produced for two purposes: either for public 

consumption to reinforce SAC arguments and sway the general public or for the larger 

environmental and protest networks to disseminate and share useful information. 

On 23 December the area from Otafelo Point to Aramoana was declared 'The 

Independent State of Aramoana'. This novel approach proved to be the lynchpin in SAC's 

many methods of organisation. Using methods ofNVDA they established road blocks, 

primarily to disseminate information. The intention, however, was to seal the area if 

construction work was attempted. 102 The trappings of state were produced; flags, 

passports, citizenship certificates and even tax returns (see Figures 10 and 11 ). 103 All 

were for sale and all proved crucial in circulating the SAC message and in raising funds. 

A travelling embassy was established which toured New Zealand, stocked with 

merchandise including t-shirts and bumper stickers. Fundamentally, it also carried SAC's 

message to all corners of the country. Rallies and 'state' events were held to help promote 

Aramoana as an excellent family recreation area. 104 First and foremost, the declaration 

was a symbolic publicity stunt. It precipitated national news coverage and connected SAC 

to a strong visible focal point. The paraphernalia produced conveyed their message 

clearly across the country and diverted attention and possible unease over their anti

establishment message. 105 It had mass and market appeal, broadening their base of 

supporters. There were also serious undertones in SAC's declaration. It represented the 

constituent members' personal actions to protect Aramoana and Dunedin. Moreover, it 

sent a serious message of protestation to the government and the consortium. 106 

SAC pursued this tactic of protest towards the government, consortium and pro-smelter 

groups in other ways. The largest was their submission on SPA's EIR to the Commission 

for the Environment. This was a large, detailed document which outlined all areas of 

101 SAC, Case for preservation. 
102 "SAC minutes 2817/81," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
103 Copies of each in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
104 SAC Newsletter, number 4, March 1980, p. 1. In SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005. 
105 Pharazyn, pp. 39-40. 
106 "Organisation for Independence rally and declaration," in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
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Figure 10. Independent State of Aramoana passport, front and back. From SAC, Records: 

Box 3 86-005, Hocken Library, Dunedin. 
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IR 27.9 
RETURN 

ARAMOANA INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

Citizens of the Independent State are requested to c.omply with all sections of this IR 27.9 Return. 

N.B.: Those paople who, on mota!, ethical or religious grounds, feel unable to complete this form (or ·who simply 
cannot be bothered) should proceed directly to Block 3, Step 4. 

BLOCK 1- TAXABLE INCOME 

(!) Estimated number of mistakes/oversights in the Environmental Impact Report 

(2] Current Disparity betwen South Pacific Aluminium's estimate of total jobs created 
and likely total 

( 3} Current Disparity between Government's estimate and likely real overseas earnings. 

(4) Likely increase in your power bill if the smelter wore to proceed 

This is Total A 

BLOCK 2- EXEMPTIONS 

!
,, ,, Total number of times I have sworn at South Pacific Aluminium under my breath 

(21 Estimated number of times Warren Cooper has put his foot in his mouth in the last 
six months 

{ 3} Total number of pro-smelter economists 

[.;; Total number of Cabinet Ministers who think the smelter wo,uld be built on top of 
the Albatross Colony 

BILOCK 3- TAX TO PAY CALCULATION 

STEP 1-ENTER 

TAXABLE INCOME (TOTAL A! 

S'lrE? 2-0EOUCT 
EXEMPTIONS (TOTAL Bl 

STE'P 3-BALANCE 
IF TOTAL B EXCEEDS TOTAL A-ENTER NIL 

IF TOTAL A EXCEEDS TOTAL B-ENTER NIL 

snw 4-AOD: 
DONATION OF YOUR CHOICE 

This is Total !l 

THIS IS YOUR TAX TO PAY 

P[ease Remit the above Tax to: 

ARAMOANA INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT 

SAVE ARAMOANA CAMPAIGN 

320 GEORGE STREET 

DUNEDIN 

$ c 

...................... \. 

...................... , .... 
I 

$ ............................ , ... . 

$ 

..... [ ................. . 

'i 
............................ j ................ .. 

............................. -; ................. . 

i 
$ .............................. ; ................ .. 

$ c 

... _ ......................... l ..... .. 

$ ......... ......................... .. 

$ ............................ , ................ .. 

or re-use our envelope by affixing the enclosed return address label. No Postage is required if you put a line 
through the old stamp marking. 

Figure 11. Independent State of Aramoana tax form, 1981. From SAC, Records: Box 2 

00-050, Hocken Library, Dunedin. 
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concern for SAC. 107 SAC continually lobbied MPs, both those in favour and those against 

the smelter. Little concrete results, however, were achieved using this method. 108 SAC 

flew to Sydney to pressure and liase with Gove Alumina, the Australian component of 

SP A. 109 SAC bombarded the consortium as a whole and its individual companies, 

outlining their reasons against the smelter and the opposition SPA were facing. In 1982 

when French company Pechiney looked likely to step in as the new technology partner it 

was thoroughly investigated by SAC and became the new focus for their pressure 

campaigns. 110 SAC did not solely attempt to overawe pro-smelter groups, they also 

generally liased with them in an attempt to keep these groups under pressure. 111 

Maintenance of pressure and presence were the main reasons SAC organised in these 

ways. Furthermore, with the NDA and its subsequent lack of democratic planning 

procedures pressure, correspondence and meetings were some of the only avenues left 

open to SAC. Public submissions regarding the EIR were therefore seized upon as one of 

the very few chances during the debate where public voices could be heard within the 

governmental structures. 

Non-SAC smelter opposition 

Four short examples of how other opponents of the smelter organised and why allow for a 

fuller analysis of dissent. In 1981 CREEDNZ was created as an offshoot from SAC to 

specifically coordinate the legal aspects of protest. 112 It raised funds nationally and, along 

with the Environmental Defence Society, legally challenged SPA's NDA application. It 

used the networks built up to gain expert advice from environmental engineers in 

Portland, America to further their case against SPA. 113 This group remained the legal arm 

of smelter opponents, ensuing the arduous task of financing, researching and presenting 

the legal aspects of opposition was placed in competent hands and removed from the day

to-day workings of SAC and others. Opposite Aramoana sits the Otakou Marae of local 

Ngai Tahu. Initially, they integrated with other protest groups and held a hui in August 

1980 for all interested parties. They also chose similar options such as making 

107 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environment impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume IV, Submission Number 349. 
108 Letters sent and received from MPs to SAC, 1980-1982. In SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
109 "Report on meeting," in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
110 "Correspondence folder," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
111 "Correspondence between SAC and SPA, 1980-1981," in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
112 SAC Newsletter, number 16, March 1981, p. 4. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
113 SAC Newsletter, number 24, March-June, 1982. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
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submissions on the EIR to the Commission for the Environment. 114 Ultimately, however, 

they chose to remain distinct from groups such as SAC. They viewed these groups as too 

overtly political and thought they could better further their community's interests by 

remaining politically neutral and continuing to lobby in their own way. 115 Local farmers 

from Careys Bay to Aramoana opted for direct specific action by combining to stop 

electricity pylons and thus the potential supply of power to the site from being built over 

their land. 116 

The Aramoana League pursued many ofthe same options as SAC. 117 They used publicity 

for example, particularly a float in the 1981 Dunedin festival parade. 118 They endorsed 

candidates for the local body elections and had some Dunedin personnel in common with 

SAC. 119 Crucially, however, they were the voice of residents and this effected their 

methods of organising and rationales behind action. Largely, they did not engage in wider 

debates about economic issues or the future of New Zealand society. They focussed on 

the smelter's consequences for them; relocation, pollution, loss of recreation and also on 

the things they knew intimately, local flora and fauna species. 120 Because of this, they 

centred their efforts on changing the zoning of the area through the Planning Tribunal. As 

outlined in Chapter One, this took place over the course of 1982 and 1983, finally 

resulting in a decision in their favour and the deletion of industrial zoning from the 

scheme. 

Opposition to the Aramoana smelter proposal was diverse. Both local and national, 

environmental and non-environmental groups opposed the smelter. Environmental, 

intellectual, economic and democratic reasons were all promulgated. While these reasons 

often intertwined, as was the case with SAC, environmental concerns always acted as the 

driving and dominant force. SAC organised in four main ways for reform. They used 

networks and research, sought publicity and produced publications, declared Aramoana 

114 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume 1 (EIAPSI), (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981), 
Submission Numbers 87-90. 
115 Letter from Otakou Marae Committee 31110/80, in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
116 "SAC minutes, 23/6/81," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
117 Aramoana League Inc. files are held at the Hocken Library, Dunedin, Archives 84-205 and Records 85-
080. My focus on SAC and the constraints of an MA, however, meant I did not analyse these. I suspect they 
could prove as fascinating as SAC archives have, for a later researcher. 
118 Johnston, p. 125. 
119 Ibid., p. 126. 
120 Ibid., p. 134. 
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an independent state, and finally, made representation to pro-smelter groups. Their 

reasons for this were varied but predominantly focussed on the need to convince the 

general public and/or the government and consortium that Aramoana was not a suitable 

site for an aluminium smelter. But there were voices besides SAC. There were the people 

of Dunedin and indeed New Zealand who cared enough to make submissions to the 

Commission for the Environment. It is these voices we must now consider. 
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Chapter Four 

'This Land is Your Land, This Land is My Land.'1 The Public 

Submissions to the Commission for the Environment. 

"The view from anywhere in the Lower Harbour area focuses on Aramoana, at the 

Harbour Mouth. That view is at present quiet, attractive and bucolic. Such a landscape 

cannot accept a huge noxious industry as a centrepiece without being utterly debased and 

violated, and to suggest otherwise is on a par with asking the freshly widowed Mrs 

Lincoln 'Apart from that, did you enjoy the play?'" - Jonathon Todd, President of the 

Careys Bay Assn Inc? 

In 1981 when this submission was received by the Commission for the Environment, 

residents of the West Harbour and Outer Peninsula areas of Dunedin were determined 

that the script the South Pacific Aluminium (SPA) consortium were writing for 

Aramoana, in the form of their Environmental Impact Report (EIR), should be challenged 

so that the play itself, the construction ofNew Zealand's second aluminium smelter, 

could not go ahead. They seized on the opportunity to make submissions to the 

Commission, principally in relation to the EIR, but also extended these to include all 

issues surrounding the proposed smelter; and there were many issues. This chapter 

examines these submissions and asks two broad questions of them. First, I hope to 

elucidate my overarching question: why was the proposed smelter perceived as an 

environmental problem? Second I intend to examine more closely the narrower question 

of: to what extent was opposition to the smelter based purely on environmental grounds? 

Defining the Submissions 

It would be very easy to suggest that there was simply a 'radical' group of protestors who 

wanted to save what most people considered some useless swamp land at Aramoana. 

Furthermore, it could be suggested that apart from this group, people's concerns were: 

economic, for example peninsula farmers worried about grazing affects; or political, such 

1 SAC wrote new lyrics for many contemporary songs and used them as protest songs. 'This Land is Your 
Land' was one such song, the title changed to 'Otago's Your Land, Otago's My Land.' See song sheets in 
SAC, Records: Box 1 85-099, Hocken Library, Dunedin. 
2 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume Three (EJAPSIII), (Wellington,: Commission for the Environment, 
1981), Submission number 259. 
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as those who were anti-Think Big; or innately personal, that is those communities ofTe 

Ngaru and Aramoana and the wider communities whose everyday lives would be 

effected. This perception, however, stems from a far too narrow reading of the word 

'environment'. As I have outlined in Chapter Three I argue for a broader interpretation of 

'environment' that simply focuses on the physical surroundings and conditions that can 

affect humans, animals and plants.3 Using these broader definitions it becomes evident 

from reading the submissions that almost all of the concerns were environmental, 

particularly for those people intimately affected by the smelter. Undoubtedly the 

perceived problems were multifaceted and held elements of traditional historical 

conceptual groupings such as economic, social, cultural and political, but I will argue to a 

very large extent these concerns were related to a broad definition of environment. When 

studying environmental history and trying to write some form of environmental analysis 

'back in' to New Zealand history it is useful to cast aside these older conceptual 

categories and illuminate the role that the actual physical environment and concerns about 

it played in people's lives. As with any body of sources there are multiplicities of views. 

It must, therefore, be acknowledged that some New Zealanders who chose to make 

submissions were primarily concerned with economic or political issues and it is 

important that these are also addressed. 

It could also be argued that the submissions were made in response to the EIR and thus by 

nature they would have focussed on environmental concerns. This is an obvious bias of 

the sources but it becomes clear upon reading even a small number that people were 

frustrated by their lack of avenues for raising concerns and used these submissions to 

tackle a wide range of issues. I have persevered with these submissions even though they 

have often proved very time-consuming because they are the only body of sources which 

provide a national view on this issue. Additionally, they allowed both supporters and 

detractors of the EIR and the smelter itself to have their voice heard. I have examined a 

sample of around 1 0%, the first fifty submissions, as it was well beyond the time frame 

and scope of an MA to look at all five bound volumes of 4 73 submissions, a total of 2198 

pages.4 I have also, however, included any submissions which did not fall within my 

3 Elaine Pollard, The Oxford Paperback Dictionary, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 267. 
4 I recognise that a random sample or taking every tenth submission, for example, would have been more 
statistically valid, however, when I started researching the submissions I assumed I would have time to 
examine them all. I was unaware of the time consuming nature of the submissions (many of which run well 
past forty pages and some over 1 00) and when the length of time they took became apparent I chose to 
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sample but which seemed necessary to look at, for example, the one made by the Save 

Aramoana Campaign (SAC). One problem with this is an obvious organisational bias. 

This is almost unavoidable, however, because it is easier to identify groups of interest 

from the list of submissions received than individuals. As this organisational bias skewed 

my sample group markedly I have used the numerical breakdowns and analysis found in 

the Commission for the Environment's Environmental Impact Audit (Audit) for overall 

quantitative results. Of the 469 submissions they classified 440 or roughly 94% were 

opposed to the smelter. Eighteen, mainly from government departments or organisations 

were neutral (about 4%) and eleven submissions supported the smelter proposal (about 

2% ). 5 Approximately 70% of submissions received were from the South Island, with 

combined numbers from the wider Dunedin area, including Aramoana and Te Ngaru 

reaching roughly 53%.6 

I found it valuable to examine the submissions myself and not rely on the Commission's 

qualitative results. The Commission set out to review and categorise the submissions, not 

analyse them as I have done. Their purpose was " .. to review the effects of the proposed 

second aluminium smelter on the enviromnent,"7 and to" .. present the problems, rather 

than to resolve them."8 In contrast, I ask specific questions ofthe submissions themselves 

as primary sources in an attempt to ascertain why people opposed the smelter. 

It is important to note that for my purposes submissions which have illustrated either an 

anti-smelter stance or exhibited widespread concern with aspects of the EIR I have 

classified as being against the smelter proposal. This is because the Commission did call 

for views particularly on the EIR but, as mentioned above, many people used this chance 

focus on the first fifty I had covered. As will be shown, however, this group still proved to be broadly in 
line with the overall statistical breakdown made by the Commission. A full examination of all 4 73 
submissions, perhaps in conjunction with more national sources or comparatively against other EIR 
submissions, is another potential area of research. 
5 Commission for the Environment, Environmental Impact Audit. Proposed Aluminium Smelter At 
Aramoana (EIA), (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981), p. 7. The Commission does not 
state why they only have figures for 469 when 473 were received, perhaps some submissions were doubled 
up or were impossible to determine the persons/groups opinion? 
6 Ibid., p. 8. My own results were broadly in line with this with 81% against the smelter. My higher 
percentages for neutral (1 0%) and pro-smelter groups (9%) stems from the fact that comparatively I 
examined more 'group' submissions (9 neutral and 8 pro-smelter) than personal ones and the former were 
more likely to be neutral or pro-smelter. My figures for submissions received from the South Island is 72% 
and for the wider Dunedin area 62%. The last figure is again skewed by looking at a proportionally larger 
amount of pro-smelter organisations which were all from Dunedin. 
7 Ibid., preface- no page numbers given. 
8 Ibid. 
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to outline their opposition to the scheme itself. Some also used the perceived deficiencies 

within the EIR to highlight wider concerns . On the whole I have not encountered any 

serious problems working from this assumption which I found necessary to illuminate the 

extent of environmental concern without falling into a bog of technical fluoride 

emissions, unusual fauna species and noise pollution decibels. One submission did arise, 

however, which highlighted that my coda of classification is not foolproof and which 

should be noted. The Port Chalmers Fishermen's Co-operative Society Ltd prepared a 

submission which included nine main points of concern. These were primarily focussed 

on pollution and changes to the harbour basin and environment which would affect their 

livelihoods. Reading both this paper which the Co-op purportedly "wholeheartedly 

supports and recommends,"9 and the main body of their paper one would almost certainly 

put them in the 'against' category as they appear extremely concerned about potential loss 

of livelihood. The last point of their submission, therefore, is very revealing as they 

clearly state that, as a collective, they are neither for nor against the proposed smelter but 

instead must embrace the diversity of their members. 10 Luckily most of the submissions 

are very clear either in their support of, opposition towards or neutral stance taken, in 

regards to the proposal. The potential ambiguities highlighted above, whilst valuable as a 

reminder that no categories of historical investigation are foolproof, do not skew my 

research too markedly. 

Drawing on the submissions it will be argued that people perceived four broad 

environmental concerns in relation to the proposed smelter. These were: concerns which 

directly effected people themselves or their direct or immediate environment, concerns 

about the surrounding ecosystem and environment in the wider-Outer Peninsula area 

which did not directly affect people; 11 apprehension about regional or national 

environmental issues; and lastly, misgivings about the reliability and honesty of 

environmental facts and projections in SPA's EIR. Non-environmental unease was 

expressed over three main issues: first, non-environmental concern over both SPA and 

their EIR's integrity, second explicitly economic issues which had no relation to the 

actual physical environment of Aramoana!Te Ngaru, and third, unrest stimulated by the 

9 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume Two (EIAPSJJ), (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981), 
Submission number 252. 
10 Ibid. 
11 That is altruistic or extra-species concern for example, about flora and fauna and their habitats, not related 
to personal issues such as fauna as a food source. 
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National Development Act (NDA) and related socio-political and indeed moral concerns. 

It would be both tedious and almost impossible to mention every single issue that was 

raised within the submissions I sampled and, as such, my analysis of them should not be 

seen as the definitive word on every tangible concern but more an analysis of the broader 

trends they exhibited. It will be shown that of the concerns voiced the environmental 

considerations were hugely diverse, of more importance and the most numerous. 

Environmental Concerns: people and their immediate environment 

"We love Aramoana just as it is, peaceful and quiet", the Sculpher family wrote in 1981, 

"please let it stay that way."12 This too was the plea from many other submitters, a plea to 

save their community, their place of holiday and recreation, their unique and immediate 

environmental landscape. Aramoana and Te Ngaru encompass a geographically specific 

place, a small amount of flat and marsh land surrounded by steep cliffs, the Otago 

Harbour and the Pacific Ocean; a distinct landscape which in turn shaped the community 

situated there. Throughout the submissions it is clear that concerns about potential affects 

to the people themselves, their community and their immediate environment were 

tantamount. Issues, such as health, infrastructure, loss of recreation, loss of livelihoods, 

loss of community coupled with anger at non-appreciation of aesthetic and spiritual 

elements, galvanised people to make their views known to central government. 

I will initially use two examples or case studies to illustrate that immediate environmental 

and personal concerns were paramount. Further, I will use these two examples to 

illustrate just what these concerns were as they are broadly indicative of my overall 

research into the submissions. The first example is the submission prepared by the Port 

Chalmers Borough Council. While the council letter itself is rather bland and leans 

towards supporting the smelter, the submission also includes twenty four letters from 

residents and community groups. The town clerk has helpfully included an overview of 

these adjoining letters and broken their concerns down into several categories (see Figure 

12 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume One (EJAPSI), (Wellington, Commission for the Environment, 1981), 
Submission number 40. 
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Figure 12. Copy of overview letter in Port Chalmers Borough Council submission. Public 

Submissions number 257. 
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12). 13 Of the eleven 'subject' categories they have identified, nine fall within my 

'environmental concerns' grouping. 14 The two which do not are specified as 'economic' 

along with the one letter which supported the smelter. Furthermore, another eleven 'notes 

and comments' are included on the overview sheet and only three (or perhaps four) would 

not come under the 'environmental concerns' banner. 15 The frequency with which 

environmental concerns were raised is also higher than other issues. Apprehension about 

economic matters occurred in thirteen out of the twenty two letters overviewed. 16 

Environmental concerns, however, such as air pollution and health or loss of recreation 

and scenic attributes were mentioned nineteen and eighteen times respectively. 17 Unease 

about immediate environmental factors, my first category of analysis, was also over 

represented. 18 Six out of the eleven 'subjects' definitely fell within this category while a 

further three, 'monitoring', 'environment' and 'harbour pollution and health' almost 

certainly did. 19 

My second example illustrates many of these immediate environmental and personal 

effects and is broadly indicative of almost all of the other submissions received which fall 

within this grouping. This is the submissions received from local iwi and hapu, 

pmiicularly those at the Otakou Marae, who were the first people to encounter, make 

connection with and use the land at Aramoana and Te Ngaru?0 As residents of the Outer 

Peninsula, opposite the proposed site, they were concerned with obvious pollutants from 

the smelter and the effect this could have both on their own health and on the health of 

shellfish which they gathered (see Figure 7). Drinking water was a major concern to 

many people because this area, from the outer-West Harbour and along the Outer 

Peninsula, used rain water tanks. As the chemicals which the smelter may have used 

included cyanide, fluoride, chlorinated phenols, and chlorine it is not hard to see why all 

13 They state that there are twenty four but they only provide an overview of twenty two. 
14 EIAPSIII- 257. 
15 The notes and comments are cursory (see Figure 12) and it is unclear whether B. 'concerns rewording of 
the EIR report' relates to environmental concerns or other issues such as forecast employment figures. 
However, after reading the letters myself! am satisfied that it is probably the former and therefore have 
included it within 'environmental'. 
16 EIAPSIII- 257. And see note 13. 
17 Ibid.. 
18 See note 15. Again from the short summary words used the meaning could be ambiguous, however, after 
reading the letters I feel confident to make assumptions about what they indicated. 
19 EIAPSIII- 257. 
20 EIAPSI- 87, 88, 89, 90. 
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local residents were concerned?1 Monitoring at the Ravensdown fertilizer works at 

Ravens bourne had previously shown not only that chemicals reached exceedingly high 

levels in both airborne and ground samples but also the unwillingness of local authorities 

to follow through on promises to monitor these effectively?2 Maori concern was not 

limited to their physical health but also the mental or psychological impact the smelter 

may have had such as noise and visual pollution.23 Furthermore, they were concerned 

about the effect of chemicals on sheep farms on the outer peninsula, as well as in 

shellfish. This issue also acknowledged the huge shift that would occur in peoples' 

perceptions of the outer peninsula and harbour areas if the smelter had been built. The 

committees reasoned that even iftheir sheep were not explicitly affected by the 

chemicals, their value on markets would decline because of the possibility that they may 

have been affected. 24 

Shore line and sea erosion was another immediate environmental concern for the 

community at Otakou. This had already been affected by previous work in the harbour 

and they were nervous at their vanishing beaches, particularly Te Rauone and Akapatiki, 

and the impact on the shore lines on which their homes sat.25 Effluent dispersal and 

overall changes and effects to the harbour environment including dredging and 

construction of a new turning basin, were also prominent concerns. 26 

The unique point of difference for the Maori community was the presence of burial and 

archaeological sites at Te Ngaru and Aramoana. "[We] will not countenance violation of 

the dead", the Otago Maori Executive stated strongly, "nor consent to any further 

destruction of our history that lies in the land."27 The rest of this submission in particular 

devoted itself to setting out Maori customs and history, especially surrounding 

Tangihanga (funerals) and links with tipuna, (ancestors). It concludes, "the 

aforementioned preamble hopefully gives some indication to the values that are part of 

21 EIAPSI-89. 
22 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume IV (EIAPSIV), (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981 ), 
Submission number 343. 
23 EIAPSI- 88. 
24 Ibid. 
25 EIAPSI- 90. 
26 EIAPSI- 88,89. 
27 EIAPSI- 87. 
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surroundings?2 For most though the pleas were for their sense of Aramoana or Te Ngaru 

and the communities and intrinsic values these places, landscapes and environments held; 

"that this way of life," as the Aramoana League Chairman put it, "is the driving force in 

every member of our community."33 

It was not just members ofthe so- called radical protest groups which expressed views 

such as this. "I am not a crack brained protestor", Ann Appleby retorted, "but a sober 

middle aged woman who has spent thirty years nursing and teaching health", and her 

concerns were for her immediate environment at Waitati (see Figure 1).34 Family groups 

were vocal too, "the values of this place are almost indefinable," the Healey family 

concluded, "and no amount of compensation, in any form, will ever replace the character 

and atmosphere that exists at Aramoana."35 

Others, besides Maori, felt spiritual connections with this area. As many of the above 

quotes illustrate, residents of the wider area often felt an affinity, a sense of belonging and 

closeness to the land that was more than just about material possessions and material 

concerns.36 As Jonathon Todd's quote at the beginning of this chapter illustrates, the 

aesthetic value of the area was also immensely appreciated and concern was high for the 

effect the smelter would have on this immediate visual environment.37 

Infrastructure, recreation and potential loss of livelihoods round out the main concerns 

which affected either people or their environments directly. The roads to Aramoana were 

winding, narrow and, in patis, unsealed. Residents were concerned with the effect large 

scale up grading would have on their homes a11d, in particular, the effects of any kind of 

construction work upon young children. 38 Recreation was an issue not just for residents 

but also for those of the wider community. There were numerous cribs at both Te Ngaru 

and Aramoana and it was a relatively easy place to get to for those in the wider Dunedin 

area for fishing, surfing and walking. 39 In general it was a safe area for a family day or 

32 See submissions 12 and 17 in EIAPSI and submission 267 in EIAPSIII. 
33 EIAPSI- 15. 
34 EIAPSI- 20. 
35 EIAPSI- 4. 
36 See for example EIAPSI- 46, which uses many spiritual texts and studies as backing evidence to support 
the authors claims. 
37 EIAPSIII- 259. 
38 EIAPSIII- 267. 
39 EIAPSII- 221. 
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weekend out, a place where children could adventure, dad could cast a line and mum 

could read a book on the beach, the 'typical' New Zealand 'day at the beach'. Fishing was 

also a way to earn a living for some people who lived at the end of the harbour or Outer 

Peninsula. Many were concerned about their potential loss of livelihood due to harbour 

pollution from effluents, harbour disruption due to dredging and generally changes in the 

harbour and coastal maritime environments due to smelter construction. The likely effects 

of the smelter, once operating, on flora and fauna made many fishermen uneasy.40 It can 

be seen, therefore, using a broad definition of environment, that the concerns of people 

who took the time to make submissions about the proposed smelter were largely 

environmental. This argument is further strengthened by an examination of subjects 

which fall within my second category regarding altruistic or extra-species concern about 

the wider surrounding ecosystem and environment. 

Wider environmental concerns 

This category contains three main points on which people opposed the smelter. The first 

and largest area of concern was for flora and fauna in the surrounding areas. One unique 

aspect of this, given the smelter's proposed location, was the Royal Albatross Colony 

located on the peninsula directly opposite Aramoana. This colony is the only mainland 

Royal Albatross colony in the world. Apprehension over the effects on the birds and their 

breeding habitat coupled with tourism issues form the second major point. The final issue 

which was of concern within the wider environmental surroundings was the already 

mentioned Maori burial and archaeological sites, the Historic Places Trust being 

particularly vocal here. 41 

When a smelter was first proposed at Aramoana in 1974 G. E. Hamel and G. A.M. Barr 

undertook a survey of the coastal ecology and land use at Aramoana on behalf of the 

fledgling Ecology Action Otago group.42 This was published in the same year and became 

widely read. People opposed to the smelter, or with serious concerns, often cited this 

study in their submissions to support their concerns over the effects on flora and fauna. 43 

Furthermore, the issue was obviously a pertinent one because many concerned people 

40 EIAPSII- 252. 
41 EIAPSI- 97. 
42 G. A. M. Barr and G. E. Hamel, Coastal Ecology and Land Use at Aramoana, (Dunedin: Ecology Action 
Otago, 1974). 
43 See for example EIAPSI- 89. 
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seem to have commissioned, or obtained for themselves other impact reports for flora and 

fauna within the area. As mentioned previously, John Jillett, the Director of the Portobello 

Marine Research Laboratory44 wrote one such report, as did P.A. Wright for the Otakou 

Marae.45 J.A. Edwards, who was an ecologist, also included many detailed facts in his 

own submission.46 Wading birds, shags and other small marine life needed the special 

habitat provided by the intertidal flats. Concern was rife over reclamation work and 

effluent disposal. 47 The Wildlife Service, a government department under the authority of 

the Department of Internal Affairs, carefully stayed overtly neutral in its submission, 

concluding with this statement, "the Wildlife Service holds the view that industry could 

be sited at Aramoana, provided environmentally sensitive sites are not used."48 After this 

preamble, however, they become increasingly scathing in their concerns and 

'recommendations' about local flora and fauna and in particular the effect on their 

habitats. The effects of oil spills, dehydration of salt marshes and concern over chemicals, 

principally phenol and sulphur dioxide, form the body of their, at times, strongly worded 

submission.49 

Another facet to this widespread concern over wildlife in the surrounding environment 

was legal. As P.A. Wright's report indicates New Zealand had legal obligations under 

·international treaties to protect migratory species which used these tidal flats. Moreover, 

he cited national laws which protected birds such as the Stewart Island Shag, and of 

course, the Royal Albatross. 50 In pursuing every possible means to show his and the 

Otakou community's apprehension over the smelter, Wright's report is indicative of the 

widespread disquiet expressed about environmental matters. 

Approximately 14% of my submission sample expressed explicit unease about the 

potential effects for the Royal Albatross and their colony. 51 Concerns ranged from fears 

of total destruction for the colony to the impact of chemicals upon the birds. Other links 

such as the potential effects through the ecological food chain system were noted. 52 

44 EIAPSII- 252. 
45 EIAPSI- 89. 
46 EIAPSI- 21. 
47 EIAPSI- 21, 46, 89, EIAPSII- 184. 
48 EIAPSII- 184, emphasis in original submission. 
49 EIAPSII- 184. 
50 EIAPSI- 89. 
51 Ten out of the seventy three who were opposed to the smelter. 
52 EIAPSI- 9, 21, EIAPSII- 188. 
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Furthermore, people were already linking the colony to tourism when this was not yet 

fully developed to the present extent. 53 Tourism at the peninsula head was not the only 

area that was perceived to be under threat. C.W. Beaver from Upper Hutt, like many 

others, focussed more on the wider national implications of the smelter proposal, 

particularly for the rivers and gorges in Central Otago. He viewed this in terms of losing 

New Zealand's natural beauty and the effect this could have on international perceptions 

which brought tourists to areas such as the Kawarau Gorge. 54 It was unusual to find a 

submission such as this which directly mentioned tourism in relation to the Central and 

wider Otago areas when focussing on the Clutha River. It therefore seems a salient point 

to mention as tourism was framed as an environmental issue. When linked with the 

Albatross, for example, it was also a concern for people from the wider Dunedin area. 

The New Zealand Historic Places Trust's submission focussed on archaeological and 

burial sites. Their concern over the potential destruction ofthese is the last issue within 

my wider environmental category. They expressed disquiet about sites at Aramoana and 

Te Ngaru themselves, particularly in the red cliffs above the area. 55 The proposed 

relocation of residents to Long Beach brought with it more possible archaeological 

disruptions, as did potential road extension work between Port Chalmers and Aramoana. 

The trust wanted a role in an ongoing consultative body if the proposal went ahead and 

definite avenues or procedures to be set out in the case of new findings. In summing up 

their submission they also provided a clear summary for concerns within my second 

wider environment category, "It seems to be a major defect [that] the Environmental 

Impact reporting procedures do not extend to such situations of indirect or off-site 

impact."56 

The Historic Places Trust were not the only national organisation interested in the smelter 

proposal and its impacts. Many of these groups were primarily concerned because oflinks 

to regional or national environmental issues. In particular the Clutha River/Clyde Dam 

scheme was seen as intimately linked to the smelter proposal. Individuals and groups 

from throughout the country who were not directly affected by details such as tank water 

pollution still primarily expressed their disquiet in environmental terms. These were seen 

53 EIAPSI- 34, 46. 
54 EIAPSI- 10. 
55 EIAPSI- 97. 
56 Ibid. 
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as the loss of rivers to hydro-schemes. The plethora of groups who made submissions on 

this point shows that the smelter was seen as an enviromnental problem of regional and 

national importance. Groups such as the Wild and Scenic Rivers Committee, the 

Enviromnental Defence Society, the Kaimai Canoe Club, the Nelson Energy Study 

Group, Royal Forest and Bird and, not surprisingly, the Dunedin branch of Friends ofthe 

Clutha, all made submissions. 57 The national enviromnental importance of the proposal 

was also seen in submission 362 from the Wellington Campaign Power Poll (CPP) as this 

group actually formed in response to the huge national concern over the smelter 

proposal. 58 

"The dubious advantages to New Zealand of the smelter and its flow on effects," wrote 

G.R. Wood, "are far overshadowed by the need to preserve our natural enviromnent and 

in particular our rivers and coastal waters for future generations."59 Many people viewed 

the Aramoana and Clutha schemes as intrinsically linked. Hence, one of the flow-on 

effects of the smelter was seen as the environmental impacts that would occur in Central 

Otago if the Clyde Dam scheme, in any of its forms, went ahead. Issues such as flooding 

of orchards, relocation of communities and possible effects on the Clutha River and its 

tributaries make up just some of these environmental fears. There was also concern for 

rivers further afield, as the Kaimai Club submission shows.60 People were worried that if 

the smelter proposal went ahead and the Clutha was dammed that this would lead to more 

and more wild and scenic rivers across the country becoming possible hydro-scheme 

participants. As Richard Parsons, a canoeist and university student, summed up, "New 

Zealand must stop exporting its wild rivers or it will become a country of stagnant ponds 

and massive concrete dams."61 

The final area of environmental concern about the smelter encompasses the numerous 

misgivings people expressed about the reliability and honesty of the environmental facts 

and projections within the EIR. The document was seen as, "very hard to understand for 

57 EIAPSI- 6, 43, 47, 131, EIAPSIII- 311, EIAPSIV- 378. 
58 EIAPSIV- 362. Some would argue Campaign Power Poll was set up to campaign on economic issues and 
it is true that they were forceful in their opposition to these. However, after reading the submission it is 
clear that concern over the Clutha-Aramoana project was not simply economic but held a vital 
environmental aspect. 
59 EIAPSI- 33. 
60 EIAPSI- 6. 
61 EIAPSI- 19. 
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most ordinary people- full of omissions of important facts."62 Many thought that it 

neglected vital parts of the environment surrounding Aramoana, such as a full-scale 

assessment of the whole salt marsh ecosystem. 63 In fact, some submitters called into 

question the reliability and honesty of the whole document as they considered it was 

produced by biased 'experts'. 64 Another major stumbling block was the so-called 

'projections' within the document coupled with the wording used to describe how the 

smelter would be environmentally friendly. One example is the wind and climate tests 

that SPA conducted and the way this data was presented. Climate data was collected over 

a very short time. Furthermore, it was often collected at Taiaroa Head directly across 

from Aramoana where the climate is very different. Hence, hastily gathered and incorrect 

readings were used for projections at Aramoana. 65 The ire of local residents was raised 

when the report concluded that winds were generally firm and from the southwest.66 As 

any resident of the harbour knows there are often times of fog and calm and most winds 

tend nor-east. Many of SPA's own 'wind balloons' ended up landing back in Port 

Chalmers, Roseneath and Sawyers Bay (see Figure 7).67 Hastily collected and often 

erroneous data such as this did nothing to inspire confidence in affected areas in relation 

to any environmental claims made in the EIR. 

The recreation survey undertaken for the EIR was a serious point of contention for many 

people. They generally felt that the survey had been rushed and that most recreational 

users had been ignored. Fmihermore, the wrong group of people, that is only people from 

the Dunedin city area, were seen to have been polled. The Aramoana League, established 

in 1931, also pointed out that the developing potential of the area as a recreational and 

tourist resource was generally unexplored. They viewed Aramoana as the 'common' for 

Dunedin and presented a convincing argument by including a map of the area with all 

recreational uses on it. 68 

There was one other predominant area of concern in relation to the EIR' s environmental 

projections. This is a broad grouping and relates back to my initial category of immediate 

62 EIAPSIV- 323. I can attest to the baffling nature of trying to read and understand the EIR. 
63 EIAPSJV- 349. 
64 EIAPSI- 30, EIAPSII- 203, EJAPSIV- 323, 349. 
65 EIAPSIJ- 221. 
66 Ibid. 
67 EIAPSJJJ- 257. 
68 EIAPSJI- 221. 
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environmental concerns. Many of the submitters who expressed misgivings about details 

such as shellfish contamination, airborne emissions or visual pollution, were also 

unconvinced and apprehensive about the way these were treated within the EIR. 69 

Wording such as 'best possible' environmental protection did little to assuage people's 

fears. They feared 'best possible' meant 'most economically viable'. Their fears were 

heightened when key actors in the consortium such as Hugh Fletcher publicly admitted 

they would not live in the vicinity of a smelter. 70 

Non-environmental concerns 

While environmental concerns predominated they were not the only type expressed in 

relation to the EIR and indeed SPA's honesty and reliability. This is also the case for the 

submissions as a whole and one must now turn to an examination of non-environmental 

concerns that fall within three broad categories. They are: non-environmental concerns 

over SPA and their EIR; economic issues which bear no correlation to the actual smelter 

site; and, lastly, unrest stimulated by the NDA which encompasses other socio-political 

and moral concerns. The largest non-environmental area of debate with regards to the EIR 

related to the projected employment figures. As one of the smelter's main selling points 

was its potential employment for a region facing high unemployment and out-migration, 

this was a contentious matter. 71 There was concern that the jobs provided would be 

considerably fewer than expected and that they would not target the people who needed 

employment in Dunedin namely, unskilled, young or female workers. 72 Moreover, 

Ecology Action Otago and SAC in their submission provided a detailed economic 

forecast of when the jobs were likely to occur and at what level. They concluded that 

most new jobs would not be on stream until1984 and would only account for 5% of the 

Dunedin unemployed. 73 The quick fix that the company was indicating seemed very 

remote. Others pointed to Southland to show that the Tiwai smelter had not greatly 

improved employment prospects there. Some estimated through their own independent 

research that new jobs would total 300 not the 25,000 promised by Fletcher Holdings.74 

69 Almost any submission I read could illustrate this point but see for example see EIAPSI- 88 or EIAPSIV-
349. 
70 EIAPSIV- 323. 
71 Erik Olssen, A History of Otago, (Dunedin: John Mcindoe Limited, 1984), p. 239. 
72 EIAPSIV- 349. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume Five (EIAPSV), (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981), 
Submission number 404. 
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Considerable apprehension also existed in relation to SPA itself. One part of the 

consortium was the Swiss aluminium company Alusuisse. As already noted this company 

had a unenviable record overseas, including tax evasion and some concern over handling 

of their plant's pollution. 75 There was an element of unease over foreign ownership, 

which will be addressed in a later section, but this was not the only point of contention 

sunounding the company and the wider consortium. Many simply did not trust SPA. One 

example clearly illustrates this. Three sites were considered for the proposed smelter: 

Aramoana; one outside Timaru; and one at Wickliffe Bay on the Otago peninsula. While 

SPA insisted that Aramoana had been chosen because the site would have the least 

environmental impact, many held that this was not necessarily true. In the Aramoana 

League submission the president makes the telling comment that perhaps SPA choose 

Aramoana because they only had one land owner, Mr Arthur Bayne, to deal with as 

opposed to many at the other sites.76 While the validity of this statement cannot be tested 

it demonstrates that there was apprehension and mistrust directed towards SPA and their 

EIR. 

The largest area of non-environmental concern was economic, particularly issues that did 

not relate specifically to the proposed site or physical environment at Aramoana. These 

can be broken down into three smaller subsections: firstly, apprehension about foreign 

ownership and multinationals and their links to big business and perceived corruption; 

secondly, concern about 'Think Big'; lastly, ideas about regional or alternative economic 

formations and fears they may be crowded out. "Why should we pander to foreign 

interest?", Barbara Mitcalfe wrote, "why should we sell our heritage for a mess of 

alusuisse[sic] pots?"77 This view was shared by many who could not accept the 

destruction of New Zealand land for a multi-national company who were seen to profit at 

no expense to themselves. 78 It was widely perceived that the benefit would only accrue to 

Alusuisse and Fletchers and not to the New Zealand economy as a whole. In fact, with the 

publication of reports by both van Moeseke and Murray Ellis which concluded that the 

75 Roger Wilson, From Manapouri to Aramoana. The battle for New Zealand's environment, (Auckland: 
Earthworks Press, 1982), p. 93. 
76 EIAPSII- 221. The submission goes on to suggest that because the landowner was a single man who also 
owned land at nearby Purikanui it was less of an 'emotional' wrench for him to sell the land when he was 
made an offer he could not refuse. 
77 EIAPSI- 32. 
78 EIAPSI- 44. 
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taxpayer would actually be subsiding the electricity price for the smelter, concern grew 

over government attempts to woo big business. 79 Real fears of corruption and subsequent 

economic impact were also raised. 

The Govermnent's Think Big policy was more an of economic philosophy than a policy 

and the views contained within the submissions indicate that it was not one universally 

accepted. People expressed their confusion at this reliance on large scale industry 

especially related to smelters. They viewed the world aluminium market as volatile and 

on the decline, not on the up as Bill Birch, the Minister for Finance, and the Prime 

Minister, Robert Muldoon, insisted.80 They worried about economic implications linked 

to the Clyde/Clutha scheme and implications for forecast dry year shortages.81 "It is 

unfortunate," wrote Jim Walker from the Otago Peninsula, "that [Aramoana] is one more 

sacrificial pawn in a gamble of an obsessed Think Big political party."82 

CPP were also disgruntled with Think Big policies and raised another important 

economic concern, that of the crowding out of alternate economic endeavours. They were 

not alone in their concern that the emphasis on large scale industrialised economic 

projects would crowd out smaller scale and often local economic opportunities, many of 

which were likely to be more ecologically friendly. 83 They also considered that it would 

not only crowd out but also stifle small scale and perhaps regional development 

opportunities. The issue of regional economic concern is an interesting one because it has 

two distinct sides. Those who were upset that Otago was supposedly being given 

precedence over other regions, and contrastingly, those who felt the proposal was being 

hoisted on them by, "money hungry North Islanders."84 Regardless of which view point 

one subscribes to, the very inception of CPP largely because of the proposed smelter 

79 Wilson, pp. 90-91. And Ericksen, pp. 167-184. And P. van Moeseke, "Smelter Sums" Listener, 7 
February 1981, p. 11-12, number 97: the Listener article is significant because it was thus circulating these 
ideas in the wider public sphere. Murray Ellis, Aluminium Smelting: Solution or Problem, A report 
circulated by the author, August 1980; A summary was later published in New Zealand Engineering, 
September 1980, reproduced in Ericksen, pp. 216-225. Also EIAPSI- 18 and 134- National Council of 
Women ofNew Zealand Inc. This submission expressed concerns re welfare, health, and education 
spending in relation to government money being directed into smelters, big business and industries. 
80 EIAPSI- 34, 39, EIAPSV- 404. 
81 EIAPSI- 18, EIAPSIV- 362, EIAPSV- 404. 
82 EIAPSIII- 258, from private letter (Jim Walker) in overall Save the Otago Peninsula submission. 
83 EJAPSI- 18, EIAPSIV- 362, EIAPSV- 394. 
84 Quote see EJAPSII- 203. For those concerned at precedence given to Otago see EIAPSV- 394. 
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indicates that concerns about alternative economies and regional issues were an important 

part of the larger economic concern. 

The final area of non-environmental concern centred on the NDA and associated socio-

political and moral issues. The NDA was passed in 1979 to hasten the governments large 

industrial proposals related to Think Big. It fast-tracked consent and planning issues that 

would normally have been dealt with by a Select Committee hearing. 85 Many saw this as 

a breach of the fundamental rights of citizens. 86 Local residents often viewed it is a social 

and moral overstep by the government: "before the smelter idea developed" wrote Gary 

Holden, a founding member of the Coalition for Open Government (COG), "we believed 

Government listened to the people and could only evict people for Public works."87 

Unease about the use of the NDA was such that concern was also expressed by those who 

were not necessarily wholly opposed to the smelter but who wished to have all the 

relevant information presented to them. They resented their lose of freedom of 

information. As one Otago Peninsula resident claimed they were usually only, "silent 

objectors", to the project because the government had not given them the chance to be, 

"convinced of your reliability and the soundness of your set-up."88 

Without a doubt the concern over the proposed smelter was multifaceted and accordingly 

so were the issues of discontent raised within the submissions to the Commission for the 

Environment. These often heated topics were also intertwined, sometimes irrevocably. 

People were not just angry that their tank water and vegetable gardens were going to be 

polluted, they were also angry that they did not seem to have a say in this matter, that they 

were not being heard. Think Big was not opposed merely because it seemed a risky 

economic policy but because it threatened the environment which people lived in or used. 

To move beyond narrating and categorising the issues, beyond a framework of blame and 

ecological catastrophe which many environmental historians have fallen into, one must 

seek to analyse these concerns and find out to what extent and why it was that the 

proposed smelter was seen as an environmental problem. I have done this by placing the 

material gleaned from the submissions into two broad areas, environmental and non-

85 Nicola Wheen, "A History of New Zealand Environmental Law," in Environmental Histories of New 
Zealand. Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson eds. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 269. 
86 EIAPSI- 134, EIAPSIV- 358, 378. 
87 EIAPSIV- 323, emphasis and capitalisation in original. 
88 EIAPSIII- 258, from a private letter (A. Admiral) in the overall Save the Otago Peninsula submission. 
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environmental concern and then breaking them down further within these categories. This 

has not been done to systemise or list areas of unease but to show that environmental 

concerns themselves were multifaceted and paramount. Opposition to the smelter 

proposal was largely based on environmental grounds. This ranged from personal issues 

such as contamination of food sources to wider extra-species concerns such as the fate of 

the Royal Albatross Colony. It also extended out to issues of national and regional 

environmental importance such as the Clyde/Clutha scheme. Scepticism expressed over 

the Environmental Impact Report produced by the consortium was predominantly based 

on environmental grounds such as inadequate data for the marsh land or the recreational 

survey. The broad 'whys' of environmental concern are also covered by this fourfold 

categorisation. Think Big, the NDA and non-environmental disquiet over the consortium 

and the EIR were subjects which received less attention in the submissions I examined 

and generally appeared to carry less weight. They were all still very important issues, 

however, sometimes their importance may have been skewed by the formation of national 

vocal bodies such as CPP.89 Furthermore, many people also seemed to still be expressing 

an element of environmental concern when they tackled these issues.90 This lends weight 

to my argument that the smelter proposal was to a large extent seen as an environmental 

problem for a myriad of local, regional, national, personal, and altruistic reasons. 

89 Here I do not just mean within the general public at the time but also in historical literature on the subject. 
90 EIAPSIV- 378. 



Chapter Five 

'We're Backing the Smelter': Economy, Employment, 

Industry; the imperatives of 'growth' 

"Aluminium. Try Flying Without It" From ODT advertisement series 18/8/801 

"He pointed out that he vvas elected by human beings, not by 'yellow-eyed penguins or 

seagulls', and that he makes decisions for those people. " On Dunedin City Councillor I. 

W. McMeeking.2 
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To this point this thesis has focussed on those who opposed the aluminium smelter for 

Aramoana. It has looked at which particular individuals and groups were against the idea, 

how they organised for reform and why they were opposed. To offer a full account of the 

smelter controversy, however, it is important to complement this material with an 

examination of those who supported the smelter proposal: those who thought an 

aluminium smelter would help the Otago region take flight again. Furthermore, both 

critics and suppmiers of the scheme played off one another, especially in terms of public 

material produced. Thus, it would be an uneven examination of the dispute which only 

sketched the details of one side. A short broad assessment of differences or similarities 

between supporters and opponents will also be outlined. As in Chapter Three, this 

analysis will focus predominantly on the second Aramoana proposal (between 1979-

1983). Material for the first proposal is sketchy and often the rationale behind support or 

opposition, along with tactics used, was very similar across the two eras. When 

differences of note occurred they will be addressed within this chapter. Chapters One and 

Six, however, contain the most detailed discussion of the 1974 proposal, respectively 

giving both an overview of events and an evaluation of success. Those who supported the 

scheme can be broadly broken down into national and local groups.3 This division is used 

throughout the chapter to show not only who supported the smelter but also why and how 

1 Otago Daily Times (ODT) 'Supporting the Smelter' advertising series, number 3, 18/8/80, p. 13,- Loan 
and Finance Dunedin Ltd., In SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
2 ODT 17/6/80. In Aramoana: clippings from Dunedin newspapers. Volume 1, p. 307. Dunedin Public 
Library, McNab Room. 
3 Local is used throughout the chapter to indicate groups from the wider Dunedin and Otago areas. 
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they organised. The rationale of supporters will be examined within four categories; these 

being, intellectual currents or contexts; site-specific reasons; reasons of national interest 

and local circumstances. How these groups and individuals organised in support of the 

smelter will be examined by addressing national and local groups separately. 

Smelter Supporters 

Two obvious groups stood out in support of the smelter at the national level. These were 

the National Government, spearheaded by the Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, 

Robert Muldoon, and the South Pacific Aluminium Consortium (SPA). For the latter 

group the Chief Executive of Fletcher Challenge Ltd (Fletchers), Hugh Fletcher was, in 

the New Zealand context, the most vocal supporter. Bill Birch, as Minister of Energy, 

was often the government spokesperson for the scheme. Surprisingly, given the official 

line of the party, it has been suggested that many of the opposition Labour Party Members 

of Parliament (MPs) also saw the potential of a smelter at Aramoana. 4 Indeed, Dunedin 

Central MP, B. P. MacDonell and his St Kilda counterpart W. A. Fraser were both active 

in the pro-smelter lobby. 5 Support by New Zealand's Government, however, was not 

shown in the 197 4 proposal. The ruling Labour Party were, at best, lukewarm about the 

scheme and ultimately signalled its death knoll by claiming that the electricity to run an 

aluminium smelter was not currently present.6 The National Party, however, had 

supported the scheme in 1974. Otago Metal Industries (OMI) was the developer in the 

197 4 proposal and promoted the smelter similarly to those five years later. It focussed on 

employment opportunities, cash injections for the local economy and the use of foreign 

investment and exchange dollars to bolster the region.7 Local support was also apparent 

among similar groups and individuals as will be outlined below. 

The vast majority of supporters for the second Aramoana smelter proposal were local and 

usually involved in local government or business. It would be cumbersome to list every 

organisation or individual here but the broad trend can be sketched and certain examples 

given. Groups with a particular interest included the Otago Harbour Board (OHB). They 

owned the land and had sponsored every proposal put forward for industrial development. 

4 Eric Olssen, A History of Otago, (Dunedin: John Mcindoe, 1984), p. 225. 
5 "Special meeting of the provincial executive and invited community leaders and Otago MP's to discuss 
smelter issue and implications," 2/4/80, p. 1. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
6 Roger Wilson, From Manapouri to Aramoana. The battle for New Zealand's environment, (Auckland: 
Earthworks Press, 1982), p. 88. 
7 Ibid. 
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They were the co-sponsors of the second proposal along with SPA and stood to reap any 

benefits the smelter would bring. Other groups, such as the Otago Master Builders 

Association, Naylor Love Construction and the Aotea Electric Southern Limited had 

obvious vested interest in the success ofthe scheme.8 Elected local government also 

supported the smelter. Silverpeaks County Council (Silverpeaks) and the Port Chalmers 

Borough Council (PCBC) were both in favour of the idea, as evidenced by the formers 

rezoning to suit the industrial proposal. 9 One of the chief protagonists was Dunedin 

Mayor Cliff Skeggs, who was also an OHB member. Networks such as this, which saw 

prominent men holding more than one position of power or seniority within organisations 

makes analysis of the depth of support considerably harder. This also smudges the lines 

when analysing who supported the proposal. Bill Christie is a very good example of this. 

He was the Chairman of the Otago Council, a Dunedin City Councillor (DCC) and 

President of the Otago-Southland Manufacturers Association Inc. (OSMA). 10 All ofthese 

groups were publicised as being behind the smelter yet these claims were at times shown 

to be unsubstantiated. 11 Just as smelter opponents used networks, so too did those who 

supported it. It would be fair to assume that while the large majority of Otago business 

groups and local government appeared to support the smelter, there are questions to be 

asked about the level of this support. Fifteen well-known members of the Otago Council 

endorsed its publication and submission to the government entitled, Aramoana. The Pre

eminently Suitable Site for Locating an Export Orientated Energy and Intensive 

Industry. 12 Many of these man can be found in other organisations and were vocal in their 

public calls for the smelter. 13 Whether or not they used their organisations to bolster 

8 Otago Council Inc., Aramoana. The pre-eminently suitable site for locating an export orientated energy 
intensive industry, (Dunedin: Otago Council Inc., 1980), p. 11. This publication precipitated some 
controversy when three groups who were listed within it as supporting the smelter claimed they had not 
been approached to offer support. I have, therefore, only used this source in conjunction with other primary 
research to ascertain support. Furthermore, as the furore over unsubstantiated claims of support was very 
public it seems likely that any other groups who were concerned at their conclusion would have come 
forward and thus the remaining groups on the list have been largely taken to be accurate. And Commission 
for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact audit: public 
submissions. Volumes 1 and 4 (EIAPSI and EIAPSIV), (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 
1981), Submission numbers 114 and 332. 
9 PCBC support see, Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: 
environmental impact audit: public submissions. Volume Ill (EIAPSIII), (Wellington: Commission for the 
Environment, 1981 ), Submission number 257. Silverpeaks rezoning occurred July 1981. 
10 Otago council, p. 3. 
11 ODT 10/6/80, p. 301, re DCC not discussed. And ODT 12-13/11/80, pp. 355-6 re Otago Council not 
discussed, both in Aramoana: clippings. Volume 1. 
12 Otago council. 
13 See for example, New Zealand Times 24/5/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 190. Dunedin Public 
Library, McNab Room. Or South Pacific Aluminium Limited (SPA), A Smelter for Aramoana, (Auckland: 
South Pacific Limited, 1981 ), p. 8. 



perceived support for the proposal is a question which cannot be addressed here, due to 

the constraints of a MA thesis. It is worth noting, however, as local government and 

business support is largely taken for granted in the limited historiography surrounding 

Aramoana. 14 
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Most local businesses, however, did appear to support the scheme. Cadbury' s and Arthur 

Barnett's were two of the these. 15 Aramoana' s local MP, Warren Copper, who was also 

the Minister of Regional Development and Associate Minister of Finance, was another 

strong supporter. Other groups or individuals with vested interests were unsurprisingly in 

favour. The Port Chalmers Mayor Mr J. S. Thorn, for example, saw the benefits to his 

locality. 16 While the Associate-Professor of Mines at the University of Otago, M. H. 

Buckenham, hoped the smelter would stimulate interest in Otago in his field of 

electrometallurgy. 17 Two other supporters are worth mentioning. One was local 

government in Central Otago. Whether or not they linked the smelter to the Clyde/Clutha 

proposal they were adamant at a meeting of the Central Otago Local Bodies Association 

that a smelter should be built in Otago. 18 Curiously, John Kennedy, the editor of the 

leading Roman Catholic weekly newspaper, The Tablet, weighed into the debate claiming 

that a balance needed to be struck between wildlife and 'humanism'. "The welfare ofthe 

human being is more important", he claimed, and that in finding the balance, "it must 

take priority." 19 

Reasons for support of the smelter 

This idea of 'humanism' or a humanistic approach to using resources and building an 

economy, was one strand of a wider intellectual current and context shared by those 

supporting the smelter. " We have to devise a plan to make the best use ofland which is 

virtually waste land," Bill Christie told the Otago Daily Times (ODT) newspaper in May 

14 Olssen, Wilson and Michael L. S. Bagge, "Dams or Democracy? The Clyde Dam Controversy 1968-
1982" M. A. thesis, University of Otago, 2002. 
15 "Cadburys- 'Supporting the Smelter' no. 5, ODT20/8/80," and "Arthur Barnett's- 'Supporting the 
Smelter', un-numbered, ODT 15/8/80. Both in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
16 "Supplement in ODT, undated," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
17 SPA, p. 9. 
18 ODT27111/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 375. They usually did link the two proposals, 
however, they also supported both unilaterally if necessary. 
19

" 'We're backing the smelter,' in the Evening Star Newspaper supplement, 2118/80." In SAC, Records: 
Box 6 86-005. 
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1980, adding, "this includes areas like .. Aramoana."20 This short statement encapsulates 

one of the intellectual currents which supporters shared; the idea of unused coastal land as 

'waste' that had been prevalent in many forms in New Zealand since the nineteenth 

century.21 This blended with the humanistic approach which placed human interests 

against environmental reasons and saw human interests as more important. It in 

interesting that those who supported the smelter only viewed humanistic reasons as being 

interlinked with economic growth and stability. This was undoubtedly linked to their 

other belief in the ideology of 'economic growth'. It contrasts starkly with the view of 

those who opposed the smelter. They tried to use a more holistic approach when talking 

about both the environment and humanistic concerns. They saw the two dimensions as 

intertwined. Supporters of the smelter, both locally and nationwide, tended to view them 

as mutually exclusive. They spoke of Aramoana as having "little agricultural value,"22 

whilst criticising the view that, "birds' nests are more important than babies' nests."23 

They did not see benefit for people in alternative forms of growth, or what they 

considered wishy-washy ideas about human 'values' or better 'ways of life'. They saw 

economic recession on their doorsteps and were concerned only with indicators such as 

unemployment figures, population out-migration and numbers of new jobs that could be 

brought to the region. While they may have grudgingly accepted that the salt marsh had 

some value they thought that, "the nearby grassland is largely waste land at present."24 

Thus, it should be sequestered into use in the name of' growth'. As I have already 

outlined in Chapter Two, the ideology of economic growth was pervasive up until the 

early 1980s. It was this ideology which the new protest movements, especially 

environmentalism, challenged. Those at the top of Dunedin business and local 

20 ODT2/5/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 261. 
21 Ibid. He also mentions Blueskin Bay and three inlets on the peninsula. See also, James Beattie, 
"Environmental anxiety in New Zealand, 1830-1920: settlers, climates, conservation, health, environment." 
Forthcoming PhD thesis, University of Otago, Chapter 2. 
22 "Aramoana is ideal site for smelter," article in 'We're Backing the Smelter' advertising supplement. In 
SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. Emphasis added. 
23 Mr G. R. Campbell quoted in, ODT2711//80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 375.Mcnab volume 1 
p.375. At an early research seminar my use of environmental and economic as categories of analysis was 
criticised as being too simplistic. I hope that in earlier chapters I have shown and argued that concerns for 
opponents of the smelter were multi-faceted. When examining suppmiers of the proposal, however, it 
becomes clear that they DID see the issue as black and white; environmental versus economic. This could 
perhaps be more accurately cast as proponents of economic growth, that is themselves, versus 'greenies', 
that is those against the smelter. Their shared humanistic intellectual background was a major rationale for 
this. 
24 "Jolyon Manning address, 'There's Another Side to the Aramoana Issue,' to St Hilda's school, 7/2/80." 
In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
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government, however, were still firm believers in this ideology to solve all problems?5 

Hence, they supported the smelter proposal with its promise of over 1,000 jobs and 

significant downstream effects. To state that Muldoon, Birch and SPA were believers in 

'growth' is beyond the obvious. The consortium's controversial statement that the smelter 

would produce 25,000 jobs nationwide indicates their conviction that large scale industry 

could and would lead the country out of its economic quagmire?6 These intellectual 

currents were part of the wider macro argument which the smelter debate generated. 

These focussed on arguments about New Zealand's future as a whole. They considered 

aspects ofNew Zealand's social and economic development and were fiercely debated by 

proponents on both sides of the issue. 

The second broad reason both national and local figures supported the smelter was the 

specific attributes Aramoana had to offer for industry of this type. These attributes were 

again fiercely argued by opponents and supporters of the scheme but represented the 

micro rather than the macro level of the debate. It is important to remember, however, 

that the Aramoana proposal and the debate it generated operated on both these levels; the 

future of the nation and the future of one small area of ecological importance. The area 

was one of large flat land adjacent to a deep water port, which could not be found 

anywhere else in the South Island?7 The site was close to its generation source (Central 

Otago hydro-resources), therefore, transmission losses would be minimal.28 Industrial 

zoning was also seen as a benefit as were areas for reclamation and a wharf?9 OHB 

owned the land and intimated to tenants that nothing but "low cost holiday homes" had 

ever been intended for Aramoana.30 Accordingly, the site was marketed as one with no 

major residential settlement closer than Port Chalmers and therefore little "industrial 

nuisance."31 The proximity to Dunedin and its social and commercial infrastructure were 

also seen as benefits for the site. The Otago Council argued that these were actually 

under-utilised and therefore could not only cope but also prosper from extra usage.32 

25 Olssen, p. 225. 
26 SPA, p. 5. 
27 "From rough transcript of Viewpoint programme on Aramoana, 16/3/80," comments by R. Hall. In SAC, 
Records: Box 3 86-005. 
28 EIAPSI, Submission number 133 by the Otago Regional Development Council. 
29 "Pull-out flyer from OHB 'Ready and Waiting for Big Industrial Expansion,' year unclear," in SAC, 
Records: Box 8 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
30 "Letter to residents from OHB, 22 January 1980," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-004, Hocken Library 
Dunedin. 
31 "OHB flyer, 'Ready and Waiting,' in SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
32 Otago council, p. 2. 
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One must now turn to a wider analysis of why national groups, in particular SPA and the 

Government were in favour of the smelter proposal. The most important reason for the 

Government was the role they envisaged the smelter playing in the renewal ofNew 

Zealand's economic health. It was a cornerstone proposal in their 'Think Big' economic 

philosophy that saw the way forward in large industrial export-led growth. Muldoon and 

Birch viewed the foreign exchange earnings as crucial to the revitalisation of the national 

economy.33 Just as local people in Dunedin were keen to stem out-migration so too were 

the Government on a national level. 34 In this they were looking at the wider national 

picture and thus it was a strand within their macro arguments. They did, however, also 

have one very important micro reason why they wished the proposal to proceed and this 

was its intimate link to the Clyde/Clutha hydro-scheme. 

In 1979 the government began publicising the projected surplus of electricity that would 

become available when the Clyde/Clutha scheme came online. It was at this point that it 

began to express interest in Aramoana as a smelter site once more. Price concessions 

were offered to foreign investors to bring industry to the South Island. 35 The Government 

saw hydro-power as a renewable, non-polluting and therefore, environmentally friendly 

resource. Muldoon put the matter in its simplest form when he expressed that New 

Zealand needed foreign investment dollars for a favourable balance of payments. He 

argued that by building the Clyde Dam and using this electricity for the Aramoana 

smelter to produce aluminium to be sold overseas, he was merely harnessing the snow 

and rain to bring in valuable investment dollars?6 The smelter then became intimately 

linked with the hydro-scheme and, while it was often repeated that the Clyde dam was not 

being built solely for the smelter and would proceed regardless (as it did), it was certainly 

used as a justification in economic terms for the controversial hydro-scheme. 

While the government had the luxury of promoting the smelter as for the national good, 

SPA, as a business venture, were in favour due to the economic gains available to them. 

At the time the world aluminium market appeared to be on the rise and SPA saw 

33 See more detailed discussion in Chapter Two. 
34 SPA, p. 5. 
35 ODT 24/11/79. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 65. 
36 ODT30/3/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume2, p. 118. 
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Australasia as a excellent place to build a new smelter.37 It had local bauxite reserves (in 

the Northern Territory of Australia), cheap electricity and a sound infrastructure 

compared to some 'Third World' countries.38 This second point made New Zealand a 

more attractive option than Australia where electricity prices paid by consortia were much 

higher.39 Another attractive option for the consortium was the ability to process the 

application under the National Development Act (NDA). The act hastened resource 

consents and over-rode a multitude of bureaucratic red tape for developments deemed to 

be in the 'national interest'. One Planning Tribunal hearing was used to hear all 

objections rather than the previously cumbersome objection/appeal process.40 

Both SPA and the government were in favour of the Aramoana smelter because they were 

convinced that the environmental effects would be almost negligible and could be 

managed.41 They portrayed the treatment process at the plant as "conventional" and "well 

proven. "42 They further normalised the environmental procedures as, "well known and 

widely used."43 The smelter's daily carbon monoxide discharge was argued to be less 

than that from Dunedin's cars.44 Further, the fluoride discharge was to be less than at the 

Comalco smelter at Tiwai Point.45 The Tiwai smelter as a whole gave both groups the 

belief that environmental concerns were exaggerated. It had been operational since 1971 

and was widely believed to have had no environmental effects.46 Tiwai Point was a windy 

site and SPA believed Aramoana to be as, if not more, windy.47 Coupled with the initial 

similarities in landscape SPA and the government felt confident to reassure the public and 

themselves regarding any future environmental hazards. Specifically they relied on 

Tiwai's nearly 10 year 'clean' operational history. 

37 Pamphlet, 'to Fletcher Challenge shareholders,' Facts about the proposed aluminium smelter project, in 
SAC, Records: Box 9 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
38 Otago Harbour Board and South Pacific Aluminium Limited, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR), (Dunedin: South Pacific Limited, 1981), pp. Sl-2. 
39 ODT 6/4/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 136. 
4° Christchurch Star 2/11/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 80. 
41 That is, in all their public pronouncements of the issue they seemed certain of this. Whether or not this 
was merely a publicity tool or whether they truly believed this has proved too elusive to track down. 
Therefore, I have given them the benefit of the doubt. 
42 SPA, p. 2. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
45 "Fletchers pamphlet to shareholders," in SAC, Records: Box 9 86-005. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid. 
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Why then did local organisations and individuals support the smelter proposal? The 

reasons fall within the broad category of economic concern but do contain three particular 

issues. Dunedin's and Otago's historical demographic context was an initial major 

rationale for smelter support. Regional development issues were a second and the ever

present vested interest or perceived personal or organisational benefit was the third. From 

the late 1960s Dunedin and Otago as a whole had been experiencing economic downturn. 

Unemployment was rising, and opportunities were diminishing. Young people were 

leaving the city in large numbers and out-migration across all age groups occurred.48 

Dunedin was the only major city in New Zealand where the net population fell yet 

unemployment continued to rise even though transport costs to the major manufacturing 

centres in and around Auckland were prohibitive. 49 Dunedin fotmd itself as just another 

group competing to get a piece of the ever decreasing economic pie. 5° In 1980 the 

collapse ofMosgiel Ltd, a woollen mill on the Taieri Plains, convinced many Dunedin 

residents that new industry was urgently needed in the area. 51 Support, therefore, was 

forthcoming for the proposed smelter that promised over 1,000 jobs, largely for local 

people. 52 Wages alone, which would help stimulate the local economy, were expected to 

be in excess of $3 0 million. 53 The predicted downstream affect, both for industries and 

the local economy as a whole provided a huge incentive for local business groups to 

throw their weight behind the SPA proposal. 54 

Regional questions and concerns form the second reason why local individuals and 

groups supported the smelter proposal. As mentioned, transport costs were crippling 

Dunedin manufacturers and the region as a whole urgently needed economic 

development. Throughout the sources there is constant mention of the economic benefit 

the smelter would bring to Dunedin and Otago. These included a $60 million injection 

into the local economy, the growth of small downstream companies, immediate 

48 Department of Statistics, Nevv Zealand Official Yearbook, I982, 8i11 Annual Edition, (Wellington: 
Department of Statistics, 1982), p. 59. 
49 Ibid. And Olssen, p. 238. And ODT 11/3/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 154. 
50 Alan McRobie, "The politics of Volatility," in The Oxford History of New Zealand. Geoffrey Rice, ed. 2nd 

ed. (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1992), p. 393. 
51 SAC Newsletter number 16, March 1981, p. 2. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
52 SPA, p. 1. 
53 Otago Council, p. 8. 
54 Ibid., pp. 3, 8. There is one contradiction in the primary sources produced by supporters of the scheme. 
The overwhelming majority of evidence indicated that Dunedin was in decline and that suppmiers knew 
this and wished to stimulate the economy. Some did dispute this, for example Christie, (ODT2/5/80. In 
Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 261.) and pmiially in the Otago Council booklet, p. 3., claiming that 
Dunedin was having a renewal of 'confidence' which the smelter would further hasten. 
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employment opportunities and an increase in all important business confidence. 55 As the 

OSMA stated in their submission to the Commission for the Environment, the smelter 

proposal would help achieve "equality" in New Zealand growth. 56 By this they meant 

utilising Otago's resources, namely water as hydro-electricity, for Otago, just as they 

perceived North Island regions were doing with gas. 57 Moreover, Dunedin's businessmen 

looked to Invercargill and Southland where they saw an upswing in the economy from the 

construction and operation ofthe Tiwai Point Smelter at Bluff. 58 Most supporters 

believed, as the OSMA did, that local resources should be used locally. They were 

convinced of the need for the Clutha Dam, which they viewed as an acceptable 

harnessing of resources. They were determined, therefore, to see the electricity generated 

used in Otago. 59 A smelter at Aramoana seemed the perfect proposition. 

Private sector development within the region was also seen as vitally important. With the 

University of Otago and its Medical School and links to the hospital, many supporters felt 

public sector development played too large a role in Dunedin. They did not consider the 

public sector investment of the national government to be limitless and warned that 

Dunedin could not rely on this in the future. Instead, they saw large scale foreign capital 

investment as more secure and the only way forward. 60 It seems ironic that they viewed 

foreign, private sector investment as more secure because they acknowledged that this 

path took decisions out of their own hands.61 Their depth of feeling about Otago's 

revitalisation is apparent in this, as is their admission that regional not national economic 

55 You could read any published material by those in support of the smelter and find examples of this but 
for example; ODT 15/8/80, p. 11, advertisement by Arthur Barnetts Limited in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-
005. And SPA, p. 1. And 'We're Backing the Smelter' Supplement in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
56 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume II (EIAPSII), (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981), 
Submission number 159. 
57 Ibid. While regionalism was most apparent, it also played out as South Island/North Island parochialism 
during the debate, see for example, Olssen, pp. 238-240. This is in comparison with many protest groups 
(see for example the Campaign Power Poll submission to the Commission for the Environment, EIAPSV 
Submission number 394) who did not use regional debates but instead focussed on the relationships 
between unemployment nationwide. 
58 EIAPSI, Submission number 132, Otago Council. As with almost every issue in the smelter debate this 
assertion was contested by both sides. SAC and CPP claimed that Invercargill had not benefited whilst 
those who supported the smelter claimed it had, SAC and CPP, Smelter Fighters' Fact Pack, (Wellington: 
CPP, 1980), p. 16. In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
59 Otago Council, p. 3. And "Jolyon Manning address to St Hilda's, 7/2/80, 'There's Another Side to the 
Aramoana Issue," in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
60 SPA, p. 8. And Otago Council, p. 3. 
61 ODT27/ll/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 375. And Manning, "Viewpoint" programme on 
Aramoana, 16/3/80, rough transcript in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 



interest was where there concern lay.62 In the face of a national government, however, 

who openly stated that, unless Dunedin and Otago accepted the smelter, treasury's 

regional development dollars could be cut, their approach becomes easier to discern. 63 
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Like national groups, local supporters courted the smelter because of their own interests 

and perceived benefits. As mentioned earlier, construction and electricity supply 

companies would obviously benefit from the smelter. Certain individuals and schools 

within the University such as the School of Mines and the Business Development Centre 

saw benefits for themselves.64 Central Otago's local government wanted the smelter to 

boost their own area in conjunction with the Clutha Dam.65 Associations of manufactures, 

retailers and employers had a vested interest in the continued growth of Dunedin. The 

OHB was the joint sponsor of the project along with SPA. They stood to benefit from 

economic profits from the smelter as well as by leasing the land to the consortium. 

Skeggs, as Dunedin's Mayor, along with the DCC, Otago Council and Otago Regional 

Development Council, all had vested interests in the renewal of Dunedin and Otago's 

economic fortunes. Thus, both supporters and opponents of the smelter had very similar 

motivations. For opponents, it was a threat to their own local environment and area just as 

supporters saw it as a benefit to their's. Both groups drew justification from reasons of 

historical context and contemporary intellectual currents as well as wider national issues. 

This was just part of the ongoing debate between those who supported economic 

development and those who wished to conserve the natural enviromnent.66 To assess how 

similar their tactics were requires an examination of how supporters organised. 

Methods of organisation: national groups 

The two national groups to organise in support of the Aramoana proposal were the 

National Government and SPA. The Government used two broad tools to try to convince 

the general public and to counter protestor's arguments. The first of these was the well-

62 Olssen, p. 240. 
63 ODT 1113/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 154. Comment made by National MP for Waitaki, 
Mr J. H. Elwmihy. 
64 SPA, p. 9. The Business Development Centre was set up to broadly foster industry and look at resource 
development. 
65 ODT27/11/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 375. 
66 This tension between 'development' and 'conservation' ideals has been ongoing throughout New 
Zealand's history and generally the development ethos has won out. This tension is one of the central 
themes explored in Environmental Histories of New Zealand, Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson, eds., 
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2002), see for example, pp. 10, 12, 13. 
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worn political tool of rhetoric. The second was to accentuate the benefit the national 

economy would incur from the scheme. "We are at a time" National MP, Mr Allen 

claimed, when the country could go forward or it could "stagnate and go back to a 

peasant economy."67 To say that the Government used over blown hyperbole to scare a 

general public facing declining living conditions and standards and to attack and counter

attack opponents of the scheme, would be an understatement. Mr Allen himself went on 

to criticize protestors and opinion makers as uncaring academics, "in their comfortable 

armchairs and their intellectual heights, without caring for the people who have to 

work."68 So called 'intellectuals' or academics came in for quite a battering by a 

government which was trying to marginalise protestors and vilify them as out of touch 

with ordinary people and their concerns. This was further enhanced by the prevailing 

sense of anti-intellectualism which permeated New Zealand society at this time. "They 

pontificate from the hallowed halls of ivory," Otago MP Warren Copper blustered, 

"where the chill winds of economic pressure have seldom if ever upset the decades of 

protective immunity of academia."69 He further insinuated that perhaps the best way to 

pump money into the private sector and stimulate small businesses was to fire 1 00 

university professors and use their supposed $3 million wages. 70 Environmentalists or so

called 'greenies' were other targets of government rhetoric as were economists who did 

not concur with government assertions and Muldoon's continued nemesis, the media. 71 In 

the international security climate of the Cold War, this was often done by labelling these 

people 'communists'.72 This was in line with the 'Reds Under the Bed', scare tactics 

Muldoon had used in the 1975 General Election campaign. University of Otago 

economist Professor Paul van Moeseke had the misfortune to be both an academic and an 

independent economist. The Government and members of the Public Service pursued a 

continual campaign against van Moeseke, whose reports were actually two of the very 

few pieces of 'evidence' produced during the smelter debate by an unbiased and highly 

qualified source.73 Muldoon also used scare tactics to increase support for the proposal. 

67 Mr Allen's speech at Regent Theatre Public Meeting, April 1980, in SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005. 
68 Ibid. 
69 ODT 19/4/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 231. 
70 Ibid. 
71 ODT 13/5/80, p. 280 (media) and ODT 17/5/80, p. 287 (greenies) and ODT 19/4/80, p. 231 (economists). 
All inAramoana: clippings. Volume I. 
72 Wilson, p. 42. 
73 For example of government attacks see, ODT22/4/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 239. And 
public service see, Neil Ericksen, ed. The Aluminium Debate: Moulding New Zealand's Future, (Hamilton: 
University ofWaikato Environmental Studies Unit, 1981). 
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He played on parochialism by stating that there appeared to be no support for the smelter 

in Dunedin and, therefore, perhaps it should go to Southland.74 The ODTlabelled these, 

"tar-brush tactics" but it would appear to be just another element in attempting to 

marginalise opponents of the scheme. 75 

Perhaps to counter, or complement, this negative campaign the govermnent also used a 

positive one by emphasising the economic benefits to the nation. As discussed in Chapter 

Two, New Zealand was experiencing a period of economic recession as living standards 

dropped and inflation rose rapidly. The prospect of a 'quick-fix' came in the shape of 

Think Big and its component industrial developments. The Aramoana scheme promised 

increased foreign exchange earnings and this supposed gain was promoted as a way to 

rectify the balance of payments crisis. Supporters touted it as an instant injector of capital 

into the national economy and also as a provider of25,000 jobs nationwide.76 Overall, 

they championed the smelter as the solution for such assorted issues as increased welfare 

spending, small business closure and declining exports.77 To disseminate this information 

the Government employed one of the same tactics as the Save Aramoana Campaign 

(SAC) by 'dumbing down' information. Muldoon was the consummate professional in 

directing messages to the masses. As mentioned previously, he turned the complex 

process of hydro-electric generation and supply, coupled with the production and 

exportation of aluminium, into a simple story about exporting snow and rain. 78 

The SPA consortium were the second national, or indeed, multinational, group to 

organise in support of the smelter proposal. They did this both at the national and local 

level. Nationally they followed the Government in publicising the benefit New Zealand 

would derive from the smelter. Moreover, through their Environmental Impact Report 

(EIR) and various other studies they sought to reassure the general public throughout the 

country. They largely promulgated the same message about national benefit as the 

Government. In one booklet they promised that, "the New Zealand public .. will receive a 

substantial guaranteed income from the proposal and will reap the benefit from the 

74 ODT 6/5/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, pp. 269-70. He does not state whether this would be a 
new smelter in Southland or a third potline for Tiwai Point. This lack of concrete information and the way 
this assertion fits within the broader government campaign suggests that it was a scare tactic rather than a 
solid idea. 
75 ODT 8/5/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 271. 
76 SPA, p. 5. 
77 Ibid. 
78 ODT30/3/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 118. 
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expected rises in the world price of aluminium."79 Furthermore, they focussed on assets 

that were seen as desirable and which New Zealand would be able to buy with its foreign 

exchange earnings, such as new aeroplanes. 80 They also promoted their role as a large 

scale industrial employer citing only 13 other industries that employed more people year 

round in New Zealand. 81 

The publication of SPA's EIR in July 1981 constituted their largest and most detailed 

form of organisation in support of the smelter. In particular, the preceding furore about 

environmental matters heightened its importance. The EIR was over 300 pages long and 

covered eight areas, including site selection, impact on the physical and biological 

environment and social and economic impact. 82 The consortium were legally bound to 

produce the document but used it as a chance to reassure the public at large about 

concerns such as air pollution. As Comad Pharazyn has noted, however, in their haste to 

reassure and win over the public many of the artistic impressions within the EIR were 

misleading. The cover and inside facing plate, the first images readers are presented with, 

show the smelter situated within a misleading green, natural environment. 83 

The EIR was produced for a local, as well as national audience other publications were 

also aimed at both the wider New Zealand public and the Dunedin reader. Their main 

purpose was to inform readers and highlight the benefits of the project. They were often 

used as retaliatory tools to answer criticism directed at them by opponents of the 

proposal. They were most often 'glossy' publications on which SPA had spent a 

substantial amount in order to present a respectable image to readers. 84 They also used 

'respectable' or official people within these publications, as either writers or to publicise 

their statements.85 Following the Government's lead, material was also often 'dumbed 

79 SPA, p. 5. 
80 Pamphlet series, 'A Smelter for Dunedin', undated, Number 1 in series 'The smelter's benefits,' by South 
Pacific Aluminium Limited. In SAC, Records: Box 10 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. This may seem 
like a strange commodity to publicize, however, New Zealanders were very interested in travel and it linked 
well with the aluminium aspect of the proposed scheme. 
81 Pamphlet series, 'A Smelter for Dunedin,' undated, Number 4 in series 'The Environment,' by South 
Pacific Aluminium Limited. In SAC, Records: Box I 0 86-005. 
82 EIR. 
83 Conrad Pharazyn, "Aramoana: presentation and perception of the smelter issue" Major Study towards the 
Diploma of Landscape Architecture, Lincoln College, 1982, p. 31. The height of the smelter is also 
misrepresented in these images and the Commission for the Environment in its audit found them to be 
generally misleading and inaccurate. 
84 Pharazyn p. 27. 
85 SPA, pp. 1-9 
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down'. 86 SPA's publications from this time are quite numerous. It is worthwhile, 

however, to highlight two to examine the question of how did they organise. Following 

the publication of the EIR, SPA sent out over 3 7,000 copies of their 13 page brochure, A 

Smelter for Aramoana, to Dunedin households. The aim of this publication was, "to 

enable Dunedin residents to more fully understand the companies proposals."87 It 

included material on environmental effects and methods for protection of the salt marsh 

as well as reasons behind the choice of the Aramoana site and the economic benefits for 

Dunedin. 88 SPA also commissioned An Assessment of Air Pollution Dispersion At 

Aramoana. They used this study to continually refute claims that Aramoana was not a 

windy enough site for an aluminium smelter. 89 

While SPA did seek a national audience they primarily focussed their attentions on the 

local area. They had two main methods of organisation within Dunedin, public relations 

campaigns and attempts to divide and rule amongst opponents of the smelter. The second 

tactic was played out late in 1981. One of the project's engineers suggested to Aramoana 

residents that they could stay if the oxidation ponds which were ear-marked for their 

township were instead situated on the salt marsh. 90 Here the consortium was trying to 

force a wedge between two strands of the opposition movement, local residents and local 

environmentalists. Not surprisingly those fighting for reserve status for the salt marsh 

fiercely opposed this idea; Moreover, SAC pointed out that fluoride in water tanks would 

still be too high to allow residents at Aramoana township to stay.91 Local residents were 

not fooled by this tactic either. SPA's attempt to divide and rule had failed. 92 

In July 1981 SPA set up their 'publicity centre' in the heart of Dunedin. It was advertised 

as the, "who, what, when, where, why and how of the Aramoana Smelter."93 The centre 

86 Pharazyn p. 28. This was particularly the case with the series 'A smelter for Aramoana' which consisted 
of 4 individual brochures or pamphlets and included immature language and caricature type drawings. See 
the accompanying box of visual material with Pharazyn's Dip. Landscape or SAC, Records: Box 10-86-
005. 
87 ODT27/5/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 195. Confusingly SPA gave this title to numerous 
publications. It is NOT the brochures mentioned in the above footnote. I can assure the reader after months 
of confusion that I have seen the two different titles and they are not the same. 
88 Ibid. 
89 C. M Cosgrove and B. B. Fitzharris, An Assessment of Air Pollution Dispersion at Aramoana, (Dunedin: 
Business Development Centre, 1980), pp. 64-67. 
90 ODT 18/11/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 375. 
91 Ibid. 
92 J. Gordon Johnston, Journey to Aramoana. His Stmy, (Dunedin: Self-published, 1992), p. 130. 
93 ODT 1117/81, p. 25. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
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had seminar rooms, visual displays, a library and perhaps most importantly an 

"informed"94 SPA representative with whom the public could, "find out directly from the 

company all they want to know about the smelter."95 It was the consortium's response to 

the Dunedin Environment Centre which SAC used as a public information area. The SPA 

centre aimed to reassure the public that the unique Aramoana environment would be 

unharmed. In doing this it also served to encourage further attacks, however covertly, 

against opponents of the scheme. These last two points constitute the final ways in which 

SPA organised in support ofthe proposal. Following international trends SPA sought to 

portray environmentalists as a crazy minority who threatened not only the economy and 

jobs but also basic human well-being.96 Their message was scorned as "horror stories" put 

forth by a small, unhinged, selfish group.97 Any action they took was deemed to be 

putting the future of the project and thus the region injeopardy.98 Their stories of 

environmental damage for the area were ridiculed and the General Manager of SPA 

repeatedly promised that the ecologically sensitive salt marsh would not be touched.99 

The consortium, therefore, appropriated their own reasons why they supported the 

smelter, for example their belief in environmental safeguards, and turned these into ways 

in which to organise in support of the proposal. 

Methods of organisation: local interests 

Local interests form the last group who organised in support of the smelter. They did so 

in three main ways. The first was through use of networks and institutional means as they 

directed many of their concerns to the National Government. The second was publicity 

aimed at the general public within Dunedin. A vital part of this, as with both the 

Government and SPA, was attacking opponents of the scheme and it comprises the last 

way in which they organised. As mentioned above, local supporters of the scheme 

constituted a network of high profile Dunedin businessmen and local government or 

organisational officials. They used these contacts to organise support, as is evidenced by a 

meeting held in early April 1980. This meeting was, tellingly, held in the OSMA Board 

Room and consisted of, "the Provincial Executive (of OSMA) and Invited Community 

94 Ibid. 
95 SPA, p. 8. 
96 Charles L. Harper, Environment and Society. Human Perspectives on Environmental Issues, 2"d ed. (New 
Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 2001), p. 371. 
97 ODT 10/2/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 62. 
98 ODT 26/8/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, pp. 296-97. 
99 ODT 10/2/81, p. 62 and ODT 4/3/81, p. 77. Both in Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2. 
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Leaders and Otago M.P's[sic]."100 The meeting was specifically called to discuss the 

smelter issue. It passed motions favouring the Aramoana scheme and the establishment of 

a "fighting fund" from OSMA's export publications fund, to publicise the positives of the 

scheme and counter opponents. 101 It also established a sub-committee to spearhead the 

campaign and act as a wider spokesperson. Links to the National Government were 

evident here as two MPs were appointed to this committee. 102 

The people within these institutions and network of supporters often used the institutions 

themselves to advance the case for the smelter. The OHB is a very good example of this. 

It used its power as the land owner at Aramoana to grant tenancy status to SPA before its 

NDA application. This legal status was expected to considerably help SPA in their 

application. Furthermore, it used its position of power to exclude certain groups and 

individuals from early consultation with the Board when the proposal was in its 

infancy. 103 The Otago Council also used their clout in an attempt to promote the smelter. 

In their publication, Aramoana. The Pre-eminently Suitable Site for Locating and Export 

Orientated Energy Intensive Industry, they listed numerous groups which they claimed 

supported the proposal. It later transpired that some of these groups, such as the Otago 

Catchment Board, had not been asked if they either supported the smelter or wished to be 

included on the list. 104 Individuals within some of these groups also questioned the 

accuracy of stating that the institution itself was in favour when the proposal had often 

not been debated or even mentioned at meetings. This was the case with both the DCC 

and the general executive of the Otago Council itself. 105 One further case illustrates how 

institutions sometimes manipulated information in an attempt to present a glowing case 

for the scheme. The Dunedin Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority (DMRP A) 

complied a report in 1981 which indicated that the smelter would not reverse Dunedin's 

declining population trend. The executive committee decided to suppress this report and it 

was not until this fact was publicised that the DMRP A agreed to release it. Before they 

100 "Minutes from 'Special Meeting of the Provincial Executive and Invited Community leaders and Otago 
M.P's to discuss smelter issue and implications,"' p. 1. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
101 Ibid., p. 2. 
102 Ibid., p. 3. 
103 SAC Newsletter 271

" February 1980. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
104 ODT24/6/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 309. 
105 For DCC see, ODT 10/6/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 301. And for Otago Council, ODT 
12-13111/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, pp. 355-356. 



did this, however, they changed the report to make it more "positive" by removing the 

worst predictions about the smelter's impact and rewording other passages. 106 
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Institutional means were also used to make frequent submissions to the National 

Government. The Otago Council booklet was prepared as one of these, even though it 

was also disseminated for the local audience. Delegations of local business men and 

representatives of the Otago Chamber of Commerce, led by Skeggs, went to Wellington 

to see Muldoon and seek assurances that the scheme would go ahead. 107 They also sent 

telegrams to Government MPs and pleaded Dunedin's case through the media. 108 They 

tailored their message to their audience. For the Government they highlighted that the 

smelter would see Dtmedin become, "less dependent upon central Government decision 

making for employment replacement and regional development assistance."109 

Submissions were not just made to the Government, however, as most local groups 

supporting the scheme also made forceful entreaties to the Commission for the 

Environment as it audited SPA's EIR. 110 

Local suppmiers of the smelter launched a large and varied publicity and public relations 

campaign. These included publications, speeches to groups around Dunedin and use of 

the media, particularly print media and advertising supplements. Common themes 

throughout this publicity blitz were the economic benefits Dunedin would incur and 

environmental matters. Two important advertising supplements were the, 'We're Backing 

the Smelter' four page feature in The Star and the, 'Supporting the Smelter' series in the 

ODT. The former included articles by prominent citizens such as Jean McLean, at the 

time President of the Otago Chamber of Commerce, and highlighted issues such as 

population decline, falling school rolls and international environmental comparisons. In 

particular an miicle was based around an English aluminium smelter in Anglesay with a 

local resident quoted as urging, "Go to it Dunedin, you have nothing to fear from 

pollution to the environment."111 The, 'Supporting the Smelter' series ran in the ODT 

through the middle of 1980. It included advertisements from firms such as Cadbury's and 

106 ODT4/3/81, p. 79 and ODT3/4/81, p. 128. Both inAramoana: clippings. Volume 2. 
107 ODT3/6182. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 3, p. 68. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
108 ODT 1/5/80, p. 257 and ODT7/11/80, p. 354 and ODT22/1//80, p. 365. All in Aramoana: clippings. 
Volume I. 
109 Otago Council, p. 8. 
110 See for example, EIAPSI, Submission numbers 48, 114, 132, 133 or EIAPSII, Submission number 159 or 
EIAPSIV, Submission number 332. 
111 "Backing the smelter," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
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Arthur Barnett's and used emotive or comedic text to convince readers. The Cadbury's 

advertisement, for example, pictured a heart with Dunedin at its centre and an arrow to 

the Cad bury's factory and claimed it was, "in the heart of Dunedin .. with Dunedin at 

heart." 112 OHB furthered their claim that environmental matters were being considered 

and that the smelter would not be harmful by claiming in the 'We're Backing the Smelter' 

supplement, that they had, "never followed a policy of industrial development at any 

price."113 OHB also adopted one of the tactic's employed by their opponents, particularly 

the Coalition for Open Government, in placing an advertisement in flyer form with a 

series of question and answers that refuted the oppositions claimsY4 Both Jolyon 

Manning and Skeggs made speeches around Dunedin. Manning addressed St Hilda's 

school in February 1980 while Skeggs tried to disseminate his message in a Rotary Club 

speech during the same month. 115 

A unique facet of this publicity campaign was the contestation by two groups of what 

'heritage', 'environment' and 'environmental' meant and also what constituted damage in 

the case of the last two. Mr W. D. Finnie when he was President of the Otago Chamber of 

Commerce, claimed that 'heritage' was not salt marshes or Maori archaeological sites but 

rather Dunedin's educational establishments, excellent medical facilities and wide 

industrial technology and agricultural base. He argued that these were endangered by the 

city's economic decline and that by opposing an economic venture such as the smelter, 

protestors were the real destroyers of Otago's heritage. 116 A construction firm furthered 

this idea in 1981. They contended that Dunedin would deteriorate if no monetary influx 

was forthcoming. This, they argued, would only increase the, "environmental pollution of 

obsolete and rotting buildings", in the southern city areas, particularly around the 

exchange and railway lines. 117 Thus, local supporters engaged in a publicity campaign 

targeted at a wide variety of the public. Through this they pushed their message that 

Dunedin needed the economic benefits of the smelter. Moreover, they added that the 

environment surrounding the Aramoana area would not be harmed and that economic 

decline itself was actually a hazard to both the environment and the region's heritage. 

112
" 'Supporting the smelter' series, Number, 5- Cadbury's, in ODT20/8/80. In SAC, Records: Box 6 86-

005. 
113 "Backing the smelter," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
114 "ORB advertising flyer, undated and does not specify which paper," in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. 
115 Skeggs see, ODT27/2/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 120.Mcnab volume 1, p.120. And 
Manning's Speech, 'There's Another Side to the Aramoana Issue, 7/2/80,' in SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
116 ODT 10/5/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 278. 
117 EIAPSIV, Submission Number 332. 
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"The problem is that many ofthose involved in the anti-smelter movements are pathetic 

malcontents looking for a cause - any kind of cause - to fill otherwise meaningless 

lives."118 So argued Skeggs in 1981, and attacks such as this on opponents ofthe scheme 

constituted a final aspect ofthe campaign waged by supporters. Terms such as, "paper

tiger freedom fighters" and "teddy bear urban gueiTillas," were bandied about throughout 

the debate to describe protestors. 119 They were demarcated from groups such as the Royal 

Forest and Bird Society who were labelled, "genuine conservationists," in an attempt to 

. . 1 120 0 portray supporters as not umespons1ve to env1ronmenta concerns. pponents were 

variously portrayed as "North Islanders", or anti-industrialists or protestors-for-hire, in an 

attempt to vilify and marginalise them. 121 Furthermore, in a sly move, their morality was 

questioned with Skeggs asking how the environmentalists could oppose the smelter yet 

use aluminium products in their homes and cars. 122 It is surprising that SAC did not retort, 

'how can we not?', given the pervasiveness of aluminium in components. It is an example 

of the significant role rhetoric, as opposed to more objective facts, played in the 

organisational methods of supporters. 

Local businesses who did not support the scheme, along with Professor van Moeseke and 

academics in general conclude those attacked by local smelter supporters. The Labour 

Party's newly elected St Kilda MP, Michael Cullen, stirred up tensions when he intimated 

that he knew of some small businessmen in Dunedin who had been, "bludgeoned and 

blackmailed into silence by the governing elite of Dunedin."123 He refused to name names 

and thus the claim is speculative. Yet SAC also appeared to believe this practise had 

occmTed in Dunedin and given the virulent nature of supporters and their often heavy

handed practises it does not seem to be beyond the realms of possibility. 124 Supporters 

had an answer for Cullen's criticisms, however, not only was he aMP for the Labour 

Party, he had also been a university lecturer. Like national figures, local pro-smelter 

individuals organised by criticising the university and academics at every turn. Widely, 

this was due to the prevailing anti-intellectualism in New Zealand society. Specifically, 

118 "Notes from Skeggs speech or article, January 1981," in SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005, Hocken Library 
Dunedin. 
119 Ibid. 
120 ODT31/l/80. InAramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 101. 
121 Ibid. And 0DT2118/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 294. 
122 New Zealand Times 24/5/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 190. 
123 ODT 17/3/81 and 20/3/81. In Aramoana: clippings: Volume 2, pp. 106-107. 
124 "Minutes of SAC meeting, 30/8/80," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
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criticism about the proposal was often issued from within the university and many staff 

members, such as Alan Mark and John Omer-Cooper, were frequently allied with 

environmental groups, for example, Ecology Action Otago. As Skeggs succinctly put the 

matter the, "university[ is] a real problem."125 Professor van Moeseke came in for his own 

special criticism. His figures were questioned and his neutrality queried, presumably 

because he worked at the University. As Erik Olssen has noted his report "aroused angrier 

passion."126 It could be argued that supporters were particularly scathing of his work and 

angered by it because he questioned the very issue they were promoting; economic 

benefit. 

National and local supporters consisted largely of groups with business or governmental 

interests in the proposal. They supported the Aramoana scheme because of their shared 

intellectual frameworks and the belief that Aramoana was the best site for the smelter. 

Moreover, all groups favoured the scheme because of the economic benefits it would 

bring to either the region, country, consortium or themselves. They organised by 

promoting the positives of the scheme and by launching large scale publicity campaigns. 

Here they highlighted economic reasons for its necessity and attacked critics of the 

proposal. 

It is hard to assess the similarities between national supporters of the scheme and those 

opposed. This is due to the governmental and company focus of national groups. Broadly, 

however, they did publicise what they saw as the important issues and tried to sway the 

general public through sometimes emotive publicity campaigns. Local pro-smelter groups 

and individuals are easier to assess and did organise in very similar ways to opponents of 

the scheme. They used whatever means they had available such as networks and 

monetary options. Supporters used institutional funds while SAC and others raised 

money. They made submissions to interested groups and engaged in wide spread 

publicity campaigns. SAC and affiliated organisations, however, often aimed their 

publicity at the wider national audience more than, for example, the OHB. Both groups 

used the media to great effect. Retaliatory or derogatory attacks on the opposing side 

were common. Often these used notions of morality and social values which were under 

widespread contestation worldwide at this time. Economic and environmental issues, 

125 "Special meeting of exec," p. 2. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. 
126 Olssen, p. 240. 
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either separately or intertwined, were brought forward by both groups. The issues, the 

rationale and the way groups organised were strikingly similar during the debate. It was 

the role all these played in the continual contestation ofNew Zealand's direction which 

placed pro- and anti-smelter groups on opposite sides of the fence. The respective success 

of both sides will be examined in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Six 

Saving Aramoana? Success in context. 

"It is clear that the failure of the project to proceed at this time resulted from commercial 

considerations rather than from any environmental factors. " Commission for the 

Environment. 1 

To complete an investigation into the controversy aroused by the Aramoana smelter 

proposal one must attempt to analyse how successful opponents and supporters of the 

scheme were. The short statement issued by the Commission for the Environment in 1983 

would appear to succinctly sum this up. To subscribe to this view, however, would be to 

fall into the trap of placing economic ideas on one side of an imaginary divide with 

environmental concerns on the other. As this thesis has argued division over issues during 

the debate was never this clear cut. This chapter, therefore, will attempt to analyse the 

success of both groups, particularly on their own terms. The short term and immediate 

successes or failures ofthe 1974 campaigns will be examined initially. Secondly, the 

lessons these provided for the intervening years 1975-1979 will be analysed. The second 

proposal, 1979-83 will be examined in two broad ways: first, by looking at the success of 

specific campaigns and campaign methods; next, the success or failure of the overall 

objectives expressed by opponents or supporters during the second proposal will be 

examined; lastly, an overall analysis will be conducted of both groups to broadly ascertain 

how successful they were across the spectrum of the issue and to try and highlight 

particular reasons for their success or failure. 

The first proposal, 1974 

The success ofboth groups in relation to the 1974 proposal can only be assessed in terms 

of overall objectives as there is not enough research material to examine specific 

campaigns. How successful then were opponents of the scheme in the immediate and 

short term? The two main groups in this earlier period were local residents and the first 

Save Aramoana Campaign (SAC). As the Otago Metal Industries (OMI) smelter proposal 

did not go ahead they would appear to have been successful. On closer examination, 

1 Commission for the Environment, Environmental Audits and Appraisals 1976-81, (Wellington: 
Commission for the Environment, 1983), p. 63. 
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however, the demise of this initial scheme was due predominantly to the disinterest of 

government. The Labour Government were not enthusiastic about the smelter. When they 

finally shelved the proposal it was primarily on economic grounds, not because of the 

environmental concerns that had been raised by SAC. Thus, problematic hydro-electric 

reserves and electricity prices were the OMI scheme's death knoll? Ecological issues had 

been acknowledged, however, by local Labour MP, Mr B. P. MacDonnell? In particular, 

he mentioned the strength of concern expressed by local residents and the Dunedin public 

as a whole. 4 Residents' ability to impress upon MacDonnell their concerns must be seen 

as a success, especially as he later joined the ranks of pro-smelter advocates. Moreover, 

strong public opinion against the smelter must also be seen as a success for SAC and 

residents. This spotlight on ecological issues also led to several studies conducted 

between 1974 and 1979, for example Hamel's and Barr's comprehensive study of flora 

and fauna in the area. 5 As these formed an integral part of the campaign waged by 

protestors during 1979-1983, the instigation and publication of important ecological 

information can be viewed as a success of the 197 4 smelter opponents. Indeed, the overall 

raising of ecological issues surrounding the Aramoana site can also be seen as a success. 

Two failures are also evident, however, in SAC's and residents' tactics and aims during 

1974. The first ofthese was the narrow focus on specifically environmental issues. Unlike 

the later campaign, no interlinking was evident between wider economic and societal 

issues and the Aramoana scheme. 6 The overriding aim of opponents was the 

establishment of a reserve at Aramoana to preclude any further industrial developments. 

While the proposal failed, a reserve was not established and this was, therefore, a failure 

for residents and SAC. 

The major groups who supported the 1974 proposal were OMI and the Otago Harbour 

Board (OHB), as well as Dunedin business and local government interests. For these 

groups, the 1974 scheme saw one major failure and one major success. Failure came in 

2 Otago Daily Times (ODT) (Dunedin) 16111/74. InAramoana: clippings from Dunedin newspapers. 
Volume 1, p. 49. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
3 Evening Star (Dunedin) 1111/74. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 37. 
4 Ibid. 
5 G. A.M. Barr and G. E. Hamel, Coastal Ecology and Land Use at Aramoana, (Dunedin: Otago Ecology 
Action Otago, 1974) 
6 For example, compare the earlier publication, Save Aramoana Campaign (SAC), Aramoana: It's Your 
Decision, (Dunedin: SAC, 1974) In SAC, Records: Box 1 85-099, Hocken Library Dunedin. Compare to a 
later publication, for example Campaign Power Poll (CPP) and SAC, The Smelter Fighters' Fact Pack, 
(Wellington: CPP, 1980) In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
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the shape of the proposal's extinguishment by the Labour government. There were 

positives, however, even in the scheme's cancellation. The Aramoana site was not 

precluded from industry, as its industrial zoning remained. It was not site choice or wider 

environmental issues relating to the site which signalled the end to the proposal, rather it 

was specific historical economic concerns, such as electricity availability and lack of 

political will on the part of the Labour Government. Pro-smelter proponents, therefore, 

had suffered a temporary set back rather than a critical blow to their overall design for a 

smelter at Aramoana. 

In the intervening years before 1979 both groups had mixed success and bequeathed 

mixed precedents to their later successors. Those opposing the smelter did provide a 

model for the second, more successful SAC. A structure was established and networks 

and connections made. Different tactics were given a trial run of sorts and overall a 

platform on which to build the second campaign was constructed. The first campaign also 

planted the seed of the reserve ideal for the area. The cessation of the smelter proposal in 

1974, however, may have over-inflated the success ofthe first SAC and given false hope 

and self-importance to the second campaign. There is a certain naivete in some of the 

methods, proclamations and outlook of SAC II. 7 This may have stemmed from the 

wrongly-held beliefthat the 1974 proposal was stopped by environmental arguments. For 

pro-smelter groups, a major success was the continuation of industrial zoning for the area. 

They lobbied hard for this and the Silverpeaks County Council (Silverpeaks) agreement 

in 1977 was a fundamental prerequisite for the OHB and South Pacific Aluminium (SPA) 

in their proposal. Like SAC, pro-smelter groups were also successful in providing a 

model for supporters of the second proposal. They highlighted the need to lobby and 

crucially convince national government regarding any future proposal. They also 

established networks and connections. 

The second proposal, 1979-83 

Using these models and precedents, both opponents and supporters of the second smelter 

proposal, 1979-1983, organised campaigns to forward their views. The success of their 

tactics must now be examined. For opponents, successes outweighed failures. Public 

7 See for example, ODT28!12179. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 1, p. 77. And SAC "Minutes- 5/8/80," 
in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
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opinion during both 1974 and 1979-83 was notoriously ephemeral.8 The Values Party 

telephone survey and University surveys conducted in 1980 and 1981 respectively 

resulted in different outcomes.9 It would appear, however, that SAC's publicity did 

engender some support in Dunedin. Pharazyn's dissertation involved interviews with two 

key SAC members, Gregor Morgan and Claire Carey, and he states that the organisation 

did have strong support within Dunedin. 10 The smashing of car windows of anti-smelter 

residents at Port Chalmers, however, along with Ralph Hotere's studio window suggests 

opponents also generated strong dislike at times. 11 The methods SAC used to attract 

attention were certainly very successful. These ranged from the novel declaration of 

Aramoana as an Independent State to local rallies and international newspaper 

advertisements. By their own standards, many of these were seen as successful. SAC 

newsletters carried messages such as, "the impact of the caravan was more than could 

have been hoped for," in relation to their travelling embassy. 12 This raised nearly $10,000 

around the country and added hundreds of new national members to the campaign. 13 The 

Border Post at Otafelo Point was also a success raising over $150 a day in its first month 

of operation (see Figure 13). 14 Moreover, attendance at events such as rallies and local 

convoys to the site was greater than had been anticipated. 15 Novelty items such as the 

Independent State of Aramoana stamps were hugely successful in promoting the issue 

across New Zealand. Indeed articles even appeared in International Journals about this 

philatelic novelty (see Figures 5 and 6). 16 

It can be argued that one of SAC's greatest achievements was the promotion ofthe 

smelter issue nation-wide. Not only did opponents publicise the issue across New 

Zealand, they also succeeded in illuminating aspects of the proposal which affected all 

New Zealanders. Consequently, they turned what could have been a small local argument 

about land resources into a nationwide campaign which tapped into the concurrent debate 

8 For a fuller discussion of this see Chapter 1, footnote 21. 
9 ODT9/3/8l. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 88. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. And "New 
Zealand Values Party telephone survey of Dunedin re smelter, 1980," in SAC, Records: Box I 00-050, 
Hocken Library Dunedin. 
1° Conrad Pharazyn, "Aramoana: presentation and perception of the smelter issue" Major Study towards the 
Diploma of Landscape Architecture, Lincoln College, 1982, p. 38. 
11 ODT12/1/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume2, p. 11. 
12 SAC Newsletter, number 22. In SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050, Hocken Library Dunedin. 
13 Ibid. 
14 SAC, "Minutes- 30/12/80," in SAC, Records: Box 6 86-005. 
15 Sheet entitled "Own Evaluations", undated. In SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
16 Photocopy of article from undated Bio Philately, journal. In SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
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Figure 13. Insignia worn by border guards at Otafelo Point. From SAC, Records: Box 2 

00-050, Hocken Library, Dunedin. 
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about the future of New Zealand society. "Ultimately however, it has taken the message 

where it really counts," SAC mused about the travelling embassy, "to people right around 

the country." 17 National SAC publicity promoted their message as did affiliated groups 

such as the Coalition for Open Government (COG) and the Campaign for Rational 

Economic and Environmental Development in New Zealand (CREEDNZ). International 

attention was also garnered through advertising and using environmental and Otago 

links. 18 The declaration of the independent state was undoubtedly the greatest spur to this 

and illustrates how effective and successful it was as a strategic tactic. 19 

One of the greatest successes of opponents of the smelter, SAC and affiliated groups, 

residents and the Aramoana League, was in not letting the entire decision and wider 

debate be railroaded or conducted under the radar of public scrutiny. The use of the 

National Development Act (NDA) furthered the very real possibility of this. Hence, in 

publicising the issue through novel means, yet also engaging in technical research and 

debate, opponents made sure their claims were investigated and highlighted. This was 

successful in countering the pro-smelter lobbies' message that the only issue was 

economic decline or resurrection for Dunedin. Opponents brought wider issues regarding 

democracy, New Zealand's future and environmental and resource use into the national 

arena. Publications such as Industry in Otago, were effective in this way and were in 

demand?0 This effected pro-smelter groups who were forced into being reactive rather 

than proactive. They were compelled to consider and publish information, for example, 

about fluoride emissions. Opponents thereby drove those suppmiing the smelter to 

respond and think about claims they were making about economic, environmental and 

democratic issues. One pro-smelter advertising supplement, 'We're Backing the Smelter', 

is an example of an attempt at such refutation.21 Opponents therefore widened the debate 

and succeeded in placing their concerns on the agenda. As has been shown in Chapters 

Three and Five, both groups successfully employed the tactic of down-writing or 

'dumbing down' their material. This was certainly a success for SAC who used clear, 

catchy publicity material to get their message across. Moreover, they refuted the idea that 

17 SAC Newsletter, number 22, in SAC, Records: Box 2 00-050. 
18 See "Correspondence folder," in SAC, Records: Box I 00-050. And SAC Newsletter, number 17, p. 2. In 
SAC, Records: Box 7 86-005. Hocken Library Dunedin. 
19 See "Correspondence folder," an entire A4 ring binder full of international correspondence, most of 
which mention the Declaration oflndependence. In SAC, Records: Box I 00-050. 
20 See correspondence requesting copies, loose-leaf sheets in SAC, Records: Box 4 86-005. Hocken Library 
Dunedin. 
21 Pharazyn, p. 39. 
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they were simply anti-progress, 'greenies'. Digesting and synthesising complex economic 

arguments into easy-to-read broadsheet question and answer publication, for example 

Campaign Power Poll's (CPP) economic flyer, was very successful in reaching out to all 

sectors of society?2 Opponents had the ability to produce complex scientific or technical 

data, for example van Moeseke's report, yet also used these fundamental conclusions 

within more vernacular publications.23 In purely organisational terms SAC in particular 

were also very successful. As Chapter Three has shown they built a strong organisation 

based on non-hierarchical methods and interacted with other concerned groups and 

individuals whilst building networks nationally and internationally. They were a vital part 

in the regenerated strength of the Otago environmental movement at a time when other 

regions experienced decline in this area, for example, with Environment Centres?4 They 

used fundraising effectively and pooled the skills oftheir members. The commitment of a 

core group of members was phenomenal. They poured enormous amounts oftime and 

energy into the campaign in terms of research, organisation, public speaking, travelling 

and fundraising. Claire Carey's and Alistair Graham's four month North Island sojourn 

with the travelling embassy in 1981 is but one example of the commitment of campaign 

members in turning a local, site-specific issue into a campaign which attracted national 

and international interest. 

Campaign methods of opponents during 1979-83, however, where not all successful. 

Legally their campaign failed. CREEDNZ and the Environmental Defence Society 

appealed the use ofthe NDA by SPA and OHB for Aramoana. Their appeal was 

unsuccessful when the Court of Appeal ruled in the Government's and consortium's 

favour. 25 Like other protest groups in New Zealand at this time, for example Halt All 

Racist Tours (HART) in relation to the Springbok Tour of 1981, legal avenues failed 

whereas mass protest tactics proved relatively successful.26 There were two other areas in 

which opponents were not successful. The first was in convincing government both local 

and national, SPA, and OHB ofthe importance of protestors' concerns. Here, they failed 

to stop the consortium's plans for the smelter. Perhaps it was naive ofthem, however, to 

22 "CPP flyer," undated. In SAC, Records: Box 2 86-005. Hocken Library Dunedin. 
23 Neil Ericksen, ed. The Aluminium Debate: Moulding New Zealand's Future, (Hamilton: University of 
Waikato, 1981), pp. 167-184. 
24 Roger Wilson, From Manapouri to Aramoana. The battle for New Zealand's environment, (Auckland: 
Earthworks Press, 1982), pp. 180-181. 
25 ODT 28/8/82. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 301. 
26 Obviously the mass Springbok Tour protests were more successful than those of SAC. 



ever think this was a possibility. Finally, campaigns by residents and the Aramoana 

League to change industrial zoning during this period were unsuccessful. Their future 

therefore, even after the withdrawal of the SPA bid, was still uncertain. 
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How successful then were the methods and campaigns of proponents of the second 

smelter scheme? Compared to opponents they were not as successful. Some positive 

aspects of their campaign can be identified however. One of these was the simple 

language they often employed to spread their message. In this regard they had a trump 

card in Prime Minister Robert Muldoon. He reached out to the masses and turned what 

was often a very technical debate about obscure points into a easily understood story 

about the best way to resurrect New Zealand's struggling economy?7 Locally, public 

opinion varied but pro-smelter groups certainly garnered some support. One reason for 

this was their reliance on economic arguments. The Dunedin public wanted to hear that 

something was going to help their city. By publicising and pushing economic arguments, 

proponents built a strong base that centred on an easily identifiable issue. Furthermore, 

just as they were often forced to do, their success in highlighting economic issues forced 

SAC and other opponents to react rather than act in this arena?8 Financial reserves often 

meant proponents' publicity campaigns across all issues were largely successful.29 

Overall, however, pro-smelter group and individuals were often outplayed by opponents 

of the scheme. Opponents seemed to seek and receive more national media attention and 

were adept at over-emphasising their strength and importance in the region. Proponents 

were left on the back foot, lobbying government to hasten their decision as, "we are being 

embarrassed by environmental issues."30 National supporters appeared to not only be 

embarrassed but also fearful of residents and protestors. In August 1981 when the 

Minister of Justice, J. C. Mckay visited the smelter site with two Dunedin National Party 

candidates they were accompanied by two car loads of plain clothes and uniformed 

police; surely an exaggeration of the threat they faced. 31 

27 ODT 30/3/81. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 118. 
28 See for example SAC's publication, Industry In Otago, (Dunedin: SAC, 1981), where they refuted the 
use oflarge-scale projects for regional development. 
29 See for example the 'fighting fund' established in 1980. 'Minutes from "Special Meeting of the 
Provincial Executive and Invited Community leaders and Otago MP's to discuss smelter issue and 
implications"', p. 2. In SAC, Records: Box 3 86-005. Hocken Library, Dunedin. 
30 ODT 1/5/80. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume I, p. 257. 
31 ODT5/8/81. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 2, p. 285. 
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Success of overall objectives 

Both groups, therefore, had some immediate successes with their campaigns whilst 

· simultaneously tasting defeat. One must now turn to an analysis oftheir overall 

objectives. As success and failure ofboth groups' objectives are intrinsically linked, they 

will be examined concunently. By the end of 1982 the smelter proposal was largely null 

and void. For SAC and other opponents, this would appear to have been a major victory. 

Contemporary economic factors lay behind the proposal's demise, however, as the 

National Government and SPA decided to put aside the issue until a more economically 

advantageous time. 32 Extraneous financial circumstances therefore, not protest concerns, 

lay behind the smelter's collapse at this point in history. It can be argued, however, that 

SAC can be seen to have had some measure of success with the scheme's demise. The 

economic situation in New Zealand had not radically altered between mid 1980 and late 

1982. It would appear that what had changed was the Government's willingness to 

proceed with the scheme at whatever cost. This can be seen in the contentious electricity 

pricing negotiations with Pechiney.33 SAC and other opponents played an enormous role 

in highlighting national economic concerns with the Aramoana proposal including 

electricity pricing. This could well have led to a lack of political will to economically 

accommodate a transnational company in the face of growing electoral unease. SAC was 

not successful, however, in directly convincing SPA and local and national government to 

scrap the proposal, one of their founding aims. While the scheme's collapse ensured 

proponents were ultimately unsuccessful in their aspirations, a strong glimmer of hope 

persisted. The area remained industrially zoned until the 1983 Planning Tribunal decision. 

Even after this decision OHB's ownership of the land and resistance to reserve proposals 

ensured industrial development was almost never off the agenda. 34 Development was still 

a possibility under the terms ofthe NDA.35 Nevertheless, the Planning Tribunal decision 

in 1983 can be seen as the most important success for opponents before 1990.36 Here they 

succeeded in having the industrial zoning of the area removed from the Silverpeaks 

32 ODT24/6/82, p. 71 and ODT 16/11/83, p. 141. Both in Aramoana: clippings. Volume 3. Dunedin Public 
Library, McNab Room. 
33 ODT24/6/82. InAramoana: clippings. Volume 3, p. 71. 
34 ODT31/l/89. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 4, p. 6. Dunedin Public Library, McNab Room. 
35 ODT 27/9/83. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 3, p. 133. 
36 J. Gordon Johnston, Journey to Aramoana. His Story, (Dunedin: Self-published, 1992), p. 135. The 
Aramoana League considered it had succeeded in its objectives barring minor zoning matters to be agreed 
upon. 
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district scheme. 37 In 1990 when the Department of Conservation (DOC) procured control 

of the area and secured its future reserve status, SAC, the Aramoana League, COG, 

CREEDNZ and opponents across Dunedin and New Zealand achieved their ultimate aim. 

They had succeeded in saving Aramoanajust as proponents had failed to establish 

industry there. The local community and the unique environmental attributes of the area 

had been saved. One wider success was also apparent for SAC and their fellow 

protesters. From the 1980s onwards New Zealand environmental law experienced 

enormous changes?8 Perhaps groups such as SAC and the Save Manapouri Campaign, 

along with other multifaceted environmental protest organisations in New Zealand from 

the1960s, had contributed in their own small way to the consciousness raising which 

allowed this legal overhaul. 

Success of pro- and anti-smelter lobbyists was a transient variable which makes it hard to 

analyse. Questions such as how is success measured, on whose terms and over what time 

frame pose just some of the problems. Largely, however, this chapter has attempted to 

determine success and failure by opponents and proponents on their own terms. It has 

examined the two most important proposals of 1974 and 1979-83 individually yet also 

acknowledged their correlation. By assessing success on individuals' or groups' own 

terms contradictions can become apparent. SAC, for example were successful in 

widening the debate, yet Dunedin local Government were also successful by focusing on 

the city's economic revival. I believe, however, that in an area of research such as this 

which focuses on a highly charged controversy it is better to judge success on groups' 

own terms in an effort to avoid imposing any false value judgements of the researcher. It 

can be seen that during the 197 4 furore over the proposal, opponents and proponents had 

mixed success. The smelter proposal was halted but not because of SAC protest action. 

Moreover, industrial zoning for the area remained. Both groups provided useful models 

for their later counterparts, although SAC perhaps left a legacy of over-inflated 

environmental impact. Over the course of the second proposal opponents dearly enjoyed 

more success than their rivals. They built a wide local and national base and employed 

effective multifaceted tactics over a wide range of issues. Their major failure was in the 

legal arena. Proponents succeeded in forcefully presenting their argument to the local 

37 ODT27/9/83. In Aramoana: clippings. Volume 3, p. 133. 
38 Nicola Wheen, "A History of New Zealand Environmental Law," in Environmental Histories of New 
Zealand. Tom Brooking and Eric Pawson, eds. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 269-274. 
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audience and of simplifying their message. Too often, however, they were outplayed and 

outwitted by anti-smelter groups. In their overall objectives, opponents also appear to 

have been more successful. The cessation of the smelter proposal towards the end of 

1982, however, was for economic not environmental reasons. Thus, it can not fully be 

considered a success for SAC nor a failure for pro-smelter groups. The 1983 Planning 

Tribunal decision went part way to protecting Aramoana. In 1990 when DOC assumed 

control of the area affording it reserve status opponents achieved the ultimate success. For 

proponents it was the final nail in the coffin of proposed industrial development at 

Aramoana. 
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Conclusion 

"The equality offree men before the Lavv, to enjoy what is theirs, and to live in peace; the 

law itself impartial and beyond petty manipulation; the right of the public domains as a 

totality, not merely those parts of it for which Big Business can find no immediate use; 

and the right of every per son to privacy, which includes freedom from the invasion of his 

air and water by noxious effluents, his landscape by grotesque factories by day and bright 

lights by night, and his peace of mind by noise, traffic and the sadness about the dammed 

rivers, the bulldozed homes and the strangled Harbour, its mouth choked with this 

monument to megalomaniac greed." -Jonathon Todd, President ofthe Careys Bay 

Association Inc. 1 

Noxious effluents, equality before the Law, public domains, megalomaniac greed: 

environment, democracy, societal values, economy; these concerns and objectives 

constituted the four touchstones of the Aramoana controversy. If you go to Aramoana 

today there is a standard Department of Conservation sign which intimates that the area 

opposite Te Ngaru was placed under their control in 1990. Nothing more exists which 

indicates that this small coastal, semi-rural area was once a battleground for contesting 

ideas about the future ofNew Zealand society. If you drive from Port Chalmers over the 

hills above Aramoana to Purikanui you will come across an old bam with a large 'Save 

Aramoana' painted on its side. For anyone unfamiliar to the area or its history it is a 

curiosity; why and from what did Aramoana need to be saved? Fundamentally opponents 

of the smelter sought to save Aramoana from environmental ruin; just as supporters 

viewed a smelter at Aramoana as an economic saviour. 

The Save Aramoana Campaign (SAC) initiated and maintained a call for the area to be 

preserved as a reserve. From 1974 until their disbanding in 1990 this remained their 

constant, core philosophy. This philosophy was not, however, immutable and 

impenetrable. It absorbed outside influences, from Dunedin, New Zealand and the world; 

influences as diverse as new scientific evidence about chemicals and avenues for reform 

from multifaceted protest movements. The predominant influence flowed from the 

1 Commission for the Environment, Proposed Aluminium Smelter at Aramoana: environmental impact 
audit: public submissions. Volume III, (Wellington: Commission for the Environment, 1981), Submission 
number259. 
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burgeoning environmental movement. In New Zealand the Save Manapouri Campaign 

was a popular model, whilst Australian controversies such as the battle over Tasmanian 

lakes helped shape SAC as a new organisation. Networks within this international 

environmental movement were crucial for SAC, both as purveyors of tactics and as 

contemporary information sharing cham1els. SAC was firmly entrenched as an 

organisation birthed by the counter-culture movement evidenced from the 1960s. Thus, 

their philosophy extended beyond its initial environmental focus to encompass important 

contemporaneous issues, the most pressing of which was the contestation of New 

Zealand's social and moral future. Environmental concerns remained at the heart of SAC 

but they began to interweave with economic, democratic and social justice issues. 

SAC blended tried and true tactics with novel events designed to shock. They produced a 

plethora of publicity material covering every facet of their protest as the issues widened. 

They were greatly helped in this by sister organisations, Campaign Power Poll (CPP) and 

the Campaign for Rational Economic and Environmental Development in New Zealand, 

and by established groups such as the Coalition for Open Government. They countered 

not only the gushing economic projections for the new smelter but also the wider 

economic ideas of growth and export-led heavy industrialisation. They contested 

traditional notions about values and societal wealth. In this they were greatly influenced 

by their underlying environmental assumptions. Not only did they abhor the democratic 

circumvention imposed by legislation such as the National Development Act, they also 

personally felt its implications as they were shut out of the decision making process over 

the smelter. All of this they publicised, through the media, word-of mouth, and 

personally, taking their message across the country. On 23 December they pulled a 

metaphorical publicity rabbit out of their hat by declaring Aramoana an Independent 

State. The trappings of state ensued and it was this key novel event, accompanied by its 

simultaneous travelling embassy and stamp production, which thrust the Aramoana 

debate towards the forefront of environmental controversies in New Zealand in the early 

1980s. 

SAC was not alone or even paramount in their opposition to the smelter. Local residents 

fought an ongoing battle with the Otago Harbour Board and South Pacific Aluminium. 

SAC contained only some local residents and many Dunedin people. Consequently, it was 

the majority of residents who stood to loose not only a unique environmental area and 
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special recreational location but also their homes and their tight-knit community; their 

intimate personal environments. Issues of environmental concern, democratic process and 

moral and social justice were paramount for these people. Not only were they going to 

loose their home or have their intimate surroundings effected but they had no institutional 

say in the matter. The smelter's promise of a better future for New Zealand rang hollow 

for them; a better future for whom? They followed largely legal avenues of recourse, 

winning their minor victory in 1983. Many ofNew Zealand's wider populace spoke out 

against the smelter proposal, whether individually or as members of organisations. In 

comparison to SAC and local residents they were more likely to highlight economic 

and/or national environmental reasons for their opposition. Like SAC many were part of 

the new generation robustly partaking in the ongoing dialogue about New Zealand's 

future. Through donations and membership to SAC or CPP they helped organise in 

support of the smelter's cessation. They also made their voices heard through the only 

institutional means available to them, the public submissions to the Commission for the 

Environment. 

For any debate, dialogue or contestation of a country's future two parties are needed. 

Supporters of the smelter proposal operated primarily in economic territory. At times they 

alternately disputed or tried to quell environmental fears, whilst promulgating the need 

for democratic circumvention in the name of economic survival. Furthermore, they 

vigorously engaged in the social values and future direction of society debate. Yet at their 

core lay the pressing need for economic revival for Dunedin, Otago and New Zealand. 

This economic revival, preceding under the hotly pressured economic doctrine of growth, 

was going to provide the better future they saw ahead for New Zealand. A future which 

ironically, harked back to the economic golden years ofthe 1950s and 1960s. Supporters 

organised very similarly to anti-smelter groups. Prodigious amounts of publicity was 

produced, opponents attacked and media used to try and sway people towards a pro

smelter stance. Crucially, supporters had access to more institutional channels than 

opponents and often controlled the apparatus of legal decision making as local and central 

government supported the smelter. 

To look back or look forward? That was one of the central questions which underlay 

smelter divisions. Supporters clung to a rapidly outmoded intellectual doctrine of 

economic growth to try and revive the city, region and nation. Nationally they looked 
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back to the golden economic decades ofthe 1950s and 1960s whilst locally some peered 

even further back into history, to Dunedin's prominence of the late nineteenth century. 

They refused to accept that situations both locally, nationally and, crucially, 

internationally had changed. An aluminium smelter at Aramoana powered by an 

enormous hydro-facility on the Clutha River would solve all the country's woes. Oil 

crises, lower commodity prices, staple dependency, British entry into the European 

Community; all would be reversed by aluminium-led export growth. Opponents instead 

looked forward, to the fledgling idea of sustainable use of resources, to environmental 

preservation for tourism, to a less regulated society with less concentration of power in 

the hands of the executive and to economic revival based on small scale, divergent 

industries. Environmentalists or 'greenies' often were and are accused of looking back to 

a lost arcadia, a mythical time when humans were in harmony with 'nature.' The very 

terms 'getting back to nature' or 'going back to the land,' seems to imply this. Indeed, 

environmental historians have often been guilty of eulogising non-industrial societies and 

their values and relationships with their environments. To me, however, SAC and other 

smelter opponents have emerged as forward looking; prefiguring new ideas about coastal 

'waste' and swamp lands, eco-tourism, sustainable development and environmental 

ethics. As Brian Turner so eloquently sums up in the poem which opened this thesis, they 

had the foresight to know that; 

Nothing is leaving well alone. 

Let there be nothing but the leaving alone. 

Let it be said that these people 

had the good sense 

to leave more things alone? 

2 From Brian Turner poem, "Smelting the Smelter: Aramoana," 1980. In SAC, Records: Box 8 86-005, 
Hocken Library Dunedin. Emphasis in original. 
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